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Georgia Southern
University Faculty Senate
Meeting
May 14, 2021 | 4:00 – 6:00 p.m.
Zoom Link for Non-Voting Attendees:
https://georgiasouthern.zoom.us/j/92447726513
Zoom Link for Panelist will be sent out Tuesday, May 12, 2021
Pre-Meeting Notes:
1) Read all reports, motions, and discussions included in this agenda before the meeting.
2) Be able to access copies during the meeting. Copies will not be shown online during
meetings.
3) To allow everyone a chance to participate, and to conduct the meeting in a timely
manner, please limit yourself to two talking points per item. No talking point should
exceed two minutes.
4) Faculty Senate meetings this year will be virtual. The meeting starts promptly at 4pm,
which means everyone should be online by that time. The meeting space will be open
with IT staff available 30 minutes prior to the starting time to help with any technical
issues you may have prior to the meeting.
5) This meeting will be run as a virtual Video Webinar through Zoom with all Senators
and select administrators as Panelist.
6) Senators and invited guests must join with video with full name and college
affiliation. Video should be on when speaking.
7) As a Senator, if you cannot attend, it is your responsibility to confirm a substitution
with the Alternates from your college. The name and email address of the alternate
must be provided to the Faculty Senate Office 48 hours prior to the meeting to ensure
that they receive the appropriate link to sit on the panel and vote.
8) Alternates may vote only if they are representing another Senator.
9) Please raise your hand via the link at the bottom of the Zoom webpage to be
recognized to speak.
10) All Faculty Senate meetings are recorded.
11) All submissions to the Chat box will become part of the official minutes of the meeting.
12) Edited Minutes will be distributed.

AGENDA
4:00 – 4:01

I.

4:02 – 4:05

II.

4:06 – 4:20

III. LIBRARIAN’S REPORT / May 7, 2021 (King, FS Librarian) [Pages
20 – 110]

APPROVAL OF AGENDA [Pages 1-2]
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES / April 29, 2021 (Konkle, Senate
Secretary) [Pages 3 – 19]

A. Graduate Committee / April 8, 2021 (Konkle, Member)
B. Undergraduate Committee / April 13, 2021 (Chopak-Foss, Chair)
C. General Education and Core Curriculum Committee / April 23,
2021 (Curtis, Member)
4:21- 4:55
4:21 – 4:30
4:30 – 4:45
4:46 – 4:52
4:52 – 4:55
4:55 – 5:15
4:55 – 5:00
5:00 – 5:05
5:05 – 5:10
5:10 – 5:15
5:15 – 5:35
5:15 – 5:25
5:25 – 5:35

IV. REPORTS
A. USG Post-Tenure Update (Reiber & Cone, Provost’s Office) [Pages
111 – 112]
B. FY 2022 Budget Report (Stalnaker, CIO)
C. SGA Report
D. Faculty Senate Year in Review (Holt, FS President)
V. FACULTY SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
A. MOTIONS
1. Faculty Search Portal - Liston (SEC) [Pages 113 – 114]
2. Faculty Senate Inclusive Excellence Plan (Holt, FS President)
[Pages 115 - 130]
3. Faculty Senate Inclusive Excellence Committee (Botnaru, SEC)
[Pages 131 - 133]
4. Faculty Senate Bylaw Revisions Article I & II (Botnaru, cochair) [Pages 134 – 141]
B. DISCUSSION ITEMS
1. Armstrong Climate Committee Report (Dawers, chair) [Pages
142 - 148]
2. Faculty Senate Bylaws Article III (Botnaru, co-chair) [Pages
149-159]

5:35 – 5:45

VI. PRESIDENT’S REPORT (Dr. Kyle Marrero, President)

5:45 – 5:55

VII. PROVOST’S REPORT (Dr. Carl Reiber, Provost, VPAA)

5:55 – 6:00
6:00

VIII. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND UPDATES
IX. ADJOURNMENT

Georgia Southern University Faculty Senate Meeting
April 29, 2021 | 4:00–6:00 p.m.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The meeting was called to order at 4:00 PM.
The Senate approved the Agenda and Minutes.
The Senate then heard and discussed a Resolution submitted by a number of faculty pertaining
to value for and respect of colleagues. The Resolution was amended and passed during the
meeting.
The Senate approved the Librarian’s Report. The Senate heard reports from the General
Education and Core Curriculum Committee, the Undergraduate Committee, and the Graduate
Committee, and approved the curriculum changes passed by the Undergraduate and Graduate
Committees.
The Senate discussed and passed a Motion on the Non-Tenure-Track Pathway to Promotion.
The Senate heard a report from an SGA representative.
The Senate heard instructions for the voting process for officer election and completed ballots,
to be verified and tallied within 24 hours of the meeting.
The Senate approved nominations for the USG Faculty Council Representative and the SGA
Faculty Representative.
Many Discussion Items and Motions that were listed on the April 29, 2021 agenda were
postponed to the May 14, 2021 meeting due to time constraints.
The meeting was adjourned at 6:30 PM.

MINUTES
Officers in Attendance: Trish Holt (President), Amanda Konkle (CAH, Secretary), Barbara
King (CBSS, Librarian), Cary Christian (CBSS, President Elect), Helen Bland (JPHCOPH,
Parliamentarian)
Senators in Attendance: Lisa Costello (CAH), Finbarr Curtis (CAH), Bill Dawers (CAH),
Katherine Fallon (CAH), Grant Gearhart (CAH), Amanda Hedrick (CAH), Christopher Hendricks
(CAH), Carol Jamison (CAH), June Joyner (CAH), Leticia McGrath (CAH), Kendra Parker
(CAH), Jeffrey Riley (CAH), Solomon Smith (CAH), Robert Terry (CAH), Addie Martindale
(CBSS), Nancy McCarley (CBSS), Michael Nielsen (CBSS), Wendy Wolfe (CBSS), Nedra
Cossa (COE), Lucas Jensen (COE), Dee Liston (COE), Fayth Parks (COE), Nancy Remler
(COE), Karelle Aiken (COSM), Christine Bedore (COSM), Yi Hu (COSM), Ionut Emil Iacob, Jim
LoBue (COSM), Cathy MacGowan (COSM), Justin Montemarano (COSM), Traci Ness (COSM),
Amy Potter (COSM), Jeffrey Secrest (COSM), Nathaniel Shank (COSM), Abid Shaikh (COSM),
Divine Wanduku (COSM), Robert Yarbrough (COSM), Jennifer Zettler (COSM), Andrew Hansen
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(JPHCOPH), Haresh Rochani (JPHCOPH), William Mase (JPHCOPH), Barbara Ross (Liberty),
Jessica Garner (LIB), Kristi Smith (LIB), Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC), Rocio Alba-Flores (PCEC),
David Calamas (PCEC), Rami Haddad (PCEC), Felix Hamza-Lup (PCEC), Chris Kadlec
(PCEC), Clint Martin (PCEC), William Amponsah (PCOB), Omid Ardakani (PCOB), Mark Hanna
(PCOB), Lowell Mooney (PCOB), Diana Botnaru (WCHP), Sheri Carey (WCHP), Katrina
Embrey (WCHP), Chris Hanna (WCHP), Susan Hendrix (WCHP), Joshua Kies (WCHP), Kari
Mau (WCHP), Christy Moore (WCHP)
Alternates in Attendance: Laura Valeri (CAH), Brett Curry (CBSS), Laurie Gould (CBSS),
Timothy Cairney (PCOB), John King (PCOB)
Senators not in Attendance: Josh Kennedy (CBSS), Eric Silva (CBSS), Jake Simons (PCOB),
Bill Yang (PCOB), Ellen Hamilton (WCHP)
Participating Administrators: Kyle Marrero (President), Carl Reiber (Provost), Amy Ballagh
(Enrollment Management), Diana Cone (Provost’s Office), Maura Copeland (Legal Affairs),
Brian DeLoach (Medical Director), Denise Gabara (HR), Cynthia Groover (Provost’s Office),
John Lester (VP University Communications), Carol Lightle (HR), Scott Lingrell (VP Enrollment
Management), Shay Little (VP Student Affairs), Vickie Shaw (HR), Amy Smith (Enrollment
Management), Ron Stalnaker (Chief Information Officer), David Walker (IT), Rob Whitaker (VP
Business and Finance), TaJuan Wilson (AVP Inclusive Excellence)
Guests: Megan Small (Faculty Senate GA), Joanne Chopak-Foss (Chair, Undergraduate
Committee, JPHCOPH), Shelli Casler-Failing (Chair, Graduate Committee, COE), Alexis Belvin
(SGA)
Attendees: Ashlea Anderson, Dustin Anderson, Annalee Ashley, Ahmet Akturk, Scott Beck,
Jennifer Berghoff, Brenda Blackwell, Yasar Bodur, David Bringman, Donna Brooks, Andrew
Bulla, Megan Byrd, Breanna Calamas, Lisa Carmichael, Suzanne Carpenter, Amy Chall, Ashley
Colquitt, Kelly Crosby, Amber Culpepper, Chris Curtis, Janet Dale, Mohammad Davoud, Kristen
Dickens, Nikki DiGregorio, John Dobson, Beth Durodoye, Steven Engel, Karin Fry, Miguel
Garcia, Ken Gassiot, Delena Bell Gatch, Christina Gipson, Michelle Haberland, Brandonn
Harris, Amy Heaston, Helena Hernandez, JT Hughes, Melissa Joiner, Barry Joyner, Casey
Keck, Dot Kempson, John Kraft, Deann Lewis, Tracy Linderholm, Keri Mans, Michele Martin,
Donna Mullenax, Delana Gajdodisik-Nivens, Jaime O’Connor, Norton Pease, Alyson Prude,
Marshall Ransom, Regina Rahimi, Brenda Richardson, Kent Rittschof, Lynn Roberts, J
Ruhland, Ashraf Saad, Ryan Schroeder, P Shankar, Lindy Sherwood, Suzanne Shurling, Eric
Silva, Kim Simpson, Cathy Skidmore-Hess, Daniel Skidmore-Hess, Trina Smith, Kip Sorgen,
Errol Stewart, Brad Sturz, Kara Bridgman Sweeney, Jennifer Syno, Audra Taylor, Stuart
Tedders, Lindsey Valenti, Deborah Walker, Joshua Williams, Wendy Woodrum
I. CALL TO ORDER
Trish Holt (FS President, COE) called the meeting to order at 4:00 PM.
II. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Trish Holt moved to approve the agenda for the April 29, 2021 meeting. Trish Holt noted that
there was a correction under IV.G.2, to change Shear to McGrath.
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She also added the Resolution discussion (from an email sent April 28) to after the Approval of
the Minutes. Chris Kadlec (PCEC) moved, Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC) seconded. There was no
discussion. The agenda was approved..
III. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES, March 25, 2021, KONKLE (CAH), SENATE SECRETARY
Amanda Konkle (CAH) moved to approve the minutes of the March 25, 2021 meeting. Cheryl
Aasheim (PCEC) seconded. There was no discussion. The minutes were approved.
IV. RESOLUTION, submitted to Parliamentarian and distributed via the Senate listserv.
Trish Holt (FS President) recused herself from this discussion because she was mentioned in
the shared chat message. Cary Christian (FS President-Elect) took over to moderate this
discussion.
Cary Christian read the Resolution, the text of which is included in Appendix B, and then
opened the floor for discussion.
Mark Hanna (WCHP) stated that it is customary for a Resolution to come from a member or
group of members, rather than the Faculty Senate as a whole. He asked who the source of the
Resolution was.
Traci Ness (COSM) said she presented this on the behalf of 11 other concerned senators: From
the College of Science and Mathematics, herself, Jennifer Zettler, Cathy MacGowan, Nathaniel
Shank, and Amy Potter; from the College of Behavioral and Social Sciences, Wendy Wolfe and
Nancy McCarley; from the College of Health Professions, Christy Moore; and from the College
of Arts and Humanities, Chris Hendricks, as well as many other faculty who reached out to
these individuals upset about the comments that were revealed from the April 16 SEC meeting.
The Resolution communicates two things: that the comments revealed during the SEC meeting
are inconsistent with the core values of collaboration, integrity, and openness and inclusion and
stand in contrast with the central pillar of inclusive excellence. Second, the Resolution asks the
Senate to discuss whether further action should be taken as recommended according to the
Senate bylaws. We all have a responsibility to govern our own body in service of those we
represent.
Helen Bland clarified that the difference between a Resolution and a Motion is that a Resolution,
after a vote, states what the Faculty Senate stands for or believes in. It does not go up to the
President for a signature and is not considered an actionable item.
Delores Liston (COE) read a statement that she emailed to Senators earlier this week into the
record:
“As a member of the SEC, I would like to state clearly that I do not at all share the
sentiments or condone the inflammatory language of the private discussion threads disparaging
faculty at the Armstrong campus that were accidentally shared at the recent SEC meeting.
I hope that we will not let the private actions or comments of a few faculty overtake the
work that we are doing together to build a Georgia Southern University environment that serves
the needs of our entire region.
Further, I believe that my comments, actions and work on the SEC and Faculty Senate,
as well as other university, college and department committees demonstrates my commitment
to this agenda of building our new university together.
I hope that we find the leadership needed to move us past this embarrassing and
divisive moment in our Faculty Senate, and that an entire campus (whether Statesboro,
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Armstrong or Liberty) will never again be dismissed or insulted in this off-handed deeply
offensive manner.”
Jim LoBue (COSM) questioned the circumstances that led to the exposure of what is now
realized to not be private because it was part of a communication made on a university device.
He asked how this message that was meant to be private was exposed to anyone who was not
a part of the meeting.
Cary Christian stated that the SEC records meetings and keeps minutes. He can only assume
that someone asked to see the recording as a result of hearing about the events of the meeting.
Maura Copeland (Legal Affairs) said her office is not permitted by law to ask why someone is
asking or even who is asking for a record of a meeting.
Barbara King (CBSS) stated that she would never want another individual to be humiliated as
happened in the meeting. Rather than to work to resolve the obvious tension in the SEC, the
screenshot was shared instead. From her perspective, that only leads to more divisiveness.
Effective leadership doesn’t wallow in blame; effective leadership should pursue solutions. We
have an opportunity to move forward from what was shared and learn how to improve the
situation that led to these comments being made in the first place. She questioned whether she
could support a resolution that would exacerbate the division rather than work toward resolving
the tensions. We can focus on the division or we can use it to do a better job. Effective leaders
will use this opportunity to identify problems and work toward resolution. We also have to trust
each other and move forward to provide the best work environment and serve our students.
Christy Moore (WCHP) stated that we have complained in the past as a whole of a lack of
transparency and communication from administration, and this coming to light could be a
positive step in opening a dialogue about underlying issues and an undercurrent of unhappiness
amongst the faculty regarding not being heard, as well as faculty on both large campuses
feeling as though the other campus is favored. She also stated that some of those who
requested the recording could have had malicious intentions, but they also could have been
requesting this out of concern. She stated that the Resolution is intended as a unifying rather
than divisive conversation.
Mark Hanna (PCOB) thanked Traci Ness and Christy Moore for clarifying. He added that people
need a space to feel frustrated, and he would hope that we could trust one another to handle
such comments sensitively and respectfully. He asked if this conversation could lead to further
training for Senators about how to handle any sensitive information we may encounter as part of
our work. He also stated that committees being divided into subcommittees for the sake of
accomplishing tasks might be creating more work and division, as opposed to appointing a point
person to lead the whole committee through further discussion of an item.
Cary Christian said he thinks the intent of the resolution is to find a way to move forward in a
more productive manner. In this case it was a case where point persons were appointed to
tackle a particular task, and all SEC members were invited but not required to participate.
Before these changes to the Bylaws suggested by the subcommittee came before the Senate,
they were discussed among the SEC.
William Amponsah (PCOB) stated that Mark Hanna did a good job raising process questions.
We must be people of value, and as people of value, we must see the value in all of us. When
he received a note from one of the parties involved resigning, it left a bad taste in his mouth
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about the process. If we are not going to sanction or penalize, then why all these tensions? Do
we see value in each other? Are we people of value?
Wendy Wolfe (CBSS) responded to Barbara King’s comment. She stated that, in response to
the sense that the Resolution was meant to be punitive, the Resolution was not meant to be
punitive, but to state as a body that what was said is in conflict with our core values. The second
intention was to open a discussion.
Daniel Chapman (COE) expressed that the Senate has two goals that this Resolution conflates:
the goal of creating a positive and affirming environment for both campuses; also Georgia
Southern’s goal of creating an inclusive environment for historically underrepresented groups.
This Resolution combines both goals, which muddies the Resolution. He questions whether we
need to draw parallels between historically underrepresented and protected groups and faculty
in general. These are two separate goals - we want to create a positive campus environment
and also make our campus more inclusive for historically oppressed people. He cautioned
against using the language typically applied to historically marginalized people to discuss issues
regarding faculty difficulties.
Wendy Wolfe (CBSS) agreed with Daniel Chapman’s remarks. The Inclusive Excellence Plan
was referenced in the Resolution because it references harmony across campuses. She asked
if there could be a friendly amendment to the Resolution removing that part.
Leti McGrath (CAH) appreciated the comments made so far. She speaks as a representative of
many colleagues in many departments, who approached her with concerns about the
environment that the Resolution depicts, which implies an environment of silencing. This is
especially worrying when two faculty members have resigned, especially when they have a
record of strong advocacy for faculty and students. This is demoralizing for many faculty
members who are uncomfortable speaking up and look to those who do have the confidence to
speak up. She also stated that this Resolution was distributed the day prior to the Senate
meeting, during the last week of classes, and she would appreciate having more time to review
the Resolution or a revision of this Resolution, especially since we have some very important
items on the agenda that need to be addressed. She recommended that we table this
Resolution and address it again at the next Faculty Senate meeting.
Carol Jamison (CAH) agreed with the sentiments expressing finding ways to move forward. She
added that this is a matter of trust in those we have elected to represent faculty, especially on
the Senate Executive Committee. If we have conflicts, perhaps we could find ways to move
forward and resolve the conflict more productively.
Christy Moore (WCHP) asked what postponing the vote would say to the faculty as a whole.
Would this suggest that the Senate supports divisive and hurtful language? She apologizes for
not getting this out earlier, but wanted to get this before the Senate in order to represent the
faculty who are really upset and want their voices heard. Yes, there are other important matters
to vote on, but waiting might signal to the faculty that the Senate is ok with this type of behavior.
Leticia McGrath (CAH) stated that she is not in disagreement that we need to unify our voices
and that we need to make a statement moving forward. She does disagree that tabling this for
the next meeting will say that the Senate supports divisive speech, but rather that we need to
consider what the Resolution should say.
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Jim LoBue (COSM) suggested tabling because he can sense that there is a lot of emotion
attached to the Resolution. We can come back to this when there is appropriate background for
what has happened and appropriate time to consider how to move forward. He is concerned
that the entire Statesboro campus is being aligned with the derogatory language, mainly
because this is coming forward at this level.
Traci Ness (COSM) stated that the Resolution is the result of an ongoing conversation since last
Wednesday (April 21), when a person who is not currently serving on the Senate came to her
with concern. It was very clearly stated that this was not an us versus them, but an effort to
determine how to communicate better to prevent this from happening in the future, and that the
faculty bringing this forward are concerned with expressing the concerns of both campuses and
working together.
Chris Hanna (WCHP) expressed that in the last meeting, the President had questioned whether
we would be able to effectively address a motion from the floor with which emotions were
associated. He agrees with the idea of examining the Resolution in more detail and thinking
about the best way to move forward.
Bill Mase (JPHCOPH) stated that he serves as an SEC member for the college and that he was
on the call when the sensitive information was shared. His personal feeling is that there are
individual-level responses and institutional or organizational responses. He stated that we are
all sad about the resignation of the two members who, although they acted responsibly in
resigning, are our friends and were committed to working for the good of our institution. He sees
the Resolution as an effort to address the underlying issues at an institutional level.
Wendy Wolfe (CBSS) read into the record that the friendly amendment was simply to eliminate
the fourth whereas statement and the last nine words from the final whereas statement. The
amendments are being presented as a reason for postponing a vote, but those are minor
changes.
Laura Valeri (CAH) expressed sympathy for the people who have been hurt by the comments.
She addressed a comment on the chat, and said the Resolution is worded as an accusation
pointed at specific people. Perhaps these are unfortunate things that were said, but it is difficult
to believe that the individuals involved in the revealed comments feel this way about an entire
campus. She is concerned that passing this Resolution as is could contribute to an environment
of silencing.
Delores Liston (COE) expressed concern about the use of the phrase “people are too emotional
about this” as a reason to end the discussion. She also stated that those who are in support of
the Resolution have given a very meted response, not an emotional response. She questioned
if there is a middle ground, where just because we don’t pass a Resolution doesn’t mean we are
not in support of certain sentiments expressed in it. Could we draw from the sentiments and
craft a brief statement we all agree on? As we as faculty all come together, no matter what
campus we affiliate with, we recognize ourselves as deserving of respect and able to work
together collaboratively and respectfully. She asked if we could make some statements that
move us forward in unity rather than pass a Resolution that has been crafted in 8 days in
response to a situation that has been brewing for years.
Wendy Wolfe (CBSS) spoke for herself in responding to statements of concern about this
Resolution shining a light on individuals’ accidental and unfortunate comments. She advocated
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for the Resolution, ironically, in response to a statement by a faculty member that they were
considering sending the video to the George-Anne. She suggested instead bringing this to the
Senate to address within the body rather than spotlighting and finger-pointing at individuals
even more publicly.
Jessica Garner (LIB) expressed support for the Resolution, as it might open the door for further
conversation and collaboration, especially in addressing the divide between campuses. She
sees this as a move to acknowledge the Senate and faculty issues and commit to resolving
them.
Diana Botnaru (WCHP) apologized for the comments that were inadvertently revealed in the
April 16 SEC meeting. She knows they were hurtful, but they were private comments and were
not maliciously shared nor meant to hurt anybody. She says this not to justify what was said,
which she feels were an expression of bigger university issues, but that it pains her that she is
being associated with comments that disparage the Armstrong faculty. She expressed her
support for her colleagues on the Armstrong campus, and she has worked diligently to support
faculty on all campuses. The main thing that she has done this last year is listen to faculty in
different forums and in different levels, hearing their pain and frustration as well as expressing
her own. She has invited Senators to meet with her and intends to share her phone number for
further conversation. She is not afraid to have the necessary difficult conversations to move past
this one incident. The incident is representative of long-standing issues and concerns that have
not been addressed. We are not each others’ enemies. The Engagement survey comments
demonstrate that we are all struggling with similar issues, and we must find ways to address
them more effectively. She submitted a Motion today that will be reviewed by the SEC and then
the Senate. Among those are included adding members to the President’s Advisory Council to
advocate for unique campus needs, dedicate history months to each campus, and hold regular
listening sessions. We need meaningful change, but to get to this change, we cannot avoid
these difficult conversations, and every member of the Senate will have to help the leadership
get to the unity to which we aspire.
Barb King (CBSS) thanked the writers for clarifying the Resolution and agreed with the
sentiments. She stated that she is uncomfortable with designating the three people involved in
the conversation as responsible. She is a member of the SEC and feels like she has a
responsibility there as well. She is concerned about hanging three people out to dry for an
environment that was created by more than three people.
John King (PCOB) spoke to the friendly amendment and suggested that if the fourth paragraph
is removed, the third paragraph might need to be removed as well. He expressed concern about
the statement that the Resolution was not punitive. What is the inappropriate behavior targeted
by the Resolution? Is it inappropriate to feel this way? Is it inappropriate to use these words? Or
do we just all need to be more careful with our technology?
Grant Gearhart (CAH) stated that he would be remiss not to speak up on behalf of colleagues
on the Armstrong campus who have expressed concerns to him. He responded to a comment
made in the meeting chat that one comment was incendiary and the other not so much, and he
doubts that this assumption is accurate, based on the conversation with his colleagues. The
elephant in the room is the frustration that has built through consolidation. Covid helped heal
some of that as we rallied around a common problem. He personally was not offended by the
private messages, but other colleagues expressed the sentiment that these comments
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becoming public opened old wounds. Grant Gearhart also suggested that the other candidate
for president-elect should have an opportunity to speak if he would like to.
Jessica Garner (LiB) responded to John King’s statement, because she was the person
speaking when the comments were shared on the screen. One of the comments that flashed
across the screen was encouraging another member to speak out in opposition to her. She has
disagreed with Bill Wells frequently and does not feel that disagreement is an issue. However,
she was concerned about the past-President no longer serving in the SEC as a proposed
amendment to the bylaws, because it felt like a personal attack on the current Senate President.
She felt that she was engaging in a conversation that was just a conversation, but as this
flashed across the screen, it felt like other negotiations were taking place behind the scenes.
Feelings are involved because she felt that her opposing opinion was being targeted. She will
continue to speak up, but she is concerned that this incident might further silence other
members.
Bill Dawers (CAH) stated that he was a late addition to the Bylaws subcommittee. After the
incident under discussion, he met with this committee, with Cary Christian, Bill Mase, Karelle
Aiken, Diana Botnaru, and Lisa Abbott, and they had a productive meeting even after this
tension was revealed. It is possible to have these difficult conversations and move forward. He
is still chair of an Armstrong climate subcommittee, which has submitted a Motion that will come
forward at the May meeting. Many of the problems are problems that need to be addressed in
individual departments, with administration, through things like a robust plan for club sports to
support our students. What this incident reveals is that conversation around these issues needs
to be more public, more straightforward, and more direct. His committee is working on practical
recommendations. One of these would be a forum where a faculty member from one campus
could ask a faculty member from another campus to explain the problems on their respective
campuses.
Cary Christian asked those involved in the Resolution whether they would like it to come
forward for a vote or if they would like to take time to modify it.
Wendy Wolfe (CBSS) stated that since another suggestion was made about amending the
Resolution, she would speak for the group and say it would be ok to amend the Resolution. She
asked Cary Christian to strike those pieces of the Resolution and reread it.
Robert Yarbrough (COSM) asked the Parliamentarian a point of order about whether there was
a Motion on the floor to vote on.
Helen Bland stated that there is a Resolution on the floor, and a Resolution requires a vote
unless it is retracted. The Resolution is not associated with direct action. Those who do not feel
comfortable voting could abstain. An abstention does not count toward the vote; the vote is a
simple majority vote.
The Resolution was amended to delete the third and fourth whereas passages and to delete the
comma between collaboration, add and integrity, add and after integrity. Cary Christian read the
amended Resolution (see Appendix B).
Amanda Hedrick (CAH) asked about the last two sentences on the Resolution. If we vote in
favor of the Resolution, what do the last two sentences of the Resolution mean? Do they call for
a discussion in addition to what occurred today?
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Wendy Wolfe (CBSS) said the Resolution asks for support of the sentiments in the Resolution.
The discussion has already occurred.
Jim LoBue (COSM) read the last paragraph more closely and questioned a sentence in the last
paragraph that reads that “behavior reflected in the video threatens the future of a unified
institution.” It only threatens the future of the institution if it is unaddressed or if anyone believes
that similar sentiments are widespread.
Chris Hanna (WCHP) agreed with Jim LoBue and added that if this is the discussion that was
called for, it would be appropriate to remove that last sentence since the discussion has
occurred.
Michael Nielsen (CBSS) suggested that the sentence remain and that discussion about the
chronic issues that led to this incident continue beyond this one meeting.
Jessica Garner (LIB) agreed with Michael Nielsen and added that we need to continue to have
appropriate discussions toward unity. This should be the first of many discussions, not the first
and the last.
Robert Terry (CAH) agreed and added that he has heard from both Diana Botnaru and Bill
Dawers in their statements during this discussion that this is the first of many conversations. He
also supported the slight modification, adding “if unaddressed.”
Leticia McGrath (CAH) pasted an amendment to the last paragraph into the chat. She asked to
include all of us, not just the members of the SEC, to hold ourselves to a high standard. “The
behavior of the SEC members revealed in the recording of the SEC meeting on April 16, 2021
was inappropriate and the antithesis of collegiality and inclusion. All senators who serve are in a
unique role in faculty governance and should be held to the highest standard of professional
behavior. We intend to continue to seek and support appropriate actions to move our
representative body toward unity.”
Jeffrey Riley (CAH) called attention to a misspelling in the amended Resolution.
Wendy Wolfe (CBSS) called the vote. There was a clarification around whether there was a
motion on the floor. A Resolution does not need to be seconded, just voted on. 60 votes in
favor, 3 opposed, 4 abstentions. The Resolution passed.
Cary Christian yielded moderation to Patricia Holt (FS President), who thanked Cary and the
body for their input. She sees this as an opportunity to bring us all together and loves the idea of
having more talks on a regular basis.
V. LIBRARIAN’S REPORT, April 14, 2021, KING (CBSS), SENATE LIBRARIAN
Barbara King (CBSS) moved to accept that the Librarian’s Report was submitted.
A. GENERAL EDUCATION AND CORE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE – HEDRICK
(CAH)
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Amanda Hedrick (CAH) spoke for the GECC. Approved 5 course proposals in March
meeting and suspended work on the core redesign, waiting to see what happens with
the redesign. Those committees will revisit this work in the fall. Barb King (CBSS)
seconded. 63 approved, no opposed, 1 abstention. The report was approved.
B. GRADUATE COMMITTEE – CASLER-FAILING (COE)
Shelli Casler-Failing (COE) reported on the March 11, 2021 meeting. The committee
reviewed submissions from 7 colleges, including COGS. Approved 1 new program, 29
revisions, 2 program deletions, 7 courses, 11 course revisions, 9 course deletions. Two
items from COGS which dealt with the transcript requirement and outside members
serving on dissertation and thesis committees. Andrew Hansen (JPHCOPH) seconded.
65 approved, no opposed, no abstentions. The report was approved.
C. UNDERGRADUATE COMMITTEE – CHOPAK-FOSS (JPHCOPH)
Joanne Chopak-Foss (JPHCOPH) reported on this committee’s meetings from February
16, 2021 and March 9, 2021. During the February meeting, the committee discussed
249 agenda items, including 32 new courses, 11 programs (updates or concentrations,
not new BS degrees), 108 revised courses, 21 revised programs, and 4 minors. They
inactivated 72 courses and 1 program inactivated. Kendra Parker (CAH) seconded the
report. 62 approved, 0 opposed, 0 abstained. The report was approved.
At the March meeting, the committee discussed 77 agenda items, including 7 new
courses, 33 courses revisions, 19 program revisions, 16 inactivated courses, and 2
inactivated programs. The April meeting will be reported at the May Senate meeting. Bill
Mase (JPHCOPH) seconded. 59 approved, 0 opposed, 0 abstained. The report was
approved.
VI. SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
Trish Holt (FS President) proposed that we modify the order of the agenda and move to the
Non-Tenure Track Promotion Pathway first so that the Motion is definitely addressed before we
run out of time.

A. Non-Tenure Track Promotion Pathway – McGrath (FWC Chair)
Motion: To approve the Non-Tenure Track Promotion Pathway Policy with Relevant Changes to the
Faculty Handbook. (See Appendix C.)

Leticia McGrath (CAH) called attention to the Motion, which begins on page 191 of the Agenda
and is in Appendix C. This policy does not include guidelines for NTT lecturers because a
pathway to promotion for them is addressed in other guidelines. Christopher Hendricks (CAH)
moved. Amanda Hedrick (CAH) and Jim LoBue (COSM) seconded.
Discussion:
Carol Jamison (CAH) expressed support for this and thanks the committee for their work. She
stated that the terminology of a non-tenure track professor is troubling. She recognizes that we
might not be able to do anything about that, but she wonders if scholarship will be expected of
these faculty who have higher teaching expectations.
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Laura Valeri (CAH) stated that this concern was brought up two years ago, but changing the title
is something that involves getting Board of Regents approval. In the interest of time, the
committee decided to draft this pathway, but hopes that this will be revisited to address the titles
with the BoR in the future.
Finbarr Curtis (CAH) agreed and stated that he would support this because individuals’ futures
are hanging on this. But he doesn’t like that this line exists and this seems like a budgetary
stopgap measure. He is concerned that this portends a move away from hiring people on the
tenure track.
Bill Mase (JPHCOPH) said that these are large university-level policies. Colleges can work on
their own guidelines for their own expectations, and each college will be empowered to address
their own governance.
Provost Reiber explained that these are the titles that the USG has available. To add titles to the
USG is not a trivial matter. We’re trying to create these guidelines for faculty in these positions
at our University who are currently seeking promotion. Nationally, these non-tenure-track faculty
positions exist. They tend to be clinical rather than teaching faculty, although Georgia Southern
has teaching faculty in non-tenure-track positions. We have to grandfather the NTT faculty who
are here. He believes in establishing up front the expectations for faculty so that they can work
toward promotion. The committee effectively established the criteria for promotion. The Provost
has equal concerns to those Finbarr Curtis expressed. The plan is not to hire a number of
faculty in these positions, but to get us out of a historical problem of not having pathways to
promotion for the NTT faculty we already have. The intent is not to use the non-tenure track to
undermine the tenure process and the research process.
Traci Ness (COSM) agrees that it is not fair to not have guidelines for how someone can be
promoted. It is also not fair that we have other faculty who have terminal degrees and a similar
number of years of service to the university who were not given a similar opportunity to be
converted to these higher paying lines.
Leticia McGrath (CAH) echoed Traci Ness’s comments. Many lecturers had been promised that
they would be converted to those NTT positions but were not converted. She asked the Provost
to clarify what happened with that conversion after the fall of 2019.
Because it was nearly 6:00 PM, Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC) moved to extend the meeting to 6:30
PM. Dee Liston (COE) seconded. 52 Senators approved, which met the majority needed to
move on with the discussion.
Provost Reiber explained that he can’t speak for what a chair or a dean promised. When that
happened, it was because we were seriously out of compliance by USG policy with our limited
term faculty, who are limited to a 2-year contract by the USG. Some limited term faculty had
been here 16 years and were paid very little for 5-5 loads. To resolve that, money was moved to
fix the problem, which could only be fairly resolved by converting limited term faculty who had
been here 3 or more years to NTT categories. Lecturers was originally the plan, but then the
USG said they felt there had to be differentiation between those with terminal degrees and
those without terminal degrees. Those with terminal degrees could be converted to lecturers or
non-tenure-track professors. The discussions were about how to move forward with lecturers
with terminal degrees. When tenure track or non-tenure-track positions have opened up, in
many cases, the department decided that a lecturer was the best candidate for the position. The
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problem otherwise is that we don’t have the money or the lines to keep converting faculty. The
USG does not look favorably on conversions of positions; they like to see an open, competitive
process. We have therefore been using that process to move forward, which is not fast nor able
to convert one large group all at one time.
Traci Ness (COSM) stated that she understands the complications with the issues. She would
argue that we have made many lecturers feel extremely undervalued. We have not applied
policies in an inclusive manner. Armstrong had to deal with this violation of policies several
years back. This problem persists in the consolidated university, where faculty with the same
number of years of experience have exceeded the possible promotions for lecturers and
continue to make significantly less than colleagues with several years of service and the same
degrees.
Justin Montemarano (COSM) echoed Traci Ness’s sentiments and pointed out that this is a
strong point in the Campus Climate survey.
Sherri Carey (WCHP) asked where instructors fall in this discussion. Provost Reiber answered
that instructors are the first step on non-tenure-track.
A vote was taken on the Motion. 60 approved, no opposed, no abstentions. The Motion passed.
Patricia Holt stated that we do need to vote for Senate President-elect, but we also have a
young person who has been sitting waiting to report.
VII. SGA REPORT - Alexis Belvin (Public Relations Coordinator)
Alexis Belvin reported on SGA. They completed elections for the next school year. She has
been elected president, Taylor Gray was elected Vice President. All director positions and chief
of staff are filled, so a full cabinet this year. They also elected 22 new senators. They had a
President’s cabinet transition boot camp, where they mapped out their calendar for the year.
They held a State of the University meeting to address the concerns of the student body. They
have also started putting together the SGA’s Inclusive Excellence plan and have started
accepting items for the Clothing Closet.
Patricia Holt (FS President) shared a number of congratulations from the chat as well as her
own congratulations.
The meeting then returned to items in the Senate Executive Committee Report.
VI (continued). SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT CONTINUED

B. SG Post-Tenure Update - Reiber & Cone (Provost’s Office)
Provost Reiber said we could save the USG report for the next meeting.

C. Faculty Senate Officer Elections – King (Committee Chair)
Barb King (COSM) reported that ballots will be opening for the election of Senate officers.
She thanked Megan Small (FS GA) for checking the ballots for accuracy and confidentiality
as well as the ability to verify the election. Trish Holt (FS President) requested a test ballot to
ensure that everyone who should receive a ballot does. Megan Small stated that the test
ballot was being emailed at 6:13 PM and asked anyone who did not receive the ballot to
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raise their hands. Barb King announced that the Elections Committee will be sending out via
email as well as announcing at the next meeting the winners. Helen Bland (Parliamentarian)
read the twelfth edition of Robert’s Rules and noted that Senators can vote for a candidate
listed or write in a candidate. Blank ballots are counted as an abstention. Trish Holt stated
that the official ballot, which was sent at 6:16 PM, would close at 6:30 PM.
Trish Holt (FS President) stated that we would have to move a lot of what we have to the
next meeting. President Marrero said he was fine with giving his updates at the May
meeting. He did want to say that he was heartened to hear the dialogue earlier in the
meeting and felt that open dialogue and collaboration, our values, were upheld in that
conversation.

D. USGFC Representative Vote – Holt (FS President)
Cary Christian was nominated for this position. There were no further nominations. Bill
Mase (JPHCOPH) moved, Barb King (CBSS) seconded. No discussion. 61 approved, 0
opposed, 0 abstained.
E. SGA Faculty Representative for AY 2022 – Holt (FS President)
Casey Keck was nominated. No additional nominations were made. Cheryl Aasheim
moved to accept, Kendra Parker (CAH) seconded. 63 approved, 0 opposed, 0
abstained.
F. DISCUSSION ITEMS
1. Faculty Senate Inclusive Excellence Report – Holt (FS President)
Subject of Discussion: Review and bring to fruition the Faculty Senate Inclusive
Excellence plan. (See Appendix A.)

Trish Holt sent out a rough draft of a Faculty Senate Inclusive Excellence report to the Senate
as well as to committee chairs to send for feedback. Hearing no feedback, she moved this
discussion to the next meeting.
2. Faculty Senate Bylaws Revisions Article III -Abbott (Subcommittee co-

chair)
Subject of Discussion: To present an opportunity for the faculty senate to discuss
the proposed amendments to Faculty Bylaws, 324 - Faculty Senate, Article III - Officers.
(See Appendix B.)

The Bylaws revision discussion was moved to the next meeting.
G. REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
1. Faculty Well Being Ad Hoc Committee
A Request for Information regarding the makeup of the Faculty Wellbeing Committee was
submitted but had been previously answers. The answers were included in the Agenda for a
second time.
H. MOTIONS

1. Faculty Search Portal - Liston (COE)
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Motion: Georgia Southern University will use an electronic repository to manage facultyapplications.
Delores Liston (COE) spoke to a question that the SEC asked the university president about faculty
hires and the way each search chair has to reinvent the wheel, while staff searches use a portal that
simplifies searches. She moved to implement a portal for faculty searches.

Discussion:
Diana Botnaru (WCHP) asked where this portal would be housed for faculty searches. The staffone is housed in HR.
Provost Reiber stated that we need to get those questions answered by Rebecca Carroll. The intent is that if we
had time she would present. He suggested that until Rebecca can present, we can’t answer those questions. His
office met with her on Wednesday to begin to address some of these questions. There are certain procedures and
policies that have to be followed with regard to faculty searches.
While the HR team was on the call, when Carol Lightle (HR) asked if she could share her screen and give a brief
presentation, no one moved to extend the meeting, so the HR team was asked to save this presentation for the next
meeting.
VIII. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND UPDATES
Patricia Holt (FS President) reminded Senators that the May meeting will take place on Friday, May 14, from 4:006:00. Any Senators who cannot attend need to send the name and email of their alternates so that they can be given
a link to the meeting.
IX. ADJOURNMENT
Jim LoBue Leti McGrath seconded. The meeting was adjourned at 6:30 PM.

Appendix B. Resolution as Submitted and as Revised in the Meeting

Original Resolution
14

WHEREAS, Georgia Southern University holds as a core value, Collaboration, in which we embrace shared
governance, teamwork, and a cooperative spirit that shapes our engagement with students, faculty, staff and
communities.
WHEREAS, Georgia Southern University holds as a core value, Integrity, in which we seek to create a caring,
respectful environment that is deeply committed to ethical decision-making in the spirit of collegiality.
WHEREAS, Georgia Southern University holds as a core value, Openness and Inclusion, in which we value the
diversity of all people, communities, and disciplines with an unwavering commitment to equity and inclusion.
WHEREAS, the center pillar of our new strategic plan says all populations will feel valued and respected, regardless
of race, gender, ethnicity, religion, national origin, age, sexual orientation or identity, education, or disability, and will
capitalize on distinctive, unique campus cultures while encouraging strong institutional unity.
WHEREAS, the Georgia Southern University Faculty Senate is responsible to serve as the representative and
legislative agency of the faculty, to serve as the official faculty advisory body to the President, and formulate policies
and review procedures related to general educational policy of the University, the welfare of the faculty, and other
matters which maintain and promote the best interests of the faculty and the University.
WHEREAS, recent events have highlighted an incident during a meeting of the Senate Executive Committee
(SEC) in which a series of inappropriate comments about another SEC member and the Armstrong faculty as a
whole were revealed between three voting SEC members.
WHEREAS, these comments are inconsistent with our core values of Collaboration, Integrity, and Openness and
Inclusion, as well as our center pillar of Inclusive Excellence and challenge our efforts to create a unified institution
with three campuses.
The Faculty Senate resolves that:
The behavior of the SEC members revealed in the recording of the SEC meeting on April 16, 2021 was inappropriate
and the antithesis of collegiality and inclusion. Moreover, the behavior reflected in the video threatens the future of a
unified institution. Further, Senators who serve on the SEC are in a unique role in faculty governance and should be
held to the highest standard of professional behavior. We ask that the Senate discuss appropriate actions to move
our representative body toward unity.
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Revised and Voted Upon Resolution:
WHEREAS, Georgia Southern University holds as a core value, Collaboration, in
which we embrace shared governance, teamwork, and a cooperative spirit that
shapes our engagement with students, faculty, staff andcommunities.
WHEREAS, Georgia Southern University holds as a core value, Integrity, in which we seek to
create a caring, respectful environment that is deeply committed to ethical decision-making in
the spirit of collegiality.
WHEREAS, the Georgia Southern University Faculty Senate is responsible to serve as the
representative and legislative agency of the faculty, to serve as the official faculty advisory
body to the President, and formulate policies and review procedures related to general
educational policy of the University, the welfare of the faculty, and other matters which
maintain and promote the best interests of the faculty and the University.
WHEREAS, recent events have highlighted an incident during a meeting of the Senate
Executive Committee (SEC) in which a series of inappropriate comments about another SEC
member and the Armstrong faculty as a whole were revealed between three voting SEC
members.
WHEREAS, these comments are inconsistent with our core values of Collaboration and
Integrity and challenge ourefforts to create a unified institution with three campuses.
The Faculty Senate resolves that:
The behavior of the SEC members revealed in the recording of the SEC meeting on April 16,
2021 was inappropriateand the antithesis of collegiality and inclusion. All senators who serve
are in a unique role in faculty governance and should be held to the highest standard of
professional behavior. We intend to continue to seek and support appropriate actions to move
our representative body toward unity.
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00:40:29
Diana Botnaru - CAH: I cannot hear Barbara
00:41:39
Diana Botnaru - CAH: I am unable to hear any comments
01:29:57
Diana Botnaru - CAH: I agree. Bill should have the ability
to speaks if he wishes01:31:16 Diana Botnaru - CAH: Correct, I am
WCHP
01:31:36
Diana Botnaru - CAH: It is incorrect
01:35:37
Diana Botnaru - CAH: The chat message has a clear
stamp for Wednesday01:47:50
Amanda Hedrick CAH:
I like that revision, Leti.
01:49:43
Traci Ness - COSM: Like the amendment
01:54:11
Delores Liston - COE: Was there a
motion and a second?01:57:01
Bill Dawers
- CAH:
Nice job Cary
02:30:31
Bill Dawers - CAH:
Congratulations Alexis!
02:30:42
Amanda Hedrick - CAH:
Wonderful! Glad to
see SGA thriving again!02:35:41
Bill Dawers - CAH:
It
warns it is a phishing message but got it 02:39:17
Bill
Dawers - CAH: Thanks Megan!
02:39:39
Diana Botnaru - CAH: Thank you Megan
02:45:25
L Costello - CAH she/her:
The next meeting is
listed as May 14th on thewebsite. This is a Friday. Is this correct?
02:46:00
L Costello - CAH she/her:
Okay, thank you.
02:48:10
L Costello - CAH she/her:
That item was discussed
today between 3:56 and4:00 and I entered at 4:00. I wanted to check.
02:48:41
Traci Ness - COSM: Yes, the next meeting
is Friday, May 14 4-6pm02:49:32
L Costello - CAH
she/her:
Thanks. Traci
02:49:33
Kendra R. Parker - CAH:
Are we going to vote
to extend the meetingagain?
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Georgia Southern University Faculty Senate
Librarian’s Report
May 14, 2021

Standing Committees:

Page

Faculty Development Committee (4/20/21)

2

General Education and Core Curriculum Committee (4/23/21) 7
Graduate Committee (4/8/21)

11

Senate Executive Committee (4/16/21)

45

Undergraduate Committee Meeting Minutes (4/13/21)

49

Submitted respectfully by Barbara King, Faculty Senate Librarian, in preparation for the May 14, 2021
meeting of the Georgia Southern Faculty Senate.

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
April 20, 2021
Via Zoom 11:01am- 12:25pm
Voting Members Present: Patsy Kraeger, chair (CBSS), Diana Botnaru (WCHP), Kristen Dickens (COE),
Lauren McMillan (LIB), Joanna Schreiber (CAH), Hongjun Su (COE), Rob Terry (CAH), Jian Zhang
(JPHCOPH)
Non-Voting Members Present: Patricia Hendirx (CTE), Deborah Walker (CTE)
Absent: Mariana Saenz (COB), Shijun Zheng (COSM)
Note: for the meeting scores were submitted in advance of the meeting and considered. A quorum was
present for the purposes of voting on the proposal.

I.

CALL TO ORDER
A. Dr. Patsy Kraeger called the meeting to order at 11:01 am.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
A. Dr. Botnaru made a motion to approve the agenda as written.
B. Dr. McMillan made a second and the motion to approve the agenda was passed.

III.

CHAIR’S UPDATE
A. Thank you FDC committee and CTE staff for our successful shared and dedicated work
together on this committee for AY 20-21. Thanks Dr. Kristen Dickens for being the official
scribe for the year.

IV. OLD BUSINESS:
A. Dr. Patsy Kraeger reported that the first round of funding decisions award letters went out
timely. No further action on DEI at this point in time. Thanking again the DEI subcommittee
(listed alpha order by last name ): Dr. Kristen Dickens
(COE); Dr. Joanna Schreiber (CAH);
and Dr. Rob Terry (CAH) for their work this year. Thanks also to Dr. Diana Botnaru (WCHP);
Dr. Joanna Schreiber (CAH) and Dr. Mariana Saenz (COB) for their work on the grant
application rubric.
B. Dr. Botnaru added that there is a Motion for the Senate meeting in April proposing the
creation of an Inclusive Excellence Faculty Senate standing committee.
V.

NEW BUSINESS
A. FDC Funding Decision Process - 12 spring proposals
1. Discussion and voting on each proposal follows in this section of the minutes. For items Al, two members abstained due to absence at the meeting. A quorum was present. Note:

Prior to this meeting Debbie Walker de-identified information of each proposal request
and assigned “Applicant” and an alphabetical letter.
o Applicant A: Dr. Kraeger called for a motion to approve the funding request up to
$259.
Dr. Botnaru moved to approve the budget request. Dr. McMillan seconded the motion. No
discussion. Motion passed; proposal approved.
o

Applicant B: Dr. Kraeger called for a motion to approve Applicant B’s proposal and
budget request of $1600.

Dr. Botnaru moved to approve; Dr. McMillan seconded. No discussion. Motion passed; proposal
approved.
o

Applicant C: Dr. Kraeger called for a motion to approve Applicant C’s proposal and
budget request of $2300.

Dr. Botnaru moved to approve; Dr. McMillan seconded. No discussion. Motion passed; proposal
approved.
o

Applicant D: Dr. Kraeger called for a motion to approve Applicant D’s proposal and
budget request of $1174.17.

Dr. Botnaru moved to approve; Dr. McMillan seconded. Discussion regarding how/why materials
will be used and housed. Motion passed; proposal approved.
o

Applicant E: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to approve Applicant E’s proposal and
budget request of $649.95.

Dr. Botnaru moved to approve; Dr. McMillan seconded. No discussion. Motion passed; proposal
approved.
o

Applicant F: Dr. Kraeger called for an initial discussion regarding lack of clarity. Dr.
Kraeger called for motion not to approve Applicant F’s proposal and budget request
of $2210.

Dr. Botnaru moved to not fund; Dr. McMillan seconded. Additional discussion was held on the
budget narrative’s lack of clarity and specificity regarding student learning outcomes. Motion
passed; proposal was not approved.

o

Applicant G: Dr. Kraeger called for a motion to approve Applicant G’s proposal and
budget request of up to $2500, noting the applicant may not need it all due to final
purchasing costs.

Dr. Botnaru moved to approve; Dr. McMillan seconded. No discussion. Motion passed; proposal
approved.
o

Applicant H: Dr. Kraeger called for a motion to approve Applicant H’s proposal and
budget request of up to $2500.

Dr. Botnaru moved to approve; Dr. McMillan seconded. No discussion. Motion passed; proposal
approved.
o Applicant I: Dr. Kraeger called for a motion to approve Applicant I’s proposal and
budget request of up to $2500.
Dr. Botnaru moved to approve; Dr. McMillan seconded. No discussion. Motion passed; proposal
approved.
o Applicant J: Dr. Kraeger called for a motion to approve Applicant J’s proposal and
budget request of up to $1442, omitting the SOTL conference fee for $150.00 proposed
in the budget as it’s outside the timeframe.
Dr. Botnaru moved to approve the budget request. Dr. McMillan seconded the motion. No
discussion. Motion passed; proposal approved.
o

Applicant K: Dr. Kraeger called for a motion to approve Applicant K’s proposal and
budget request of $1350 pending IT approval of materials, omitting the summer
salary stipend due to the stipulation in the call that summary salaries are not funded
through this outlet.

Dr. Botnaru moved to approve the budget request up to $1350 pending IT approval of materials.
Dr. McMillan seconded the motion. Motion was denied.
Discussion regarding lack of clarity in proposal. The summer stipend was excluded on
technical review as ineligible under the rules for the grant. The remaining equipment
items were then considered and were denied due to no clear extension beyond
instructor’s use.
Vote record. Three voted in favor; five were opposed. Motion passed. The proposal was denied.

o

Applicant L: Dr. Kraeger made a motion to approve Applicant L’s proposal and budget
request of $1439.

Dr. Botnaru moved not to fund Applicant L’s proposal. Dr. McMillan seconded the motion.
Motion passed; proposal was denied.
o

Nine grant applications awarded totaling $ 14,925.12

2.

B.

C.

Three grant applications were not awarded. Two were considered by the committee, K
and L above. One proposal was for a travel grant only and excluded on a technical review
as ineligible per the USG ban on travel in AY 20-21 due to the global COVID-19 pandemic.
Funding Fall of 2021
1. Recommended Activity Dates: September 1 - December 31, 2021
No vote was needed.
2. Recommended Call for proposals open May 1 - August 30, 2021
No vote was needed.
Discussion of plans for AY 2021-2022
Discussion of updating wording of call for proposals, with clear language that an initial
technical review of proposals will take place that will eliminate proposals that do not meet
initial parameters of the call. Debbie and Patsy will collaborate on language.

VI. OTHER
VII. ANNOUNCEMENTS - None
VIII. ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned on April 20, 2021 at 12:25 pm. A
motion to adjourn was made by Dr. Botnaru and Dr. McMillan seconded the motion and all voted in
favor to adjourn.

Minutes were approved by an
electronic vote of Committee
Members on 4-22-2021
Vote Record Note: Motion to approve
by Dr. Robert Terry Seconded by
Mariana Saenz . All voting in favor:
Unanimous.

Respectfully submitted,
Date: April 23, 2021
Patsy Kraeger, PhD, Committee Chair
Kristen Dickens. PhD, Scribe

GENERAL EDUCATION AND CORE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
April 23, 2021
Via Zoom: 1:04pm- 2:06pm
Present: Bill Wells, chair (PCOB), Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC), Dawn (Nikki) Cannon-Rech (LIB), Michelle
Cawthorn (COSM), Finbarr Curtis (CAH), Matthew Flynn (CBSS), Amanda Hedrick (CAH), Linda Kimsey
(JPHCOPH), Barb King (CBSS), Taylor Norman (COE), James Thomas (JPHCOPH), Jennifer Zettler (COSM)
Non-Voting Members: Delena Gatch (IAA)
Guests: Jaime O’Connor (IAA)
Absent: Rocio Alba-Flores (PCEC), Amy Ballagh (Enrollment Management), Mary (Estelle) Bester (WCHP),
Donna Brooks (Provost), Catherine Howerter (COE), Chris Ludowise (Provost), Kari Mau (WCHP), Jeffrey
Mortimore (LIB)

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Bill Wells called the meeting to order on Friday, April 23 at 1:04 p.m.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Cheryl Aasheim motioned to approve the agenda. Michelle Cawthorn seconded the motion.
Agenda passed unanimously.

III. CHAIR’S UPDATE
Bill Wells mentioned that the committee had requested to send a letter out to all faculty regarding
the Gen Ed Redesign, but considering the timing so close to the end of the semester, he had
decided not to send a letter at this time. Amanda Hedrick stated that due to the timeline included
on the subcommittee charge, faculty on her subcommittee felt there was some urgency to begin
working on courses to propose. Delena Gatch responded that the subcommittee charge was
drafted before we were informed about the extent of the pause to the redesign from the system
level. IAA has since made revisions to the Gen Ed Redesign website to remove specific dates for
the phases of the redesign until further clarification from the system or the GECC is made available
next fall. Delena further stated that there is a possibility that when the system resumes the
initiative, it could move very quickly necessitating course submissions next fall so she would not
want to discourage any faculty who are eager to develop course proposals. Delena also said that
regardless of the status of the system initiative, the GECC holds responsibility for the core
curriculum, and could entertain proposals to improve the core, including adding new courses to
the existing core areas. Amanda specified that her concerns were for faculty who might be
developing courses for areas of the core in the proposal that do not exist in the current core or
changes to courses that currently exist that may not need to be updated to meet the current core
areas. For these reasons, in addition to maintaining clear communication and transparency,
Amanda reiterated the necessity of sending a message to all faculty. Finbarr Curtis agreed and
stated that some departments may be making decisions, including hiring decisions, based on the
assumption that the general education redesign was moving forward on the original timeline.
Delena stated that the message about pausing the work of the GECC subcommittees, as well as
the pause at the system level, was included in the IAA newsletter that went out to all assessment

coordinators, deans, associate deans, and chairs. Delena clarified that IAA does not have access to
the faculty listserv to send out the message; it would need to be coordinated through the Office of
the Provost. Delena still has concerns that that such a message could create additional confusion if
we need to resume work on this initiative next year. Amanda pointed out that many faculty may
not be aware of the Gen Ed Redesign website, so simply directing them to the website would be
sufficient without issuing any directive to faculty.
IV. NEW BUSINESS
A. Course proposal
ART 1000 Art Appreciation – Jaime O’Connor reminded the committee that in the last meeting
we reviewed two courses from the art department that had identical course SLOs and course
outlines. IAA contacted the department and discovered that had been a clerical error. The
ART 1000 Art Appreciation proposal was sent forward again with a revised course title and
description as well as revised course SLOs to improve alignment with the Area C Learning
Outcome. The department plans to resubmit the corrected proposal for ARTH 2531 Art
History I with a proposal for adding ARTH 2532 Art History II to area C of the core in the fall
semester. Since there are no additional undergraduate committee meetings this semester,
the ART 1000 proposal will not be reviewed by the undergraduate committee until Fall 2021.
The committee had no additional questions.
MOTION: Cheryl Aasheim motioned to approve the proposal. Michelle Cawthorn seconded the
motion. The motion was passed unanimously.
B.

GECC Inclusive Excellence action plan – Bill Wells shared the GECC action plan draft with the
committee and asked for any comments or questions from the committee. GECC is
responsible for the OIE Action Plan Strategy 2D, items 6, 7, and 8.
o Action Plan Strategy 2D.6 Michelle Cawthorn asked how much influence the committee
actually has over the curriculum for first year experience, which already includes modules
on diversity, equity, and inclusion that was not added by our committee. Delena Gatch
responded that since FYE/SYE are not connected to the faculty senate, the GECC provides
the only means for them to report information out. The GECC was able to extract
information from the documentation shared with the committee to show that the
curriculum does align with the expectations of the OIE Action Plan Strategy 2D.6. Finbarr
Curtis agreed that the FYE committee is an ad hoc committee and that only falls under
the oversight of the GECC and that annual assessment documents provide evidence of
the DEI components of the curriculum. Bill stated that the GECC does not author or
propose courses, but it does review and approve new courses or changes to existing
courses. The charge from the OIE Action Plan is for the GECC to report on how it is
supporting Strategy 2D. Finbarr agreed that the GECC is responsible for the assessment
of the course and the DEI elements included. In the GECC action plan, Bill included the
course learning outcomes provided by the course and one of the assessment measures.
Finbarr recommended including the revisions currently in progress for CORE 2000, which
will also place more emphasis on DEI content. This work is being done by the CORE 2000
subcommittee of the FYE/SYE ad hoc committee. Since that course is located in Area B,
Global Engagement, the committee is examining the curriculum with the goal of
strengthening alignment and content relevant to that area. An action plan relevant to the
curriculum of the course will be included in the CORE 2000 assessment document
submitted to the committee by the end of this semester.

o

C.

V.

Action Plan Strategy 2D. 7 Bill Wells stated that creation of a course, as proposed in this
OIE Action Plan Strategy, is beyond the scope of the GECC. However, the GECC does see
opportunities to incorporate DEI as an emphasis in many aspects of the core, including
the BOR Gen Ed Redesign proposal to incorporate Global Competencies throughout the
core curriculum or potentially developing a Thematic Journey addressing DEI. Finbarr
Curtis suggested that CORE 2000 could be reimagined as that course. Considering the
unknown status of the BOR Gen Ed Redesign, Bill asked the committee if they would like
to make changes to this item in the GECC action plan. Delena Gatch stated that since the
redesign is paused and potentially could be resumed, there is no need to make updates
at this time. Based on the language in the OIE Action Plan Strategy 2D.7, Bill stated that it
appears that the expectation is for a single, required course. Finbarr suggested that the
requirement could be met by a range of courses, similar to the structure of other existing
core areas. Bill reminded the committee that this action plan is a work in progress, and
that it will change and adapt over the next five years. Bill offered to include the additional
information about the revision to CORE 2000 as part of this action item.
o Action Plan Strategy 2D.8 Bill stated that this action item referenced the revision of the
core curriculum to include Global Competencies, as reflected by the proposal from the
BOR. Since the status of the redesign is in question, Bill asked if this statement should be
revised. Michelle Cawthorn pointed out that members expressing in the chat that it
should not be changed at this time. Delena Gatch added that Area B of the current core is
defined as Global Engagement which was a focus of both Statesboro and Armstrong prior
to consolidation and that was maintained as a priority of the institution. Matthew Flynn
pointed out that there could be some bias about the inclusion of global competency in
specific disciplines as opposed to others. There is an opportunity to expand global
competency to other areas, beyond geographical and social, etc. Bill offered to remove
the examples of specific disciplines to allow for the application of global competencies in
all disciplines.
o Bill Wells agreed to revise Action Plan Strategy 2D.7 to include a statement about the
revision to CORE 2000 and send it out again to ask for comments.
Gen Ed Redesign subcommittee work summary – Jaime O’Connor provided a summary of the
responses from subcommittee chairs to show an overview of the work that had been
completed relevant to the subcommittee charge. IAA will be reviewing all of the materials
submitted over the summer to add additional detail to the summary. Cheryl Aasheim asked if
any additional updates could be sent to Jaime, and Jaime agreed to update the summary
based on any other materials subcommittee chairs wished to provide. Jaime noted that there
is also a link to drafts of SLOs from subcommittees who had submitted them.

IAA Update
New Folio module for curriculum proposal review under development – Jaime O’Connor
mentioned that IAA is working on developing an additional module for the GECC Folio course to
support the efficient review of curriculum proposals by the committee. The module will highlight
BOR and SACSCOC policies relevant to general education and core curriculum and provide an
overview of the structure of the CIM forms. Cheryl Aasheim mentioned that CIM is not userfriendly. Delena Gatch stated that the university is considering a new curriculum management
system that may be more user-friendly.

VI. ANNOUNCEMENTS

o

o

Tentative meeting dates for 2021-2022 – Jaime O’Connor shared a listing of tentative meeting
dates for the next academic year. These dates were developed in collaboration with the Office
of the Registrar based on the tentative dates for Undergraduate Committee meetings. Dates
will be finalized once the official Faculty Senate agenda deadlines and meeting dates are
available.
Upcoming BOR Council on General Education meeting dates:
o May 14, 2001 (proposal submission date: April 9, 2021)
o July 16, 2021 (Proposal submission date: June 11, 2021)
o October 8, 2021 (Proposal submission date: September 3, 2021)
o December 10, 2021 (Proposal submission date: November 5, 2021)
o February 25, 2022 (Proposal submission date: January 21, 2022)
o May 20, 2022 (Proposal submission date: April 15, 2022)
o July 15, 2022 (Proposal submission date: June 10, 2022)

VII. ADJOURNMENT
Cheryl Aasheim motioned to adjourn the meeting. Michelle Cawthorn seconded the motion.
Motion to adjourn approved at 2:06 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Jaime O’Connor, Recording Coordinator
Minutes were approved 5/3/2021 by electronic vote of Committee Members

GRADUATE COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
April 8, 2021
Via Zoom: 9:00am- 10:123am

Voting Members Present: Shelli Casler-Failing, chair (COE), William Amponsah (PCOB), Christine
Bedore (COSM), Timothy Cairney (PCOB), Ann Fuller (LIB), Laurie Gould (CBSS), Felix Hamza-Lup
(PCEC), Ming Fang He (COE), Amanda Graham (CBSS), Andrew Hansen (JPHCOPH), Amanda Konkle
(CAH), Jessica Rigg (LIB), Jessica Schwind (JPHCOPH), Caren Town (CAH), Linda Tuck (WCHP), Li Yu
[Alternate] (JPHCOPH)
Non-Voting Members Present: Donna Brooks (Provost), Cindy Groover (Provost), Delena Gatch
(IAA), Ashley Walker (COGS)
Guests: Tywanda Baker (REG), Checo Colón Gaud (COGS), Audie Graham(COGS), Steven Harper
(CAH), Joanne Chopak-Foss (JPHCOPH), Tiffany Hedrick(REG), Linda Kimsey (JPHCOPH), Brian
Koehler (COSM), Doris Mack(REG), Nandi Marshall (JPHCOPH), Norton Pease (CAH), Rand Ressler
(PCOB), Laura Regassa (COSM), Stephen Rossi (WCHP), Christina Samuel (GSO Representative),
Daniel Skidmore-Hess (CBSS), Wayne Smith (REG), Randi Sykora (COGS), Deborah Thomas (COE),
David Williams (PCEC)
Absent: Michele McGibony (COSM), Greg Ryan (WCHP), Xiaoming Yang (PCEC)

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Dr. Shelli Casler-Failing called the meeting to order on Thursday, April 8, 2021 at 9:00 AM.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Dr. Casler-Failing stated the College of Arts and Humanities requested to amend the
agenda by removing all of the new and revised course curriculum items submitted by
the Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art. Dr. Amanda Konkle made a motion to
remove these items from the agenda. A second was made by Dr. William Amponsah
and the motion to amend the agenda was passed.

III. CHAIR’S UPDATE – No Chair’s update was provided.
IV. DEAN’S UPDATE
Dr. Ashley Walker shared the following updates:
• Nominations for the Averitt Awards for Excellence in Graduate Research and
Instruction were received and the nominees were asked to provide
supplemental materials to complete their application packet. We hope to
make the announcement of the winners soon. There will be two winners
selected from each category and each recipient will receive a $500 cash
prize.
• The next COGS Social Hour webinar will be held on Thursday, April 15th, from

•

5:30-6:30 PM. The session is Beyond the Resume: Preparing for Life After
Graduate School. The guest speakers will be from the Office of Career &
Professional Development. The Career Development Specialist who will be
participating are Amy Rowell, Brandon Solie, and Tiffany Williams. COGS will
send emails to graduate students with additional information as the date
approaches.
The next virtual Graduate Writer’s Boot Camp session will be held April 20th–
25th. The deadline for graduate students to register is 12 PM on April 19th.
During the April session the GSO will be offering a structured week of
accountability to help students meet their writing goals, increase productivity,
and foster mental resilience before finals. The registrants will be paired with a
fellow graduate student to communicate with throughout the week via email,
text, call or video chat. COGS has sent this information out to graduate
students.

Dr. Walker thanked Dr. Casler-Failing for serving as Chair, and thanked the committee
for what they do for the university.
V.

TENTATIVE 2021-2022 MEETING SCHEDULE
Dr. Walker stated the proposed 2021-2022 Graduate Committee meeting schedule is
tentative. She said there may be changed made later, but asked the committee
members to be mindful of the dates.
2021-2022 proposed Graduate Committee meeting schedule is below.
Proposed Schedule of Meetings
Graduate Committee (GC)
2021-2022 Academic Year

Meeting
Date

Meetin
g Time

Meeting Locations

Statesbor
o
Campus

Armstron
g
Campus

Agen
da
Items
Due
to
Office of
the
Registrar

Agenda Items
Due to
GC Recording
Secretary

Agenda
Items
Posted on
Web and Sent
to GC
Members

Septemb
er 9,
2021

9:00
a.m.

TBD

August 19,
2021

August 26, 2021

September 2,
2021

October
14, 2021

9:00
a.m.

TBD

Septembe
r 23, 2021

September 30, 2021

October 7, 2021

Novembe
r 11,
2021

9:00
a.m.

TBD

October
21, 2021

October 28, 2021

November 4,
2021

January 20, 2022 9:00 a.m. TBD December 1, 2021 January 6, 2022 January 13, 2022
*February 10, 2022 9:00 a.m. TBD January 20, 2022 January 27, 2022 February 3, 2022
March 10, 2022 9:00 a.m. TBD February 17, 2022 February 24, 2022 March 3, 2022
**April 14, 2022 9:00 a.m. TBD March 24, 2022 March 31, 2022 April 7, 2022
*THIS IS THE PRIORITY DEADLINE TO HAVE COURSE APPROVALS ENTERED INTO BANNER
BEFORE THE OPENING OF STUDENT REGISTRATION ON MARCH 7, 2022
**THIS IS THE FINAL MEETING FOR CURRICULUM APPROVALS FOR THE 2022-2023 GSU
CATALOGS (Note: Items requiring Board of Regents/System Office approval may still not
make the catalogs if submitted this late and the submission is still pending System
Office/Board of Regents/DOE approval at the time the catalogs are finalized)
VI. NEW BUSINESS
A. College of Science and Mathematics
Dr. Brian Koehler presented the agenda item for the College of Science and Mathematics.
Department of Geology and Geography
Revised Course:
GEOG 5091G: Applied GIS
JUSTIFICATION:
A slight typo in the title was revised to adjust "Gis" to "GIS" (abbreviated shorthand for "Geographical Information Systems").
The contact hours and schedule type for this course were incorrectly listed. They
have been changed to accurately reflect the course, which is a
Lecture/Supervised Laboratory with 2 lecture and 4 lab contact hours, which is
consistent with all GIS courses in the Department of Geology & Geography.
The repeatable status of "yes" was erroneously encoded. This was changed to "no."
"Course fees" were erroneously coded as "no." There is a $50 course fee, which
has already been approved (the fee is already listed in BANNER, so this
"correction" in CIM will not change anything for the students).
All other "changes" were simply entering missing items in CIM (ie, for form completeness).
MOTION: Dr. Timothy Cairney made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by
the Department of Geology and Geography. A second was made by Dr. Ming Fang He,
and the motion to approve the Revised Course was passed.
B. Waters College of Health Professions
Dr. Stephen Rossi presented the agenda items for the Waters College of
Health Professions.
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology
Revised Programs:

MS-KIN/SP-NT: Kinesiology M.S. (Concentration in Sport and Exercise
Psychology) (Non-Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
Consistent with other graduate programs within the MSK, the Georgia Southern
graduate community, and with other master’s programs in sport and exercise
psychology, we are seeking to remove the GRE as a required component to our
application for admission. Additionally, while the current application process
requires the names and contact information for 3 references, we would like to
change this to require 3 actual letters of recommendation submitted on behalf of
an applicant.
MS-KIN/PSYC: Kinesiology M.S. (Concentration in Sport and Exercise
Psychology) (Thesis) JUSTIFICATION:
Consistent with other graduate programs within the MSK, the Georgia Southern
graduate community, and with other master’s programs in sport and exercise
psychology, we are seeking to remove the GRE as a required component to our
application for admission. Additionally, while the current application process
requires the names and contact information for 3 references, we would like to
change this to require 3 actual letters of recommendation submitted on behalf of
an applicant.
This program will be offered on the Statesboro campus.
MHA-HLTH: Health Administration M.H.A.
JUSTIFICATION:
Consistent with other CAHME accredited peer graduate programs in health
administration and the Georgia Southern graduate community, the MHA
faculty has unanimously approved a proposal to remove the submission of
GRE/GMAT score(s) as a required component to its application for admission
beginning with the fall 2021 cohort.
MS-KIN/AT: Kinesiology M.S. (Concentration in Athletic Training) Thesis
JUSTIFICATION:
Replace KINS 7099 selected topics course with the new KINS 6137 research writing
course. Research writing was the topic for KINS 7099. Deleted the language of KINS
7898 or KINS 7999 and added KINS 7999 thesis as the only option for this
concentration. Added the missing elective requirement language to the program
page.
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology. A second was made by Dr. Konkle, and
the motion to approve the Revised Programs was passed.
C. Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
Dr. Linda Kimsey and Dr. Joanne Chopak-Foss presented the agendas items for
the Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health.
Dean’s Office
New Course:
PUBH 7140: Applied Statistical Methods in Public Health
JUSTIFICATION:

This course is being added to the DrPH Core across concentrations to strengthen
students' ability to apply statistical methods to answer a research question in
public health. LK
Revised Courses:
PUBH 5000G: Selected Topics in Public Health
JUSTIFICATION:
With our other special topics courses, there is an issue with the selected topics
courses apparently are not set up to be repeatable even though it's our selected
topics course and students take multiple of it. This is actually causing issues in
other colleges since they are trying to take multiple of our term B courses and
they cannot register in the second course and degree works cannot place it. In
addition,
our undergraduate and graduate students have had issues with financial aid
because it shows up in degreeworks as the same course, even if it is two
different special topics courses.
We are changing this to prevent this issues from occurring with the new special topics course.
PUBH 5521G: Women and Minority Health Issues
JUSTIFICATION:
The original course number (GEPH 6133) is being changed. The course will now be
offered at the 5000 level to provide this course for undergraduates and graduates.
PUBH 5521 has been proposed as well.
Revised Program:
CERG-PUBHLTH: Certificate in Public Health
JUSTIFICATION:
Edits made to the program page regarding where to send test scores and to
add the mention of the online program. Additionally, the mission statement
was updated.
MOTION: Dr. Caren Town made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Dean’s Office. A second was made by Dr. He, and the motion to approve the New
Course, Revised Courses, and Revised Program was passed.
Department of Biostatistics, Epidemiology and Environmental Health Sciences
Revised Programs:
DPH-BIOST: Public Health Dr.P.H. (Concentration in Biostatistics)
JUSTIFICATION:
The updates focused on including the list of directed electives.
Mar 2021. This updated provides clarifying language on the expected qualifications
of applicants, and it modifies the Core Courses in the Program of Study by
removing PHLD 9131 and PHLD 9333, and adding PUBH 7140. An elective is also
added. (LK)
DPH-EPID: Public Health Dr.P.H. (Concentration in Epidemiology)
JUSTIFICATION:
Mar 2021. This updated provides clarifying language on the expected qualifications
of applicants, and it modifies the Core Courses in the Program of Study by
removing PHLD 9131 and PHLD 9333, and adding PUBH 7140. An elective is also
added. (LK)

MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department
of Biostatistics, Epidemiology and Environmental Health Sciences. A second was made by
Dr. Cairney, and the motion to approve the Revised Programs was passed.
Dr. Casler-Failing made a comment regarding the revised programs. She hopes
the conversation is being held moving forward in regard to the GRE
requirement as it pertains to diversity, equity, and inclusion practices.
Department of Health Policy and Community Health
Revised Course:
HSPM 9433: Rural & Underserved Populations, Systems, and Policy
JUSTIFICATION:
The College of Public Health is proposing a new DrPH concentration in Health
Policy & Management. This course represents a required element of this new
concentration.
Revisions to the DrPH HPM program are being made to improve curriculum
by capitalizing on synergies between existing courses and to allow students
flexibility to tailor coursework to include management-focused electives. This
change capitalizes on the benefits of comparing/contrasting policies and
research methods for rural and underserved populations. LK
Revised Programs:
DPH-CHBED: Public Health Dr.P.H. (Concentration in Community Health Behavior and
Education)
JUSTIFICATION:
The updates focused on including the list of directed electives.
Mar 2021. This updated provides clarifying language on the expected qualifications
of applicants, and it modifies the Core Courses in the Program of Study by
removing PHLD 9131 and PHLD 9333, and adding PUBH 7140. An elective is also
added. (LK)
DPH-PHLEAD: Public Health Dr.P.H. (Concentration in Public Health
Leadership) (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
In 2016, CEPH recommended competencies for all DrPH graduates. In order to
meet these competencies, DrPH students will work with CTE and the Provost's
office to successfully complete training and teach at least one course [FYE
1200 or CORE 2000].
Mar 2021. This updated provides clarifying language on the expected qualifications
of applicants, and it modifies the Core Courses in the Program of Study by
removing PHLD 9131 and PHLD 9333, and adding PUBH 7140. PHLD 9131 and PHLD
9333 are moved to required Concentration Courses. The number of elective hours
changes from 12 to 9. LK
DPH-PH/HPM: Public Health Dr.P.H. (Concentration in Health Policy
and Management)
JUSTIFICATION:
The updates focused providing information into the new cells.
Mar 2021. This updated provides clarifying language on the expected qualifications
of applicants, and it modifies the Core Courses in the Program of Study by
removing PHLD 9131 and PHLD 9333, and adding PUBH 7140. Course modifications

are made to capitalize on synergies across concentrations and within the HPM
concentration. HPM students will now take Communication and Advocacy with
CHBE students (CHBE 9235) and HSPM 9433, Rural Populations, Systems and Policy
is modified to incorporate HSPM 9434 Underserved Populations, Systems, and
Policy into one course. A doctoral seminar course is added (PUBH 9630) and 2
Management-focused electives are added. (LK)
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Health Policy and Community Health. A second was made by Dr.
Konkle, and the motion to approve the Revised Course and Revised Programs was
passed.
Dr. Casler-Failing made a statement in regards to the GRE being a requirement for the
programs.
Dr. Walker asked about the admission requirement language regarding the GPA.
The language states “Preferred minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0/4.0 scale in
upper division graduate courses. Competitive candidates will have a graduate GPA
of 3.5 or higher.” She is concerned there will be a decrease of applications for the
doctoral concentrations. Dr. Linda Kimsey stated this conversation was had
amongst the leadership in the College. The College has seen an increase in
applications for the leadership concentration. Dr. Kimsey said the consensus
across the College was to focus on improving the quality of their applicants for
the doctoral programs, and wanted to increase the quality across the board for all
concentrations. Dr. Kimsey agreed with Dr. Walker that they should watch the
number of applicants in the next cycle. Dr. Walker said she thinks there will be a
number of questions from applicants asking for clarification of this language.
D. College of Engineering and Computing
Dr. David Williams presented the agenda items for the College of
Engineering and Computing.
Department of Computer Science
New Course:
CSCI 5535G: Data Mining
JUSTIFICATION:
This is a graduate course for the MS-CS programs. It supports the concentrations:
"Machine Learning" and "Data and Knowledge Systems".
Revised Course:
CSCI 7335: Image Processing
JUSTIFICATION:
The department, on the recommendation of the curriculum committee, proposes
this course be reactivated to support graduate students pursuing the machine
learning concentration. The topics were deemed important preparation for
graduate student success in this growing field. The course number has been
revised and the department changed as this was an Armstrong course previously.

MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Computer Science. A second was made by Dr. Town and the motion to
approve the New Course and Revised Course was passed.
Department of Manufacturing Engineering
New Course:
MFGE 5339G: Manufacturing Standards and Standardization
JUSTIFICATION:
This is a new 5000-level course added to our curriculum to cover the important
area of manufacturing systems, standardization, mass production, and major
types, structure, and database of standards.
The problem with the course number is now fixed.
Revised Courses:
MFGE 5135G: Lean World Class Manufacturing
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has a TMAE subject code with "ownership" in the Department
Mechanical Engineering (MechE). The MS in Applied Engineering (MSAE) program
was moved under the Department of Manufacturing Engineering (MfgE) from
MechE when the MS in Mechanical Engineering (MSME) was approved. This
course is one of several that comprises the MSAE curriculum and is being
modified (CIP Code, course number, subject code, catalog description, SLO's etc..)
to move "ownership" under the MfgE Department in support of the MSAE degree
program.
MFGE 5230G: International Manufacturing
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has an old TMFG subject code with "ownership" in the Department
Mechanical Engineering (MechE). The MS in Applied Engineering (MSAE) program
was moved under the Department of Manufacturing Engineering (MfgE) from
MechE when the MS in Mechanical Engineering (MSME) was approved. This course
is one of several that comprises the MSAE curriculum and is being modified
(Department, CIP Code, course number, catalog description, SLO's etc..) to move
"ownership" under the MfgE Department in support of the MSAE degree program
and specifically a change of subject code to MFGE.
MFGE 5338G: Industrial Hygiene and Ergonomics
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has a TSEC subject code with "ownership" in the Department
Mechanical Engineering (MechE). The MS in Applied Engineering (MSAE) program
was moved under the Department of Manufacturing Engineering (MfgE) from
MechE when the MS in Mechanical Engineering (MSME) was approved. This
course is one of several that comprises the MSAE curriculum and is being
modified (Department, CIP Code, course number, catalog description, SLO's etc..)
to move "ownership" under the MfgE Department in support of the MSAE degree
program and specifically a change of subject code to MFGE.
MFGE 7430: Industrial Case Study Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has a TMAE subject code with "ownership" in the Department
Mechanical Engineering (MechE). The MS in Applied Engineering (MSAE) program
was moved under the Department of Manufacturing Engineering (MfgE) from

MechE when the MS in Mechanical Engineering (MSME) was approved. This
course is one of several that comprises the MSAE curriculum and is being
modified (Department, CIP Code, course number, catalog description, SLO's etc..)
to move "ownership" under the MfgE Department in support of the MSAE degree
program and specifically a change of subject code to MFGE.
MFGE 7530: Research in Applied Engineering
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has a TMAE subject code with "ownership" in the Department
Mechanical Engineering (MechE). The MS in Applied Engineering (MSAE) program
was moved under the Department of Manufacturing Engineering (MfgE) from
MechE when the MS in Mechanical Engineering (MSME) was approved. This
course is one of several that comprises the MSAE curriculum and is being
modified (Department, CIP Code, course number, catalog description, SLO's etc..)
to move "ownership" under the MfgE Department in support of the MSAE degree
program and specifically a change of subject code to MFGE.
Revised Programs:
MSAE-MF/AME: Applied Engineering M.S.A.E. (Concentration in
Advanced Manufacturing Engineering) (Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
Proposed course revisions to existing courses which is updating (old) subject
codes from Mechanical Engineering to Manufacturing Engineering are reflected
on this revised program page (AME concentration, Thesis).
Program Assessment Methods for SLO's are added.
Program SLO's and Program Mission were updated.
MSAE-MF/AMNT: Applied Engineering M.S.A.E (Concentration in
Advanced Manufacturing Engineering) (Non-Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
Proposed course revisions to existing courses which is updating (old) subject
codes from Mechanical Engineering to Manufacturing Engineering are reflected
on this revised MSAE program page (AME concentration, Non-Thesis).
Program Assessment Methods for SLO's are added.
Program SLO's and Program Mission were updated.
Accelerated Bachelor's to Masters (ABM) admission requirements were updated
MSAE-ME/EMNT: Applied Engineering M.S.A.E (Concentration in Engineering
Management) (Non Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
Detail requirements are added to enhance the quality of the program by
reflecting the proposed revisions to courses heretofore under Mechanical
Engineering.
New elective courses recommended by program faculty and Professional
Advisory Committee (PAC) discussions are added as options under Restricted
Electives.
This program will be offered on the following campus(es): Statesboro campus.
MSAE-ME/EM: Applied Engineering M.S.A.E. (Concentration in Engineering
Management) Thesis
JUSTIFICATION:
The program is being moved under the administration of the Department of
Manufacturing Engineering program from the Department of Mechanical

Engineering because Mechanical Engineering now has its own Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering program (MSME) and the MSAE is now the graduate
program for students who wish to pursue a graduate degree in the field of
Manufacturing Engineering.
Proposed course revisions to existing courses updating (old) subject
codes from Mechanical Engineering are reflected on this revised
program page.
New elective courses recommended by program faculty and Professional
Advisory Committee (PAC) discussions are added as options under Restricted
Electives.
This program will be offered on the following campus(es): Statesboro campus.
MOTION: Dr. Felix Hamza-Lup made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted
by the Department of Manufacturing Engineering. A second was made by Dr. He, and
the motion to approve the New Course, Revised Courses, and Revised Programs was
passed.
Department of Mechanical Engineering
New Courses:
MENG 5335G: Applied Programmable Logic Controllers
JUSTIFICATION:
Programmable Logic Controllers are widely used in manufacturing and
engineering related industries. This new course will provide students an
opportunity of gaining knowledge of PLC and applying it to engineering
applications. The Mechanical Engineering Department's External Professional
Advisory Committee considered this an important addition to ensure program
currency and validity.
MENG 5531G: Metalcasting
JUSTIFICATION:
Metalcasting is a resurgent technology in the engineering industry. There is no
existing course concentrated on metalcasting and students are not exposed to
enough metalcasting knowledge in the existing courses. This course is created to
enhance the knowledge of students to fit the needs of industry. The Mechanical
Engineering Department's External Professional Advisory Committee considered
this an important addition to ensure program currency and validity. This course
will capitalize on completed investments and renovations to GSU metalcasting
facilities.
MENG 5533G: Applied Welding and Joining
JUSTIFICATION:
The course covers the fundamentals knowledge of manufacturing (welding and
joining) processes and manufacturing (welding and joining) science for mechanical
engineering students. The lab emphasizes hands-on-experience using various
welding power sources, non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods, temperature
sensors, and industrial robots. The increasing reliance of industries on the
experience of welding and joining workforce have led to increasing demand for
mechanical engineering professional with manufacturing (welding and joining)
knowledge. Currently, our curriculum does not include such a course. The
knowledge gain from this course is attractive to both the industries as well as

academia. The Mechanical Engineering Department's External Professional
Advisory Committee considered this an important addition to ensure program
currency and validity.
Revised Courses:
MENG 5090G: Selected Topics in Mechanical Engineering
JUSTIFICATION:
a. Update Student Learning Course Outcomes and General Course Description
to fit the requirement of SACS and ABET.
b. Repeatability status changed so that students can receive credit for two
or more different courses offered as special topics.
c. Based on what we have learned in recent semesters about synchronous
learning, added as an option.
d. Catalog description cleaned up and made more accurate
e. Pre-requisites changed from permission of instructor to make them
more specific and WINGS enforceable.
MENG 5891G: Special Problems in Mechanical Engineering
JUSTIFICATION:
Update Student Learning Course Outcomes, General Course Description and
Repeatable Status to fit the requirement of SACS and ABET.
Synchronous instruction also added as schedule type. Based on the success of
offering synchronous courses S20 and F20, the department would like the
flexibility to offer some courses synchronously (particularly in the summer or
when multiple sections are being offered to provide an option of synchronous
and face-2-face instruction). This will also allow for greater synchronous offerings
between campuses and more efficient faculty scheduling.
Repeatable for credit added to allow students to take multiple sections of
different special problems and have it count towards graduation.
Revised Programs:
MSME-ME: Mechanical Engineering M.S.M.E. (Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
MENG 5090G, MENG 5335G, MENG 5531G, MENG 5533G, MENG 5891G, MENG
5231G, MENG 7239, MENG 7895, and MFGE 5533G are added in the list of
elective courses.
MSME-ME/NT: Mechanical Engineering M.S.M.E. (Non-Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:
MENG 5090G, MENG 5335G, MENG 5531G, MENG 5533G, MENG 5891G, MENG
5231G, MENG 7239 and MFGE 5533G are added in the list of elective courses.
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Mechanical Engineering. A second was made by Dr. Town, and
the motion to approve the New Courses, Revised Courses, and Revised
Programs was passed.
E. College of Education
Dr. Deborah Thomas presented the agenda items for the College of Education.
Department of Curriculum, Foundations, and Reading
New Course:

EDUF 8130: Advanced Study of Learning Theories and Applications
JUSTIFICATION:
Course required as part of the learning, development, and curriculum strand of the
Curriculum Studies doctoral degree. This course will take the place of EDUF 7130 in
the program so all courses in the LDC strand are at the 8000 level.
Revised Course:
READ 8839: Field Project in Reading
JUSTIFICATION:
The grading for all 8839 courses whether READ or ESED has always been S/U. For
some unknown reason, the READ 8839 course was changed to an A-F scale. The
reading faculty did not request this and would like it changed back. This change is
an attempt to restore the course grading system as it was in the past. The S/U
system is a better fit for the action research project. The student either passes the
written paper and oral defense or they are unsatisfactory. Corrected repeatable
status.
Revised Program:
EDD-CURS: Curriculum Studies Ed.D.
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE
graduate programs given that background checks are already required for
educator certification or the program does not require field or clinical
placements.
The statement of purpose admission requirement was added to assist with
selection of program candidates.
Additional language was inserted to allow students to opt out of the program
and receive an Ed.S. degree. Students must complete all coursework and
candidacy exam to be eligible for this option.
Insertion of EDUF 8130 in the program of study. This course will take the place
of EDUF 7130 in the program so all courses in the LDC strand are at the 8000
level.
MOTION: Dr. Konkle made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Curriculum, Foundations, and Reading. A second was made by Dr. He,
and the motion to approve the New Course, Revised Course, and Revised Program was
passed.
Department of Elementary and Special Education
New Courses:
SPED 7333: Special Education Leadership
JUSTIFICATION:
SPED 7333: Special Education Leadership is being added to the MED program core
curriculum to better address the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) Advanced
Standards for teacher preparation. It is replacing SPED 7136: Language
Development which is typically addressed in initial certification programs and is
currently offered in the SPEd MAT initial certification degree. SPED 7333
addresses the leadership emphasis in the CEC advanced standards.
SPED 7334: Advanced Behavior Management
JUSTIFICATION:

SPED 7334: Advanced Behavior Management is being added to the MED program
core curriculum to better address the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC)
Advanced Standards for teacher preparation and to further differentiate the MED
program from the Initial MAT certification program. It is replacing SPED 7631:
Perspectives on Char of Mild Disabilities which is offered as a part of the SPED MAT
program and is traditionally covered as part of an initial certification program.
SPED 7335: Instructional Approaches in Special Education
JUSTIFICATION:
SPED 7335: Instructional Approaches in Special Education is being added to the
MED program core curriculum to better address the Council for Exceptional
Children (CEC) Advanced Standards for teacher preparation and to further
differentiate the MED program from the Initial MAT certification program. It is
replacing SPED 7632: Methods for Mild Disabilities which is offered as a part of
the SPED MAT program and is traditionally covered as part of an initial
certification program.
Revised Programs:
MED-SPED: Special Education (Grades P-12) M.Ed. (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The background check admission requirement has been removed for most COE
graduate programs given that background checks are already required for
educator certification or the program does not require field or clinical
placements.
The Special Education Transition Specialist Endorsement is being inactivated
and will no longer be offered to students in the M.Ed. program.
Course Changes to MED POS:
a. Removal of pre reqs from SPED MED - The pre reqs are removed from the
SPED MED. All MED candidates are required to be certified in SPED upon
admission and content in the pre reqs is typically addressed in initial
certification programs. There are no PSC requirements to include these in
the program.
b. Removal of SPED 7136 (Language Development) from Core Requirements SPED 7136 is a core course typically addressed in initial certification
programs and is currently offered in the SPED MAT initial certification
degree. The SPED faculty collaborated to develop SPED 7333: Special
Education Leadership to better align the program core to the Council for
Exceptional Children (CEC) advanced teacher preparation standards and
reflect an advanced degree in Special Education. SPED 7333 addresses the
leadership emphasis in the CEC advanced standards.
c. Removal of SPED 7631 (Perspectives) and SPED 7632 (Methods) from
General Curriculum - Both SPED 7631 and 7632 are courses typically
addressed in initial certification programs and are currently offered in the
SPED MAT initial certification degree. The SPED faculty collaborated to
develop SPED 7334 (Adv Beh Mang) and SPED 7335 (Instr Approaches) to
better align the general curriculum to the Council for Exceptional Children
(CEC) advanced teacher preparation standards and reflect an advanced
degree in Special Education.
d. Program of Study Course Rotation Adjustment - Due to the addition of the
new courses in the POS - EDUF 7130 (Learning Theories) is move from the

first summer semester to the second summer semester to make room to
offer SPED 7333 (SPED Leadership). SPED 7333 is needed in the initial
semester to prepare candidates for the leadership emphasis in the CEC
advanced standards.
MAT-SPECED: Teaching M.A.T. (Concentration in Special Education P-12) (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
Removed edTPA language since it is no longer required for teacher
certification. Revised related requirements and language in SLOS.
The need to repeat or skip a course may delay program completion. This
statement was added to clearly articulate potential consequences of
missing/altering steps in course progression.
Deleted language about Student Teaching Orientation because it is no longer
offered by the clinical office.
TOEFL score requirements were removed. Passing scores are set at the institutional level.
EDS-SPED: Special Education (Grades P-12) Ed.S. (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The Ed.S.in Special Education is revised to reflect the new curriculum and program
of study for Ed.S. candidates seeking certification in Special Education. ESED 8330
Teaching and Learning in Diverse P 12 Contexts is a new course and replaces ITEC
8231. EDUR 8434 will no longer be offered. Instead, Ed.S. candidates can elect to
take EDUR 8231 Applied Qualitative Research Methods or EDUR 8331 Applied
Measurement. ESED 8839 Seminar and Field Study has been revised to reflect a
new capstone project. The new course name is ESED 8839 Problem of Practice.
EDS-ELEM: Elementary Education (Grades P-5) Ed.S. (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The Ed.S.in Elementary Education is revised to reflect the new curriculum and
program of study for Ed.S. candidates seeking certification in Elementary
Education. ESED 8330 Teaching and Learning in Diverse P-12 Contexts is a new
course and replaces ITEC 8231. EDUR 8434 will no longer be offered. Instead, Ed.S.
candidates can elect to take EDUR 8231 Applied Qualitative Research Methods or
EDUR 8331 Applied Measurement. ESED 8839 Seminar and Field Study has been
revised to reflect a new capstone project. The new course name is ESED 8839
Problem of Practice.
Deleted Program:
ENDORS-SETSE: Special Education Transition Specialist Endorsement
JUSTIFICATION:
The department code is being revised to reflect the new post consolidation
department code. A new program code is requested to reflect an endorsement
program and not a certificate program. The program title is being revised to
omit the word "certificate" from the title as the program is an endorsement.
The delivery method and tuition rate are being corrected to a fully online program
as this program is not offered face-to-face.
The transition endorsement admission requirement now aligns with the
MED-Special Education (Grades P-12) M.Ed. (Online) program which is one of
the endorsements built into the program of study.
MOTION: Dr. Town made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Elementary and Special Education. A second was made by Dr. He.

•

•

Dr. Cairney asked for clarification as the why the TOFEL score requirement was
removed. Dr. Deborah Thomas stated the score range has changed and rather
than updating the score again on the program materials they removed the
information as a requirement. Dr. Thomas said the TOFEL score has always
been aligned with what the institution requires. They require applicants to take
the TOFEL, but they do not specify what the score is.
Dr. Casler-Failing stated prior to the meeting Dr. Delena Gatch informed her
that the mission statement and program SLOs for the MED-SPED and the
mission statement for the MT-SPECED do not align with what is on file with
IAA. Dr. Casler-Failling will roll the program revisions back and Dr. Thomas will
make the suggested revisions.

AMENDED MOTION: Dr. Cairney made an amended motion to approve the agenda items
submitted by the Department of Elementary and Special Education, with the
understanding that the suggested revisions be made. A second was made by Dr. Konkle
and the motion to approve the New Courses, Revised Programs, and Deleted Program
was passed.
Department of Leadership, Technology, and Human Development
Revised Courses:
EDLD 7530: Transformational School Leadership
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated Course Student Learning Outcomes based on revised
Standards with the Georgia Professional Standards Commission,
Georgia Educational Leadership Standards.
EDLD 7531: Legal and Ethical Issues in School Leadership
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated Course Student Learning Outcomes based on revised
Standards with the Georgia Professional Standards Commission.
EDLD 7532: Managing Human Capital
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated Course Student Learning Outcomes based on revised Standards with the
Georgia Professional Standards Commission. Due to the continual changes with
the GaPSC, specifics about the courses alignment to Standards were removed.
Revised no, repeatable for credit and yes, impact educator preparation.
EDLD 7535: Utilizing Data in Leadership
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated Course Student Learning Outcomes based on revised Standards
with the Georgia Professional Standards Commission, the Georgia
Educational Leadership Standards (GELS).
EDLD 7536: Developing Professional Learning Communities
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated Course Student Learning Outcomes based on revised Standards
with the Georgia Professional Standards Commission, the Georgia
Educational Leadership Standards (GELS).
EDLD 7539: Finance for Educational Leaders
JUSTIFICATION:

Updated Course Student Learning Outcomes based on revised
Standards with the Georgia Professional Standards Commission.
EDLD 7540: Politics of P-12 Public Education
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated Course Student Learning Outcomes based on revised Standards
with the Georgia Professional Standards Commission, the Georgia
Educational Leadership Standards (GELS).
EDLD 7737: Supervised Field Experience I
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated Course Student Learning Outcomes based on revised Standards
with the Georgia Professional Standards Commission, the Georgia
Educational Leadership Standards (GELS).
EDLD 7738: Supervised Field Experience II
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated Course Student Learning Outcomes based on revised Standards with the
Georgia Professional Standards Commission, the Georgia Educational Leadership
Standards (GELS). Added a prerequisite.
EDLD 7739: Supervised Field Experience III
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated Course Student Learning Outcomes based on revised Standards with the
Georgia Professional Standards Commission, the Georgia Educational Leadership
Standards (GELS). Added a prerequisite.
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Leadership, Technology, and Human Development. A second was made
by Dr. Town, and the motion to approve the Revised Courses was passed.
Dr. Casler-Failing said prior to the meeting she contacted Dr. Thomas with some
concerns regarding the course SLOs. She said it was suggested that the program
continue to work to improve the SLOs moving forward, but at this point the
SLOs are considered acceptable.
Department of Middle Grades and Secondary Education
New Courses:
FRMS 8231: Foundations of Teaching K-12 Mathematics
JUSTIFICATION:
The M.Ed. in Curriculum and Instruction – Accomplished Teaching has a limited
number of mathematics education elective courses for those seeking
content/content-pedagogy course offerings.
FRMS 8232: Trends: Math/Science/Computer Education
JUSTIFICATION:
The M.Ed. in Curriculum and Instruction – Accomplished Teaching has a limited
number of elective courses. This course provides teachers an opportunity to
explore how to use content/content-specific (mathematics/science cutting edge)
applications to the classroom.
Revised Programs:
MAT-SCED: Teaching M.A.T. (Concentration in Secondary Education
Grades 6-12) (Online)

JUSTIFICATION:
The Georgia Professional Standards Commission (GaPsC) no longer requires
completion of edTPA for teacher certification. Program completion requirements
were revised to reflect this change.
MAT-MGED: Teaching M.A.T. (Concentration in Middle Grades Education
Grades 4-8) (Online) JUSTIFICATION:
The Georgia Professional Standards Commission (GaPsC) no longer requires
completion of edTPA for teacher certification. Program completion requirements
were revised to reflect this change.
EDS-MGE: Middle Grades Education (Grades 4-8) Ed.S. (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The Ed.S. in Middle Grades Education is revised to reflect the new curriculum and
program of study for Ed.S. candidates seeking certification in Middle Grades
Education. ESED 8330 Teaching and Learning in Diverse P-12 Contexts is a new
course and replaces ITEC 8231. EDUR 8434 will no longer be offered. Instead, Ed.S.
candidates can elect to take EDUR 8231 Applied Qualitative Research Methods or
EDUR 8331 Applied Measurement. ESED 8839 Seminar and Field Study has been
revised to reflect a new capstone project. The new course name is ESED 8839
Problem of Practice.
EDS-SECED: Secondary Education (Grades 6-12) Ed.S. (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
The Ed.S. degree in Secondary Education is revised to reflect the new curriculum
and program of study for Ed.S. candidates seeking certification in Secondary
Education. ESED 8330 Teaching and Learning in Diverse P-12 Contexts is a new
course and replaces ITEC 8231. EDUR 8434 will no longer be offered. Instead, Ed.S.
candidates can elect to take EDUR 8231 Applied Qualitative Research Methods or
EDUR 8331 Applied Measurement. ESED 8839 Seminar and Field Study has been
revised to reflect a new capstone project. The new course name is ESED 8839
Problem of Practice.
MOTION: Dr. Amponsah made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Middle Grades and Secondary Education. A second was made by Dr. He,
and the motion to approve the New Courses and Revised Programs was passed.
F. College of Arts and Humanities
Mr. Norton Pease and Dr. Steven Harper presented the agenda items for the
College of Arts and Humanities.
Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art
Deleted Course:
ARTH 7231: Art and Architecture of the Ancient World
JUSTIFICATION:
Course is no longer offered. Course is similar to another existing offering.
MOTION: Dr. Town made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the
Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art. A second was made by Dr. He and the motion
to approve the Deleted Course was passed.

Department of Communication Arts
Revised Courses:
LEAD 7700: Professional Communication and Leadership Internship
JUSTIFICATION:
GPA pre-requisite is being added to ensure that students who intern have
maintained high standards of achievement in program courses preparing them for
internships in professional communication and leadership.
Banner title and course description have been slightly updated for clarity.
Adding note that SLOs will depend on the nature of the Internship. Adding new
cross-listing for new course creating the Study Abroad equivalent course
LEAD 7800: Independent Study in Professional Communication and Leadership
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding course SLOs. Updating/correcting Abbreviated Title for Banner
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Communication Arts. A second was made by Dr. Town and the motion to
approve the Revised Courses was passed.
Department of Music
Revised Program:
CERG-MUSC/PF: Certificate in Music Performance
JUSTIFICATION:
The precise number of applied lesson credits (which are repeatable from semester
to semester) need to be listed to meet our national accreditation requirements.
Formatting changes in CIM caused the number of credit hours for each
requirement not to show in the printed catalog in the past several years due to a
check in the indent box. We have now restored it to the way it was originally
approved, including the total number of 14 credits.
MOTION: Dr. Town made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the
Department of Music. A second was made by Dr. He and the motion to approve the
Revised Program was passed.
Department of Writing and Linguistics
New Course:
LING 5131G: Applied Linguistics
JUSTIFICATION:
This new course will provide TESOL/applied linguistics students a foundational
understanding of applied linguistics. For those who enter the TESOL program
without such background knowledge, this course will offer them the opportunity
to get the preparation. For the others in the TESOL program, this course gives
them choice and flexibility in completing the program on their schedule.
For other graduate students, this course provides them one more choice in the
applied linguistics area and an entry point into a post-graduate career in TESOL.
This course also provides support for the TCLD programs. Since it will be offered
mostly as an online course, it will impact interested students on all campus
locations.
This course will be offered to the Stateboro and Armstrong campuses and online.

Revised Course:
WRIT 7250: Plain Language in Workplace Writing
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is a required course for the Professional Communication and
Leadership M.A. program. Moving the course to the 7000-level gives graduate
students the experience of a small, graduate student-only seminar and allows
students more flexibility to take 5000-level courses as electives. Communication
Arts has requested Writing and Linguistics make this change to allow for
more flexibility for the elective courses.
This course will be offered on the Armstrong and Statesboro campuses.
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Writing and Linguistics. A second was made by Dr. Konkle and the
motion to approve the New Course and Revised Course was passed.
G. Parker College of Business
Dr. Rand Ressler presented the agenda items for the Parker College of Business.
Dean’s Office
Revised Courses:
BUSA 7790: Internship in Business
JUSTIFICATION:
Requested update of general course description and SLOs.
BUSA 7831: Business Study Abroad
JUSTIFICATION:
Requested update of general course description and SLOs.
BUSA 7890: Individual Research
JUSTIFICATION:
Requested update of general course description and SLOs.
WMBA 6000: Human Behavior in Organizations
JUSTIFICATION:
Requested update of general course description and SLOs.
WMBA 6010: Managerial Accounting
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted
WMBA 6030: Global and International Business
JUSTIFICATION:
Requested update of general course description and SLOs.
WMBA 6040: Managerial Decision Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding general course description and student course learning outcomes.
Change CIP code to better reflect the nature of the course.
Edit the SCLO.
UPDATE 4/13:
The reasons for this change are twofold:
a. This change makes the course more marketable and current. More
importantly, it accurately captures the essence of the content
taught in the course.
b. We are expanding our content and related discussions on business

intelligence tools. Specifically, we will be adding a new chapter to our
curriculum: Business Intelligence (BI) Tools for Data Analysis. This will
also entail the creation of new videos, tutorials and other instructional
material necessary to ensure effective student learning and success. This
is partly made possible due to the adoption of a new text in
consideration of point a: Business Analytics: Data Analysis and Decision
Making, 7th Edition, ISBN: 9781305180819. Edit the SLCOs for
compliance.
WMBA 6050: Strategic Marketing
JUSTIFICATION:
Course description and Student Learning Outcomes were added as required for
assessment purposes.
WMBA 6060: Managerial Finance
JUSTIFICATION:
WebMBA (WMBA) courses are developed by a consortium of faculty from 7
universities. The content of this course change request is dictated by that
consortium of universities. The General Course Outcomes and SLCOs were added
to this curriculum sheet from approved WebMBA consortium curriculum materials
WMBA 6070: Entrepreneurship-New Venture Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
Requested update of general course description and SLOs.
WMBA 6080: Management Information Systems
JUSTIFICATION:
WebMBA (WMBA) courses are developed by a consortium of faculty from 7
universities. The content of this course change request is dictated by that
consortium of universities. The General Course Outcomes and SLCOs were added
to this curriculum sheet from approved WebMBA consortium curriculum materials
Edit SLCOs for compliance.
WMBA 6110: Business Strategy
JUSTIFICATION:
Requested update of general course description and SLOs.
Deleted Courses:
WMBA 6020: Managerial Communications
JUSTIFICATION:
Course is no longer offered as part of the Georgia WebMBA program.
WMBA 6090: Information Technology Management (ERP)
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered, with no plan to offer in the near future. Propose to
inactivate.
MOTION: Dr. Amponsah made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Dean’s Office, and a second was made by Dr. He.
Dr. Casler-Failing will roll the following items back and Dr. Rand Ressler will
make the suggested revisions.
o Revise the SLOs in the following revised courses to make them more
measurable: BUSA 7790, WMBA 6010, WMBA 6030, WMBA 6040, and
WMBA 6080.

o

Revise the justifications in WMBA 6050 and WMBA 6060 to address all changes being
made.
Dr. Casler-Failing asked for clarification regarding a section in the WMBA 6080
course revision form. She stated “Yes” was inputted for the question “Does this
course affect another Department or College?” Dr. Casler-Failing stated she was
confused by the justification that stated because the course may be offered
outside of Georgia Southern. Dr. Ressler explained that the WMBA classes are part
of a consortium and is a cohort model offered with six other universities in the
Georgia system. Dr. Ressler said this was an error when they were completing the
form and they would clean that up.
AMENDED MOTION: Dr. Amponsah made an amended motion to approve the agenda
items submitted by the Dean’s Office, with the understanding that the suggested
revisions be made. A second was made by Dr. He and the motion to approve the Revised
Courses and Deleted Courses was passed.
Department of Economics
Revised Courses:
ECON 7130: Math for Applied Economics
JUSTIFICATION:
Update General Course Description and Student Learning Course Outcomes.
ECON 7131: Microeconomics
JUSTIFICATION:
Pending approval, ECON 7130 will be required in the program and successful
completion of the math course was shown to enhance student performance in
ECON 7131 when ECON 7130 was an admission requirement.
2/25/2021 Update General Course Description and Student Learning Course Outcomes
ECON 7132: Macroeconomics
JUSTIFICATION:
2/24/21: Update General Course Description and Student Learning Course Outcomes
ECON 7133: International Economics
JUSTIFICATION:
No Additional Resources Needed
2/25/2021 Update General Course Description and Student Learning Course Outcomes
ECON 7232: History of Economic Thought
JUSTIFICATION:
2/25/21 Update Gen Course Desc and Student Learning Course Outcomes
4/9/21 Correcting prerequisite per registrar's request. (Initial change was in
error...reverting to original wording.)
ECON 7331: Applied Econometrics I
JUSTIFICATION:
2/25/21 Update Gen Course Desc and Student Learning Course Outcomes
ECON 7332: Applied Econometrics II
JUSTIFICATION:
2/25/2021 Update General Course Description and Student
Learning Course Outcomes ECON 7333: Economic Forecasting
JUSTIFICATION:
2/25/2021 Update General Course Description and Student Learning Course Outcomes

ECON 7431: Regional Economic Development
JUSTIFICATION:
General course description and SLCOs have been added to fulfill CIM requirements.
ECON 7531: Industrial Organization
JUSTIFICATION:
2/25/21 Update Gen Course Desc and Student Learning Course Outcomes
4/9/21 programs impacted corrected to read Applied Economics M.S. and
Applied Economics Certificate
ECON 7631: Advanced Financial Economics
JUSTIFICATION:
2/25/2021 Update General Course Description and Student Learning Course Outcomes
ECON 7632: Financial Economics and Risk
JUSTIFICATION:
2/25/2021 Update General Course Description and Student Learning Course Outcomes
ECON 7890: Individual Research
JUSTIFICATION:
No Additional Resources Needed
ECON 8131: Health Economics
JUSTIFICATION:
2/25/21 Update Gen Course Desc and Student Learning Course Outcomes
ECON 8231: Behavioral Economics
JUSTIFICATION:
2/25/2021 Update General Course Description and Student Learning Course Outcomes
ECON 8331: Applied Dynamic Optimization
JUSTIFICATION:
2/25/2021 Update General Course Description and Student Learning Course Outcomes
MOTION: Dr. Konkle made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Economics. A second was made by Dr. Town.
Dr. Casler-Failing will roll the following items back and Dr. Ressler will make the
suggested revisions. • Revise pre-requisites in ECON 7232 to include course
numbers and ensure alignment with the course description and ensure all SLOs are
measurable.
o Revise SLOs in ECON 7431 to be measurable, it is also suggested the course
have more than one SLO.
o Revise the “program affected” section in ECON 7531, both
listings refer to the MS.
o Correct minor SLO typo listed in ECON 7631.
Dr. Casler-Failing stated there is a note on ECON 7632 from the Registrar’s Office
where they were questioning if the scheduling type was a “Lecture” or “Seminar”.
Dr. Ressler said it should be listed as a “Lecture” but he will confirm with the
department. Mr. Wayne Smith said if the second digit in the course is a “6” it should
be listed as a “Seminar”. The second digit for a “Lecture” would be listed as 1- 5. Mr.
Smith said a selected topics should have a zero listed as the second digit.
AMENDED MOTION: Dr. Konkle made an amended motion to approve the agenda items
submitted by the Department of Economics, with the understanding that the suggested

revisions be made. A second was made by Dr. He and the motion to approve the Revised
Courses was passed.
Department of Enterprise Systems and Analytics
Revised Courses:
CISM 7030: Special Topics in Information Systems
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding general course description and student course learning outcomes.
Change meeting month to April.
CISM 7231: ERP Business Process Analysis Using SAP
JUSTIFICATION:
Providing general course description and student learning course outcomes.
Change of the prerequisite.
Change meeting month.
Change wording of SLCOs.
Edit GCD.
Edit SLCOs for compliance.
CISM 7331: Enterprise Systems Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding general course descriptions and student learning course outcomes.
Prerequisite change. Recommended prerequisite added to the
catalog description. Change meeting month.
Change wording of SLCO.
Edit SLCOs for compliance.
CISM 7335: Business Intelligence and Performance Management Systems
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding general course descriptions and student learning course outcomes.
Change meeting month.
Change wording of the SCLO.
CISM 7336: Enterprise Information Systems
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding general course descriptions and student learning course outcomes.
Change meeting month.
Change wording in SLCO.
CISM 7339: ERP Certification Review
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding general course descriptions and student learning course outcomes.
The recommended prerequisite is moved to catalog description.
Change the meeting month.
Change the wording of SCLO
Deleted Courses:
CISM 6120: Technology for Executives
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered, and there is no plan to offer it in the near future.
We believe it should be inactivated.
CISM 7131: Survey of Digital Forensics
JUSTIFICATION:

This course has not been offered in the past a few years, and there is no plan
to offer it in the near future. We believe it should be inactivated.
CISM 7235: ERP Customization for SAP
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered. We have no plan to offer it in the near future.
CISM 7332: Enterprise Data Management
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered for a few years, and there is no plan to offer it in
the near future. We believe it should be inactivated.
CISM 7333: Digital Commerce
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered for a few years, with no plan to offer it in the
near future. We request it to be inactivated.
CISM 7334: IT Strategy and Policy
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered for a few years, with no plan to offer it in the
near future. We request it to be inactivated.
CISM 7431: Project Management
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered. Similar course exists.
CISM 9630: Information Systems Theories and Research
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered for a few years, with no plan to offer it in the
near future. We request it to be inactivated.
CISM 9631: Seminar in Supply Chain Information Systems
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered for a few years, with no plan to offer it in the
near future. We request it to be inactivated.
CISM 9632: Enterprise Information Systems Theory and Practice
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered for a few years, with no plan to offer it in the
near future. We request it to be inactivated.
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Enterprise Systems and Analytics Economics. A second was
made by Dr. Town.
Dr. Casler-Failing will roll the revised courses CISM 7231 and CIMS 7331 back so
that the department can revise the SLOs to ensure all are measurable.
AMENDED MOTION: Dr. Konkle made an amended motion to approve the agenda items
submitted by the Department of Enterprise Systems and Analytics Economics, with the
understanding that the suggested revisions be made. A second was made by Dr.
Cairney and the motion to approve the Revised Courses and Deleted Courses was
passed.
Department of Finance
Deleted Courses:

FINC 6230: Fundamentals of Corporate Finance
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered for several years and will not be offered in the future.
FINC 7232: Global Finance
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been taught in several years and there are no plans to offer it in the
future.
FINC 7233: Investment Management
JUSTIFICATION:
The course will no longer be offered.
FINC 7334: Corporate Financial Theory
JUSTIFICATION:
The course will no longer be offered.
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department
of Finance. A second was made by Dr. Konkle and the motion to approve the Deleted
Courses was passed.
Department of Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Revised Courses:
BUSA 9333: Advanced Multivariate Methods for Business
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding SLOs to CIM
BUSA 9334: Qualitative Research Methods in Business
JUSTIFICATION:
Update CIM with SLOs; Changed 2nd SLO verb from "understand" to
"identify" as suggested by committee reviewer(s)
LSCM 9030: Special Topics in Supply Chain Management
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding SLOs to CIM
LSCM 9131: Logistics Management
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding SLO to CIM
LSCM 9331: Analysis of Secondary Data for Supply Chain Management Research
JUSTIFICATION:
Addition of SLO to CIM; Revised 1st SLO as suggested by review committee(s)
and added 2nd SLO.
LSCM 9630: Supply Chain Management Theories
JUSTIFICATION:
Addition of SLO to CIM
LSCM 9631: Research Processes and Philosophies in Supply Chain Management
JUSTIFICATION:
Addition of SLO to CIM
LSCM 9632: Operations Management
JUSTIFICATION:
Addition of SLO to CIM.
LSCM 9633: Research Trends in Logistics
JUSTIFICATION:

Addition of SLO to CIM.
LSCM 9634: Supply Chain Management Research
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding SLO to CIM.
LSCM 9635: Supply Management
JUSTIFICATION:
Addition of SLO to CIM.
LSCM 9801: Comprehensive Exam Preparation
JUSTIFICATION:
Addition of SLO to CIM.
LSCM 9999: Dissertation
JUSTIFICATION:
Addition of SLOs to CIM.
Deleted Courses:
BUSA 9031: Seminar on Scientific Method, Theory, and Philosophy of Science
JUSTIFICATION:
Course was revised to become LSCM 9031
LOGT 9999: Dissertation
JUSTIFICATION:
Course was replaced by LSCM 9999
MGNT 6330: Business Statistics using Spreadsheet Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered for many years, with no plan to offer in the
near future. Propose to inactivate.
MGNT 6331: Foundations of Management and Marketing
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer offered as part of MBA curriculum.
MGNT 7339: Applied Regression Analysis and Forecasting for Business
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has not been offered for many years, with no plan to offer in the
near future. Propose to inactivate.
MGNT 9030: Special Topics in Management
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer relevant - no doctoral program in the Management department.
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Logistics and Supply Chain Management. A second was made by Dr.
Town.
Dr. Casler-Failing will roll the revised courses BUSA 9334 and LSCM 9331 back to
the department for them to revise the SLOs to ensure all are measurable.
Dr. Casler-Failing stated the LSCM course revisions only contained one SLO. She
said it is not best practice to only have one and asked the department to
revisit these courses at a later time to strengthen the SLOs. Dr. Ressler said he
would share the information with the department.
AMENDED MOTION: Dr. Konkle made an amended motion to approve the agenda items
submitted by the Department of Logistics and Supply Chain Management, with the

understanding that the SLOs for BUSA 9334 be revised. A second was made by Dr.
Town and the motion to approve the Revised Courses and Deleted Courses was
passed.
Department of Management
Revised Courses:
BUSA 7030: Special Topics in Business
JUSTIFICATION:
Requested update of general course description and SLOs. Removal of prereq of
inactivated course.
MBA 7637: Strategy and Competitive Advantage
JUSTIFICATION:
General course outcomes and student learning course outcomes are being
added to complete curriculum requirements.
MGNT 7333: Social Issues in Business
JUSTIFICATION:
Prerequisite change; inclusion of general course description and student course learning
outcomes.
MGNT 7335: Entrepreneurship
JUSTIFICATION:
Prerequisite change
20-21 Catalog correction.
Changes required to General Course Description and Student Learning Course Outcomes
Deleted Courses:
BUSA 7314: Team Building
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer offered as part of MBA curriculum.
MGNT 7332: Management for Non-profit Organizations
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer offered as part of MBA curriculum.
MGNT 7334: Global Management
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer offered as part of MBA curriculum.
MGNT 7337: Managing Organizational Change and Development
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer offered as part of MBA curriculum.
MGNT 7338: The Human Resource Process
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer offered as part of MBA curriculum.
MGNT 7431: Project Management
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer offered as part of MBA curriculum.
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the
Department of Management. A second was made by Dr. Cairney.
Dr. Casler-Failing will roll the following items back and Dr. Ressler will make the
suggested revisions. • Revise the justification in revised course MBA 7637 to ensure

it addresses the changes made in the form and details why the changes were made
to the course.
o Revise SLOs in revised course MGNT 7333 to be measurable.
AMENDED MOTION: Dr. Cairney made an amended motion to approve the agenda items
submitted by the Department of Management, with the understanding that the
suggested revisions be made. A second was made by Dr. Town and the motion to
approve the Revised Courses and Deleted Courses was passed.
School of Accountancy
Revised Courses:
ACCT 7130: Seminar in Financial Accounting
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
ACCT 7131: Selected Topics in Accounting
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
ACCT 7330: Taxation of Corporations and Partnerships
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
ACCT 7331: Taxation of Pass-Through Entities
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
ACCT 7334: Tax Research
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
ACCT 7430: Seminar in Auditing
JUSTIFICATION:
To align catalog with the course and insert General Course Description
and Student Learning Outcomes, both of which were previously omitted.
ACCT 7530: Seminar in Accounting Information Systems
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
ACCT 7634: Fraudulent Financial Reporting
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
ACCT 7636: Expert Witnessing
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
ACCT 7637: Forensic Accounting Capstone

JUSTIFICATION:
The new description better reflects the course.
Acct 7635 is removed as a prerequisite. It is no longer offered and is not
required in the certificate program.
ACCT 7638: Business Valuation
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
ACCT 7680: Professional Problems
JUSTIFICATION:
Grading mode changed to be consistent with practice and syllabus.
General Course Description added
SLOs revised
ACCT 7730: Internship in Accounting
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
ACCT 7899: Directed Study in Accounting
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
LSTD 7230: Law and Ethics for Accountants
JUSTIFICATION:
To align catalog with the course and insert General Course Description
and Student Learning Outcomes, both of which were previously omitted.
LSTD 6130 is no longer required as a prerequisite
WLST 7230: Current Legal Issues
JUSTIFICATION:
To update the catalog description and to insert General Course Description
and Student Learning Outcomes, both of which were previously omitted.
LSTD 6130 is no longer required as a prerequisite
WMAC 7130: Seminar in Financial Accounting
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
WMAC 7330: Taxation of Corporations and Partnerships
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
WMAC 7331: Taxation of Pass Through Entities
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
WMAC 7334: Tax Research
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
WMAC 7430: Seminar in Auditing

JUSTIFICATION:
To align catalog with the course and insert General Course Description
and Student Learning Outcomes, both of which were previously omitted.
WMAC 7530: Seminar in Accounting Information Systems
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
WMAC 7634: Fraudulent Financial Reporting
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
WMAC 7638: Business Valuation
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
WMAC 7839: Special Topics in Accounting
JUSTIFICATION:
To insert General Course Description and Student Learning Outcomes, both of
which were previously omitted.
Delated Courses:
ACCT 5232G: Managerial Accounting III
JUSTIFICATION:
Has not been taught for several years.
ACCT 6130: Accounting and Control
JUSTIFICATION:
Legacy course that was an MBA prereq.
ACCT 7132: Theory of Accounting
JUSTIFICATION:
Not taught for several years.
ACCT 7134: Financial Reporting and Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
Legacy course now replaced
ACCT 7332: Multijurisdictional Taxation
JUSTIFICATION:
Not likely to be taught again
ACCT 7431: Auditing Practice
JUSTIFICATION:
Not taught for several years
ACCT 7635: Fraud and Society
JUSTIFICATION:
Legacy course no longer required
ACCT 7639: Cyber Forensics and Data Analytics
JUSTIFICATION:
Not likely to be taught in the future
LSTD 6130: Legal Environment of Business
JUSTIFICATION:
Legacy course that was an MBA prereq.
LSTD 7130: Legal and Ethical Issues in Business

JUSTIFICATION:
Not taught for several years
WBUS 7839: Special Topics in Business
JUSTIFICATION:
No longer needed.
WLST 7130: Legal and Ethical Issues in Business
JUSTIFICATION:
Not taught for several years
WMAC 7132: Theory of Accounting
JUSTIFICATION:
Not taught for several years
WMAC 7134: Financial Reporting and Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
Legacy course replaced
WMAC 7332: Advanced Tax Planning
JUSTIFICATION:
Not taught for several years
WMAC 7431: Auditing Practice
JUSTIFICATION:
Not taught for several years
MOTION: Dr. Cairney made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted
by the School of Accountancy. A second was made by Ms. Ann Fuller.
Dr. Casler-Failing asked that notes from the Registrar’s Office regarding whether a
course is lecture or seminar be clarified.
Dr. Casler-Failing asked that SLOs be revised as necessary to ensure they are
measurable for the revised courses listed below, and Dr. Ressler agreed to
make the revisions.
o ACCT 7330, 7331, 7334, 7634, 7636, 7638, 7680, 7730
o WMAC 7330, 7331, 7334, 7430, 7634, 7638
AMENDED MOTION: Dr. Konkle made an amended motion to approve the agenda items
submitted by the School of Accountancy, with the understanding that the suggested
revisions be made. A second was made by Dr. Town and the motion to approve the
Revised Courses and Deleted Courses was passed.
H. Comprehensive Program Reviews
• Dr. Casler-Failing presented the Comprehensive Program Review agenda items in
Dr. Delana Gatch’s absence. She stated historically the peer review of CPR
documents was performed by the Graduate and Undergraduate Curriculum
Committees; however, due to the continued increase in course and program
revisions/creations, particularly in the Spring semester, the workload has become
too much for the committees so a separate committee was established. This is the
first year that the newly established committee, the Academic Program Review
Steering Committee (APRSC), has reviewed documents utilizing the new rubric
developed by an Ad Hoc Committee last year with representation from both of the
Curriculum Committees. Dr. Casler Failing stated the APRSC has completed their

•

•

review of the 2020-2021 Academic Program Review Self-Study documents and
approved the items.
Dr. Casler-Failing said she was concerned with some of the scoring in the program
review rubrics. She explained that one of the criteria was to compare program
data to other institutions “and/or” other colleges/departments/programs within
your university. Dr. Casler-Failing stated as she was completing her self-study
documents she interpreted that as “or”, and said she included comparison data,
but not outside the university. She contacted Dr. Gatch to ask for clarification and
Dr. Gatch explained that prior to the review process all reviewers agreed to
interpret that as “and”. Dr. Casler-Failing was told this would be addressed in
program reviews moving forward.
Dr. Casler-Failing asked that a motion be made to approve the submitted program reviews.

MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the 2020-2021 Comprehensive Program
Reviews submitted by the College of Education that were reviewed and approved by the
APRSC. A second was made by Ms. Fuller and the motion to approve the Program
Reviews was passed.
The approved program review documents are included at the end of the minutes.
VII. OLD BUSINESS
A. Registrar’s Update
Mr. Wayne Smith said the Registrar’s Office will enter course information in
Banner as soon as possible. Mr. Smith introduced a new employee in their office,
Ms. Tywanda Baker. Mr. Smith stated he would send Mrs. Audie Graham the
information regarding the course number specifications that are listed in the
catalog to include in the minutes (see below).

VIII. ANNOUNCEMENTS – Dr. Casler-Failing thanked everyone for their hard work and
stated the April 15, 2021 Reconvene Graduate Committee meeting is cancelled.

IX. ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned on April 8, 2021 at
10:23 AM.

Respectfully submitted,
Audie Graham, Recording Coordinator
Minutes were approved April 30, 2021 by electronic vote of Committee
Members

Approved program review documents are below.

SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
April 16, 2021,
Via Zoom: 1:00p.m. – 3:20p.m.

Voting Members Present: Lisa Abbott (CAH), Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC), Diana Botnaru (WCHP), Cary
Christian (CBSS), Jessica Garner (LIB), Dee Liston (COE), Bill Mase (JPHCOPH), Jeffery Secrest (COSM), Bill
Wells(PCOB)
Non-Voting Members: Trish Holt(COE), President, Amanda Konkle (CAH), Secretary, Barbara King (CBSS),
Librarian, Helen Bland (JPHCOPH), Parliamentarian
Guests present:
Absent:
Summary:
Faculty are encouraged to attend or send an alternate to the summer Senate meeting in May in order to
vote on and conclude Senate business.
The SEC discussed the procedure for voting on Senate officers at the April meeting. The SEC also
discussed appointing the USG Faculty Council and Faculty Representative to the SGA.
The SEC discussed the post-tenure review update from the system, the Inclusive Excellence Plan, and
Bylaws revisions.
The SEC approved a discussion item on Revisions to Bylaws Article III. The SEC approved the following
motions to bring before the Senate body: the NTT pathway to promotion, adding an Inclusive Excellence
standing committee, Revisions to Bylaws Articles I and II, an online application portal for faculty hiring.
I.

CALL TO ORDER
Trish Holt called the meeting to order at 1:00 PM.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
The agenda was approved.

III. CHAIR’S UPDATE
A. A few faculty have said that their contracts are up May 8, so they do not plan to attend the
meeting in May. We will need a quorum to be able to vote on Senate business. There is always
a summer meeting scheduled. If a Senator cannot attend, please ask them to send an
alternate.

B.

C.

Barb King reported that the February meeting minutes for the Undergraduate Committee
were received for the April Librarian’s Report, so that is where minutes of curriculum changes
will be to review.
Bill Wells reported on Core Curriculum Committee issues. The BOR has backed off of changes
to the Core because of the Chancellor search, so the GECC approved a motion to suspend work
on Core revision. Bill Wells discussed submitting a letter to faculty, but later decided to not
send that letter out, so although this is in the committee’s minutes, faculty should not expect
this letter. Bill Wells also drafted this committee’s work on the Inclusive Excellence plan, which
is still under consideration by the General Education and Core Curriculum Committee.

IV. Old Business.
A. Elections.
1. The only contested election will be the President. Candidate statements will go out on
April 16. There are still issues to be addressed for a few college-level elections due to lack
of interest/faculty availability (libraries), and Parker College of Business is waiting on dean
committee assignments.
2. Barb King reviewed the process for voting, which will take place via Qualtrics during the
April Senate meeting. The ballot will close at the end of the Senate meeting, with a final
announcement to be made within 48 hours.
B. Nominations for USG Faculty Council and SGA representative for AY2021-22 were discussed.
o Lisa Abbott suggested opening the floor for nominations for the SGA representative at the
Senate meeting in April. She said that the USGFC issue is part of the proposed Bylaw
change, so perhaps we should delay voting on this. The change is to change this to a 2year-term, because FC members can’t speak until the second year of their term. The SEC
nominates someone to serve; this has traditionally been an SEC member. The proposed
Bylaw change is to not require this position to be a member of the SEC, and that this is a
two-year appointment. This individual reports to the SEC following the meetings and then
to the Senate. With a new chancellor, there will be news to report, so it was decided to
appoint someone to a one-year term, which can be revisited/extended after the Bylaw
changes are approved. Dee Liston suggested SEC appoint someone to serve for one year.
Diana Botnaru clarified that we go by the USGFC Bylaws, which say that individuals serve a
one-year term with the possibility for continuous terms. Cary Christian was appointed the
Georgia Southern representative.
V.

New Business.
A. USG post-tenure update. The USG has stopped the option to skip fifth-year review if one was
planning to retire within five years. This was not a recommendation from the post-tenure
review task force, which is still waiting for their recommendations to be finalized.
B. Inclusive Excellence plan. Trish Holt has submitted a draft with the expectation that various
subcommittees could review what they can and can’t do and suggest revisions before voting.
Trish Holt has been asked to send this draft to TaJuan Wilson and Maura Copeland for review.
She hopes to get something from Senate to Dr. Wilson before the end of the year so that the
Senate plan can go into the university reports. Bill Wells asked if this has to go before Senate
to be approved. Trish Holt clarified that we will be voting on the actions inserted into the
written plans at the May Senate meeting. It is a four-year plan and can be revised as needed at
any point.
C. Bylaw Revisions.
1. Discussion Item for Article III.

This discussion included the original members of Lisa Abbott, Diana Botnaru, Cary
Christian, Barbara King, Bill Wells, and new members Bill Mase, William Dawers, and
Karelle Aiken, as recommended by the President at a previous meeting to diversify and
ensure representation. The SEC discussed these changes line by line.
o Article III, Section 2 allows the SEC to request representation on committees relevant
to academic affairs. Article III, Section 3, point D added a point about how to bring
non-voting members into the conversation. The President can also invite an
Armstrong representative if there is not one to the SEC to have a voice but not vote.
Article III, Section 4 clarifies the duties of the Senate President, which were not
previously spelled out in detail. Of note in the discussion were the timing of when the
University President receives the Senate Agenda. This was changed to state the
University President will receive the finalized Senate Agenda 5 business days
(although it can go out earlier) prior to the Senate meeting so that members of the
Cabinet can come prepared to speak to relevant issues. This information was also
added to item F. Item H, of serving on University committees at the request of the
University President, was also added to clarify the Senate President’s duties. Item I
about the equivalent of course releases for Senate President was also clarified.
o Changes to clarify the duties of the Senate Executive Committee in Section 5 were
discussed, including coordinating the orientation workshop, with each SEC member
doing this with the faculty from their unit. Discussion centered around whether this
will be possible to coordinate a week prior to the first Senate meeting, with the point
that if the SEC representative from each college holds a smaller group meeting, this
will be easier to schedule. The requirement to review the Senate Librarian’s report
prior to all Senate Executive Committee meetings was removed from the Bylaws, as
sometimes there’s too much of a time crunch. Item J was revised to ask the SEC
committee members to review a mandated report of each committee (rather than
meet with each committee chair as stated in the current bylaws). Cheryl Aasheim
stated that committee chairs might not be able to put together a report of their
charges and what they do at their first meeting without guidance. This discussion led
to an item being added to Section 4 for the Senate President to meet with all the
chairs of committees to clarify their charges, deadlines, and responsibilities.
o The SEC will also record minutes and a summary of each meeting. Other changes had
to do with the language of the Section. It was stated that SEC members should
provide updates to their colleges. Section 6 changes included clarifying the
responsibilities for the Senate President-Elect. Section 7 changes resulted in
discussion about whether to keep the Past-President position. A discussion point for
the Senate meeting questions the possibility of allowing a Senator to run for President
in their second year of their term, because that would extend the Senator’s service to
a fourth or fifth year. It was suggested to not assume that a Past-President would be
willing to be a mentor but rather to assign it to the Past-President’s duties as an
official obligation. There was a discussion about the length of time of service for the
President (with a title as President-Elect, President, and then Past-President). It was
decided to bring this debate before the Senate. Section 8 clarifying the Secretary’s
duties and Section 9 clarifying the Librarian’s duties were discussed. The Bylaws
committee proposed to add a Parliamentarian position. This position would not have
to be an SEC member or active Senator, as this person generally does not have a voice
within discussion of issues. Section 10 discussion around whether the Senate
Secretary, Librarian, and President-elect have to be acting Senators, or if someone

can run for one of these positions as a Senator-elect. SEC members voted to keep the
requirement of President-elect must have one year remaining in their Senate term.
Lisa Abbott moved to send this forward as a Discussion Item to the Senate. The motion was
seconded, and the committee approved sending these changes forward.
2.

D.

Motion: Bylaws Revision Articles I and II.
Following review by the University President and Legal Counsel, the Bylaws for Articles I
and II were amended to cite the AAUP for the opening statement in Section 1. Article II
language was amended to clarify the University President and Faculty Senate President.
Article II, Section 3 was discussed to see if the timeline changed in the Article III discussion
affected the timeline for Article II, Section 3. Lisa Abbott moved to bring Bylaws Articles I
and II forward as a motion to the Senate. The motion was seconded and passed.
Letter to President about Revising Statutes.
A letter to the University President about revising the Statutes was discussed. The main issue is
that Section 9 of the Statutes contradicts apportionment in the Bylaws. There was also
discussion about how to ensure representation from the Armstrong and Statesboro campuses.
There was a decision to revisit this letter since there is time to complete it and send it to the
President for more thorough review prior to next spring’s elections.

Motion: Extend SEC Meeting. There was a motion to extend the meeting which was seconded
and passed.
Motion: Non-Tenure Track Pathway to Promotion. A motion to send the NTT document forward
was discussed. William Mase moved to approve this motion, which passed.
Motion: Inclusive Excellence Committee. Lisa Abbott moved to send forward a motion to add an
Inclusive Excellence committee. Bill Mase seconded. Bill Wells noted that many schools have this,
and Diana Botnaru added that this conforms to the University’s Strategic Pillars. The motion
passed.
Motion: Faculty Hiring Portal. A motion to approve an application portal for faculty was
proposed, seconded, and approved.
Motion: Approve Senate Agenda. A motion to approve the Senate agenda was made, seconded,
and approved.
VI. Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 3:20 PM.

UNDERGRADUATE COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
April 13, 2021
Via Zoom: 3:30pm- 5:30pm

Voting Members Present: Joanne Chopak-Foss, chair (COPH), Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC), Christopher
Barnhill (WCHP), Beth Burnett (LIB), David Calamas (PCEC), Jamie Cromley (COPH), Josh Kies (WCHP),
Patsy Kraeger (CBSS), Yongki Lee (COSM), Beverly Miller (COE), Lowell Sneathen (PCOB), Clare Walsh
(CBSS),
Non-Voting Members Present: Tywanda Baker (Registrar), Donna Brooks (VPAA), Delena Gatch (IAA),
Cynthia Groover (VPAA), Tiffany Hedrick (Registrar), Doris Mack (Registrar), Wayne Smith (Registrar)
Guests: Robert Batchelor (CAH), Stephen Carden (COSM), Sheri Carey (WCHP), Cindy Costa (CAH),
Sabrina Hessinger (COSM), Eric Kartchner (CAH), Brian Koehler (COSM), Nandi Marshall (COPH),
Britton McKay (PCOB), Norton Pease (CAH), William Powell (CAH), Jonathan Roberts (HON), Stephen
Rossi (WCHP), Daniel Skidmore-Hess (CBSS), Deborah Thomas (COE), David Williams (PCEC)
Absent: Asli Aslan (JPHCOPH), Nedra Cossa (COE), Caroline Henderson (PCOB), Autumn Johnson (LIB),
Jason Tatlock (CAH), Lauri Valeri (CAH), Chunshan Zhao (COSM)

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Dr. Joanne Chopak-Foss called the meeting to order on Tuesday, April 13, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the amended agenda. A second was made by Dr.
Josh Kies and the motion to approve the agenda was passed.

III. NEW BUSINESS
A. College of Science and Mathematics
Presented by Dr. Brian Koehler.
Revised Course(s):
BIOL 1107: Principles of Biology I
JUSTIFICATION:
This submission does not actually change the corequisites/prerequisites, but is to fix a
limitation in BANNER ("corequisite" does not recognize if a student has already passed the
linked lab and forces students to re-take BOTH lecture and lab, which was not the intent of the
Biology Department). Use of "Prerequisite concurrent allowed" will force students to take both
the first time, but not if only needing to re-take just the lecture or lab. Because this will not
affect students registering for this Fall (will actually help any still needing to register) we are

requesting this change effective Fall 2021. All other "changes" are not changes, but simply
additions to add the items that CIM did not yet have recorded in the system and are included
for form-completeness (ie, the SLO's are those taken from the current GECC assessment
reports). Please note that while this course is listed on multiple program pages, they are not
attached here as this revision is completely behind-the-scenes to get the co-req's to work
correctly in BANNER. It does not change cr hrs, title, content, or anything that would be
evident on a program page (checking the program pages box would force attaching dozens of
non-changing pages).
BIOL 1107L: Principles of Biology I Laboratory
JUSTIFICATION:
This submission does not actually change the corequisites/prerequisites, but is to fix a
limitation in BANNER ("corequisite" does not recognize if a student has already passed the
linked lecture and forces students to re-take BOTH lecture and lab, which was not the intent of
the Biology Department). Use of "Prerequisite concurrent allowed" will force students to take
both the first time, but not if only needing to re-take just the lecture or lab. Because this will
not affect students registering for this Fall (will actually help any still needing to register) we
are requesting this change effective Fall 2021. All other "changes" are not changes, but simply
additions to add the items that CIM did not yet have recorded in the system and are included
for form-completeness (ie, the SLO's are those from the current GECC assessment forms, and
the course fee is an already existing fee). Please note that while this course is listed on
multiple program pages, they are not attached here as this revision is completely behind-thescenes to get the co-req's to work correctly in BANNER. It does not change cr hrs, title,
content, or anything that would be evident on a program page (checking the program pages
box would force attaching dozens of non-changing pages).
BIOL 1108: Principles of Biology II
JUSTIFICATION:
This submission does not actually change the corequisites/prerequisites, but is to fix a
limitation in BANNER ("corequisite" does not recognize if a student has already passed the
linked lab and forces students to re-take BOTH lecture and lab, which was not the intent of the
Biology Department). Use of "Prerequisite concurrent allowed" will force students to take both
the first time, but not if only needing to re-take just the lecture or lab. Because this will not
affect students registering for this Fall (will actually help any still needing to register) we are
requesting this change effective Fall 2021. All other "changes" are not changes, but simply
additions to add the items that CIM did not yet have recorded in the system and are included
for form-completeness (ie, the SLO's are from the current GECC assessment documents).
Please note that while this course is listed on multiple program pages, they are not attached
here as this revision is completely behind-the-scenes to get the co-req's to work correctly in
BANNER. It does not change cr hrs, title, content, or anything that would be evident on a
program page (checking the program pages box would force attaching dozens of non-changing
pages).
BIOL 1108L: Principles of Biology Laboratory II
JUSTIFICATION:
This submission does not actually change the prerequisites, but is to fix a limitation in BANNER
("corequisite" does not recognize if a student has already passed the linked lecture and forces
students to re-take BOTH lecture and lab, which was not the intent of the Biology
Department). Use of "Prerequisite concurrent allowed" will force students to take both the
first time, but not if only needing to re-take just the lecture or lab. Because this will not affect
students registering for this Fall (will actually help any still needing to register) we are

requesting this change effective Fall 2021. All other "changes" are not changes, but simply
additions to add the items that CIM did not yet have recorded in the system and are included
for form-completeness (ie, the SLO's are from the current GECC assessment documents).
Please note that while this course is listed on multiple program pages, they are not attached
here as this revision is completely behind-the-scenes to get the co-req's to work correctly in
BANNER. It does not change cr hrs, title, content, or anything that would be evident on a
program page (checking the program pages box would force attaching dozens of non-changing
pages).
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Biology. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the
revised course(s) was passed.
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Presented by Dr. Brian Koehler.
Revised Program(s):
BS-BCHEM: Biochemistry B.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
The bioinorganic lab (BCHM 3310L) and biophysical lab (BCHM 3511L) are moving from upperdivision electives to required courses (the third elective option, research, will still be an option
among the other upper-division major credit hours). This is no overall/net change in credit
hours of the program (the 2 hrs from the bchm lab/research block were added to the 36 hrs of
Major requirements when the labs were moved up into the major requirements block - same
38 cr hrs in total). The Area F "back fill" list of advisor-approved courses was also updated to
include mathematics and statistics courses (which had meant to be included - additional math
and science is always good for biochem majors as long as they have completed all of the
required courses in Area F)
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion
to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Geology & Geography
Presented by Dr. Brian Koehler.
Revised Course(s):
GEOG 5091: Applied GIS
JUSTIFICATION:
A slight typo in the title was revised to adjust "Gis" to "GIS" (abbreviated short-hand for
"Geographical Information Systems"). The contact hours and schedule type for this course
were incorrectly listed. They have been changed to accurately reflect the course, which is a
Lecture/Supervised Laboratory with 2 lecture and 4 lab contact hours, which is consistent with
all GIS courses in the Department of Geology & Geography. The repeatable status of "yes" was
erroneously encoded. This was changed to "no." "Course fees" were erroneously coded as
"no." There is a $50 course fee, which has already been approved (the fee is already listed in
BANNER, so this "correction" in CIM will not change anything for the students). All other
"changes" were simply entering missing items in CIM (ie, for form completeness).

GEOL 3542: Petrology and Petrography
JUSTIFICATION:
The lab contact hours were changed from "0,2" to "0,3" to avoid rushing and to allow enough
time for constructive lab activities where students have time to think meaningfully about the
content and skills they are learning. Three hour labs is consistent with the prior course in this
sequence, and more to the norm for geology laboratory and field activities. All other "changes"
were made only to supply missing items in CIM and have not changed from what they were
previously (ie, for form completeness and not actual changes in the course).
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Geology & Geography. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Presented by Dr. Sabrina Hessinger.
New Course(s):
DATA 1501: Introduction to Data Science
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is a USG initiative to support the new Statistics Pathway (for non-STEM majors),
following the course guidelines prescribed by the BOR. The purpose of the Statistics Pathway
initiative is to provide non-STEM majors with additional statistics and data-based course
options in their core curriculum. As stated on the USG’s site for the initiative, “For students
studying a broad range of disciplines in the social sciences, health sciences, business and
education, the most relevant area of mathematics may be statistics…A statistics/data science
pathway is loosely understood as a program of study that develops quantitative
understandings through a statistical and data lens. ” Please see
https://completega.org/Statistics/stats-pathway for full details. What is most relevant here are
three of the nine points laid out on that page.
Institutions should:
1) Establish clear statistics pathways on their campus.
2) Offer STAT 1401 Elementary Statistics without a prerequisite.
3) ...consider including a second statistics course, Introduction to Data Science (DATA
1501), or research methods course for inclusion in Area D for the duration of the pilot.
In December 2020, the Board of Regents approved the course DATA 1501 as
developed by the Regents Academic Committee on Data
Science (https://www.usg.edu/committees/view/data_science) with the expectation it
would eventually be adopted by the institutions participating in the Complete College
Georgia Stats Pathway initiative. The College of Coastal Georgia has already
successfully adopted this course. The course outline was distributed at the Fall 2020
Statistics Pathway Summit (can be found here
http://completega.org/data_science/course_outline) where institutions were
encouraged to include DATA 1501 in Area D to create more pathway options.
Here are a few other links of interest:
1) Meeting minutes showing DATA 1501 was approved at the USG’s Council on General
Education meeting in December 2020. See the following link:
2) https://www.usg.edu/strategic_academic_initiatives/assets/strategic_academic_initia

tives/ committee_docs/minutes/CouncilActionsTaken121120.pdf
3) The USG is also compiling resources to aid institutions in offering DATA 1501.
http://completegeorgia.org/data_science/course_resources
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the Department
of Mathematical Sciences. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the
new course(s) was passed.
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Presented by Dr. Brian Koehler.
Revised Program(s):
BS-PHYS: Physics B.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
The revision to existing program is intended to specify the campuses on which the emphases
are offered.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Physics and Astronomy. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised program(s) was passed.
B.

Waters College of Health Professions
Department of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Services
Presented by Dr. Stephen Rossi.
Revised Program(s):
BS-RESP: Respiratory Therapy B.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
Updating the admission and progression criteria to align with objectives in the program's
upcoming Comprehensive Program Review.
BSMLS-MLS: Medical Laboratory Sciences B.S.M.L.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
Added Honors requirements, PLOs, program statement, and added BIOL 2081L and 2082L to
area F. CAJ 11/19/2020: Moved Organic Chemistry to other requirements. Our accrediting
agency requires organic Chemistry. Most organic courses are at the 3000 or above level. Due
to the USG requirement that area F be only 1000 or 2000 level courses, we moved Organic
Chemistry to other program requirements. To make area F hours equal to 18, another USG
requirement, we moved HLPR (2hours) to area F, thus giving a total of 18 hours. We require a
microbiology course before starting our program. We currently require BIOL 2010. However,
that has a prerequisite of BIOL 1108, which we do not require, so we replaced this with BIOL
2240 or BIOL 2275. This allowed us to remove the extra elective requirement and use 3 of
those hours in our major courses. We will take either because BIOL 2275 is offered on the
Armstrong Campus, and BIOL 2240 is offered on the Statesboro campus. To accept students
from both campuses, we will take either BIOL 2240 or BIOL 2275. Added all lab courses to our
program requirements. Added current program mission statement and SLOs. Edited
progression requirements to reflect current practice. 3/16/2021 added Program Admission
Criteria.
BSMLS-MLSO: Medical Laboratory Sciences B.S.M.L.S. (Online)

JUSTIFICATION:
Added Honors requirements, PLOs, and program statement. Updated program to reflect
entirely online. Added current Mission Statement and SLOS. Updated progression
requirements to reflect current practice. CAJ 11/19/2020: Moved Organic Chemistry to other
requirements. Our accrediting agency requires organic Chemistry. Most organic courses are at
the 3000 or above level. Due to the USG requirement that area F be only 1000 or 2000 level
courses, we moved Organic Chemistry to other program requirements. To make area F hours
equal to 18, another USG requirement, we moved HLPR (2hours) to area F, thus giving a total
of 18 hours. We require a microbiology course before starting our program. We currently
require BIOL 2010. However, that has a prerequisite of BIOL 1108, which we do not require, so
we replaced this with BIOL 2240 or BIOL 2275. This allowed us to remove the extra elective
requirement and use 3 of those hours in our major courses. We will accept either of the
microbiology courses because BIOL 2275 is offered on the Armstrong Campus, and BIOL 2240
is offered on the Statesboro campus. To accept students from both campuses, we will take
either BIOL 2240 or BIOL 2275. Our online MLS program consists of two tracks: Fast Track and
Career Ladder. When the consolidation occurred, the Fast Track was omitted from the catalog.
The two tracks look identical, but the clinical hours may vary. The Career Track students are
Associate Degreed Medical Laboratory Technicians working in a clinical facility seeking a BS
degree. The Fast Track students are post-baccalaureate students seeking another BS degree.
This track has been added back to the catalog. 3/16/2021 added Program Admission Criteria.
BSRS-RS/CVIS: Radiologic Sciences B.S.R.S. (Concentration in Cardiovascular/Interventional
Science)
JUSTIFICATION:
Added admission and progression policy.
BSRS-RS/NM: Radiologic Sciences B.S.R.S. (Concentration in Nuclear Medicine)
JUSTIFICATION:
Added admission and progression policy.
BSRS-RS/RG: Radiologic Sciences B.S.R.S. (Concentration in Radiography)
JUSTIFICATION:
Added admission and progression policy.
BSRS-RS/RT: Radiologic Sciences B.S.R.S. (Concentration in Radiation Therapy)
JUSTIFICATION:
Added admission and progression policy.
BSRS-RS/SON: Radiologic Sciences B.S.R.S. (Concentration in Diagnostic Medical Sonography)
JUSTIFICATION:
Added admission and progression information.
BSRS-RS/SOP: Radiologic Sciences B.S.R.S. (Special Options Program)
JUSTIFICATION:
Added admissions and progression information.
Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the Department
of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Services. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology
Presented by Dr. Stephen Rossi.
Revised Course(s):

NTFS 4536: Metabolic Nutrition
JUSTIFICATION:
Added new Biochemistry course BCHM 3200 to the pre-requisite.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the
motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Department of Rehabilitation Sciences
Presented by Dr. Stephen Rossi.
Revised Course(s):
CSDS 5000: Multicultural Issues in Health Care
JUSTIFICATION:
3/3/21 changed pre-requisite.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Rehabilitation Sciences. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised course(s) was passed.
School of Nursing
Presented by Dr. Sheri Carey.
New Course(s):
NURS 3197: Professional Nursing Practice
JUSTIFICATION:
The USG has identified 5 common courses in RN-BSN program in the system. These 5 courses
will be offered through the RN-BSN eMajor collaborative beginning Spring 2022. This is one of
the 5 eMajor courses.
NURS 3297: Nursing Research Application
JUSTIFICATION:
The USG has identified 5 common courses in RN-BSN program in the system. These 5 courses
will be offered through the RN-BSN eMajor collaborative beginning Spring 2022. This is one of
the 5 eMajor courses.
NURS 3397: Health Assessment
JUSTIFICATION:
The USG has identified 5 common courses in RN-BSN program in the system. These 5 courses
will be offered through the RN-BSN eMajor collaborative beginning Spring 2022. This is one of
the 5 eMajor courses.
NURS 4497: Community Health Nursing
JUSTIFICATION:
The USG has identified 5 common courses in RN-BSN program in the system. These 5 courses
will be offered through the RN-BSN eMajor collaborative beginning Spring 2022. This is one of
the 5 eMajor courses.
NURS 4597: Leadership & Management
JUSTIFICATION:

The USG has identified 5 common courses in RN-BSN program in the system. These 5 courses
will be offered through the RN-BSN eMajor collaborative beginning Spring 2022. This is one of
the 5 eMajor courses.
NURS 4797: Community Health Nursing Clinical
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing NURS 4310, a 5 credit hour course (3 didactic/2 clinical) is being replaced with a 3
credit hour eMajor didactic course (NURS 4497). This clinical course will offer the clinical
portion of the course lost with the replacement.
NURS 4798: Leadership & Management Clinical
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing NURS 4312, a 5 credit hour course (3 didactic/2 clinical) is being replaced with a 3
credit hour eMajor didactic course (NURS 4597). This clinical course will offer the clinical
portion of the course lost with the replacement.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the School of
Nursing. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the new course(s) was
passed.
Revised Program(s):
BSNC-RN: Nursing RN-BSN
JUSTIFICATION:
The USG has identified 5 common courses taught at all RN-BSN programs in the system. These
5 courses will now be taught through the RN-BSN Collaborative eMajor.
• Dr. Gatch noted that the mission statement and program learning outcomes are not
exactly the same as what she has on file for IAA. It was determined that the program
would not get rolled back for updates but that Dr. Gatch and Dr. Rossi would work to
ensure they do match.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the School of
Nursing. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the revised program(s)
was passed.
C.

Allen E. Paulsen College of Engineering and Computing
Presented by Dr. David Williams.

Department of Computer Sciences
Revised Course(s):
CSCI 5535: Data Mining
JUSTIFICATION:
1) The course number is changed from 4535 to 5535 to match the graduate course CSCI
5535G.
2) SLOs are added.
3) A general course description was added.
4) The CIP Code was corrected.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Computer Science. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised course(s) was passed.

Course Inactivation(s):
CSCI 5330G: Algorithm Design and Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
The CSCI 5330 has been revised, and the course number has been changed to CSCI 4330. This
G section is deactivated to address the revised change to CSCI 5330 (to CSCI 4330).
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the course inactivation(s) submitted by the
Department of Computer Science. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the course inactivation(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BS-CSCI: Computer Science B.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
The BS-CSCI electives and the Big Data & Analytics Certificate were revised to reflect a number
change for CSCI 4535 Data Mining to CSCI 5535 Data Mining.
• Dr. Gatch stated that the program learning outcomes do not match what is on file for
IAA, but match with what is on file for ABET and there are actually a few extra. Dr.
Gatch asked that they be reviewed and confirmed so the correct learning outcomes
are represented on all documents.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) pending changes
submitted by the Department of Computer Science. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the
motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Manufacturing Engineering
New Course(s):
MFGE 5339: Manufacturing Standards and Standardization
JUSTIFICATION:
This is a new 5000-level course added to our curriculum to cover the important area of
manufacturing systems, standardization, mass production, and major types, structure, and
database of standards.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the Department
of Manufacturing Engineering. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve
the new course(s) was passed.
Revised Course(s):
MFGE 5135: Lean World Class Manufacturing
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has a TMAE subject code with "ownership" in the Department Mechanical
Engineering (MechE). This course is one of several that is either required or elective credit in
the undergraduate curriculum in the Department of Manufacturing Engineering (MfgE) and is
being modified (Department, CIP Code, course number, catalog description, SLO's etc..) to
move "ownership" under the MfgE Department in support of the BS in MfgE degree program
and specifically a change of Subject Code to MFGE.
MFGE 5230: International Manufacturing
JUSTIFICATION:

This course has a TMAE subject code with "ownership" in the Department Mechanical
Engineering (MechE). This course is one of several that is either required or elective credit in
the undergraduate curriculum in the Department of Manufacturing Engineering (MfgE) and is
being modified (Department, CIP Code, course number, catalog description, SLO's etc..) to
move "ownership" under the MfgE Department in support of the BS in MfgE degree program
and specifically a change of Subject Code to MFGE.
MFGE 5338: Industrial Hygiene and Ergonomics
JUSTIFICATION:
This course has a TSEC subject code with "ownership" in the Department Mechanical
Engineering (MechE). This course is one of several that is either required or elective credit in
the undergraduate curriculum in the Department of Manufacturing Engineering (MfgE) and is
being modified (Department, CIP Code, course number, catalog description, SLO's etc..) to
move "ownership" under the MfgE Department in support of the BS in MfgE degree program
and specifically a change of Subject Code to MFGE.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Manufacturing Engineering. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion
to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BSMFGE-MFGE: Manufacturing Engineering B.S.Mfg.E.
JUSTIFICATION:
New elective courses are added to the curriculum and some course subject codes and
numbers were changed which is reflected here on the program page revisions
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Manufacturing Engineering. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion
to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Mechanical Engineering
New Course(s):
MENG 5335: Applied Programmable Logic Controllers
JUSTIFICATION:
Programmable Logic Controllers are widely used in manufacturing and engineering related
industries. This new course will provide students an opportunity of gaining knowledge of PLCs
and applying it to engineering applications. The Mechanical Engineering Department's
External Professional Advisory Committee considered this an important addition to ensure
program currency and validity.
MENG 5531: Metalcasting
JUSTIFICATION:
Metalcasting is a resurgent technology in the engineering industry. There is no existing course
concentrated on metalcasting and students are not exposed to enough metalcasting
knowledge in the existing courses. This course is created to enhance the knowledge of
students to fit the needs of industry. The Mechanical Engineering Department's External
Professional Advisory Committee considered this an important addition to ensure program
currency and validity. This course will capitalize on completed investments and renovations to
GSU metalcasting facilities.
MENG 5533: Applied Welding and Joining

JUSTIFICATION:
The course covers the fundamental knowledge of specific manufacturing processes and
manufacturing sciences in welding and joining specifically for mechanical engineering
students. The lab emphasizes hands-on experience using various welding power sources, nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods, temperature sensors, and industrial robots. The
increasing reliance of industries on the experience of an educated workforce in welding and
joining has led to an increased demand for mechanical engineering professionals with this
knowledgebase. Currently, the Mechanical Engineering curriculum does not include such a
course. The knowledge gained from this course is attractive to both industries as well as
academia. The Mechanical Engineering Department's external Professional Advisory
Committee (PAC) considers this an important addition to ensure program currency and
validity.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the Department
of Mechanical Engineering. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the
new course(s) was passed.
Revised Course(s):
MENG 1310: Manufacturing Processes Lab
JUSTIFICATION:
Update Student Learning Course Outcomes, and General Course Description to fit the
requirement of SACS and ABET. The schedule type was changed to include Lecture/Supervised
Laboratory (L/S) and Synchronous. Without the change to L/S, the course will not be evaluated
as part of the automated Student Ratings of Instruction. Weekly contact hours are now
defined so as L/S schedule type becomes appropriate and an option. It is critical to have this
feedback for continuous improvement of the course and faculty, which has not been available
without the schedule type Lecture/Supervised Lab. Weekly contact hours changed to ranges so
that the L/S schedule type makes sense.
MENG 2110: Mechanical Engineering Case Studies in Design & Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
Update Student Learning Course Outcomes, and General Course Description to fit the
requirement of SACS and ABET. The schedule type was changed to include Lecture/Supervised
Laboratory (L/S) and Synchronous. Without the change to L/S, the course will not be evaluated
as part of the automated Student Ratings of Instruction. Weekly contact hours are now
defined so as L/S schedule type becomes appropriate and an option. It is critical to have this
feedback for continuous improvement of the course and faculty, which has not been available
without the schedule type Lecture/Supervised Lab. Synchronous instruction also added as
schedule type. Based on the success of offering synchronous courses S20 and F20, the
department would like the flexibility to offer some courses remote synchronous (particularly in
the summer or when multiple sections are being offered to provide remote synchronous and
face-2-face instruction).
MENG 5090: Selected Topics in Mechanical Engineering
JUSTIFICATION:
1) Update Student Learning Course Outcomes and General Course Description to fit the
requirement of SACS and ABET.
2) Repeatability status changed so that students can receive credit for two or more
different courses offered as special topics.
3) Based on what we have learned in recent semesters about synchronous learning,

added as an option.
4) Catalog description cleaned up and made more accurate 5. Pre-requisites changed
from just permission of instructor to make them more specific and Banner
enforceable.
MENG 5891: Special Problems in Mechanical Engineering
JUSTIFICATION:
Update Student Learning Course Outcomes, General Course Description and Repeatable Status
to fit the requirement of SACS and ABET. Synchronous instruction also added as schedule type.
Based on the success of offering synchronous courses S20 and F20, the department would like
the flexibility to offer some courses synchronously (particularly in the summer or when
multiple sections are being offered to provide an option of synchronous and face-2-face
instruction). This will also allow for greater synchronous offerings between campuses and
more efficient faculty scheduling. Repeatable for credit added to allow students to take
multiple sections of different special problems and have it count towards graduation
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Mechanical Engineering. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BSME-MECH: Mechanical Engineering B.S.M.E.
JUSTIFICATION:
Updated program learning outcomes to match new outcomes as dictated by external
accreditation body (EAC of ABET). New courses are added as technical electives. Corrected
typographical errors. Changed the area of two course Math 3230 and MENG 2139 to fit the
requirement of university--a 3000 level courses moved out of core and replaced by 2000 level
course. This program will be awarded on the following campus(es): [ Statesboro Campus] with
courses offered on both the Statesboro and Armstrong campus. Core courses required for the
program are available on the Liberty campus.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Mechanical Engineering. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised program(s) was passed.
D.

College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
Presented by Dr. Daniel Skidmore-Hess.
Department of Political Science and International Studies
Revised Program(s):
BS-INTLTR: International Trade B.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
Consolidation related changes. Approved October 31st.

Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Political Science and International Studies. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies
and the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
School of Human Ecology

Revised Program(s):
BS-CFD/CD: Child and Family Development B.S. (Concentration in Child Development)
JUSTIFICATION:
• Removing RECR courses that no longer exist from GMEs.
• Updating SLOs based.
• Adding and editing the new courses created out of the former Professional Developing
class: Adding new course CHFD 2138 Professional Seminar I (2 credits) and editing the
former CHFD 4138: Professional Development (3 credits) to CHFD 4138 (1-3 credits):
Professional Seminar II. The variable credits will be removed once the old 3 credit
course is phased out. Justification of the need for this course split is described in the
two course proposals. The changes to Area F will allow more flexibility and choices for
students to progress and introduce them to other disciplines and perhaps a minor.
Currently the only have three choices since CISM is no longer offered.
BS-CFD/CL: Child and Family Development B.S. (Concentration in Child Life)
JUSTIFICATION:
• Updating SLOs based.
• Adding and editing the new courses created out of the former Professional Developing
class: Adding new course CHFD 2138 Professional Seminar I (2 credits) and editing the
former CHFD 4138: Professional Development (3 credits) to CHFD 4138 (1-3 credits):
Professional Seminar II. The variable credits will be removed once the old 3 credit
course is phased out. Justification of the need for this course split is described in the
two course proposals.
• The changes to Area F will allow more flexibility and choices for students to progress
and introduce them to other disciplines and perhaps a minor. Currently the only have
three choices since CISM is no longer offered.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised Child and Family Development
program(s) submitted by the School of Human Ecology. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and
the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BS-FMADN: Fashion Merchandising and Apparel Design B.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
Addition of Significant International Content Courses.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised Fashion Merchandising program(s)
submitted by the School of Human Ecology. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion
to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
E.

College of Arts and Humanities
Center for Women & Gender Studies
Presented by S. Norton Pease.
Course Inactivation(s):
GWST 4000: Topics In Women'S Studies
JUSTIFICATION:

The GWST prefix was a pre-consolidation prefix. We now use the prefix WGSS. I'm noting that I
had seen this course listed in the 21-22 catalog, but I'm no longer seeing it there. So, this was
put forth at that time.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the course inactivation(s) submitted by the Center
for Women’s & Gender Studies. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve
the course inactivation(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BA-WGSS: Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies B.A.
JUSTIFICATION:
Removing WRIT 5533 as a program elective under Arts and Humanities, as the overall content
does not fully align with that of WGSS. The full Program is offered on Armstrong and
Statesboro campuses.
• Dr. Gatch noted there was misalignment of the mission statement and student
learning outcomes between the program submission and the documents on file with
the IAA, and asked they are reviewed and corrected for consistency.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) pending updates
submitted by the Center for Women’s & Gender Studies. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and
the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Art
Presented by Dr. Cindy Costa.
New Course(s):
ARTH 3110: Ancient Near Eastern Art
JUSTIFICATION:
This new course will be offered in regular rotation, fills a subject-content void in art history
curriculum, and is not similar to any existing offering.
ARTH 3120: Ancient Egyptian Art
JUSTIFICATION:
This new course will be offered in regular rotation, fills a subject-content void in art history
curriculum, and is not similar to any existing offering.
ARTH 3130: Ancient Aegean Art
JUSTIFICATION:
This new course will be offered in regular rotation, fills a subject-content void in art history
curriculum, and is not similar to any existing offering.
ARTH 3140: Art of Ancient Greece
JUSTIFICATION:
This new course will be offered in regular rotation, fills a subject-content void in art history
curriculum, and is not similar to any existing offering.
ARTH 3150: Roman Art
JUSTIFICATION:
This new course will be offered in regular rotation, fills a subject-content void in art history
curriculum, and is not similar to any existing offering.
ARTH 3160: Early Christian & Byzantine Art
JUSTIFICATION:

This new course will be offered in regular rotation, fills a subject-content void in art history
curriculum, and is not similar to any existing offering.
ARTH 3210: 18th Century Art
JUSTIFICATION:
This new course will be offered in regular rotation, fills a subject-content void in art history
curriculum, and is not similar to any existing offering.
ARTH 3380: Women in Art
JUSTIFICATION:
This new course will be offered in regular rotation, fills a subject-content void in art history
curriculum, and is not similar to any existing offering.
ARTH 3470: Islamic Art
JUSTIFICATION:
This new course will be offered in regular rotation, fills a subject-content void in art history
curriculum, and is not similar to any existing offering.
ARTH 3599: Professional Practice in Art History
JUSTIFICATION:
This new course will be offered in regular rotation, fills a subject-content void in art history
curriculum, and is not similar to any existing offering.
• Dr. Chopak-Foss commented that all of the student learning outcomes are identical.
Dr. Costa stated they were similar but not identical to help with their own assessments
and they are grouped by classes that share common student learning outcomes.
• Dr. Gatch stated that what distinguishes courses are the student learning outcomes,
and best practices would encourage distinctive learning outcomes for each course.
• Dr. Pease and Dr. Costa stated they thought the context of the course based on the
difference in course titles created enough of a difference between the courses.
• Dr. Chopak-Foss and Dr. Gatch pointed out that more information needs to be added
into the student learning outcomes for IAA documentation, but it is an easy fix by
adding additional verbiage.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) pending updates submitted by
the Department of Art. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the new
course(s) was passed.
Presented by S. Norton Pease.
Revised Course(s):
ART 2335: Photography: Introduction
JUSTIFICATION:
Photography: Introduction will replace two separate introductory-level photography courses:
ARTS 2040 Intro to Darkroom Photography, and ART 2335 Photographic Imaging I. The change
is necessary to align Photography with the other art mediums taught in the BFSDoA, whose
introductory skills are introduced in one course, rather than across two. This single course will
assist in enrollment, rather than diluting enrollment of two separate courses. This course will
also serve as a more contemporary approach to photographic education as seen in other Art
programs in the state system, where traditional approaches are taught alongside innovative
technologies to better teach context and foundational skill.
ART 4232: Ceramics: Advanced
JUSTIFICATION:

There was a typo in prerequisite (ART 2330 is a Typography class). It should be changed to ART
2230 which is Intro Ceramics
ART 4236: Small Metals Design: Advanced I
JUSTIFICATION:
There was a typo in the prerequisites. ARTS 2536 is an animation course. The prerequisite
should be ART 2236.
ART 4334: Photographic Imaging III
JUSTIFICATION:
Corrected Typo in Photographic.
ART 4988: Capstone in Studio Art
JUSTIFICATION:
JUSTIFICATION:
Our foundations changed years ago. Drawing II Art 1011 used to be in foundations.
Foundations were changed in 2014 but the prerequisite was never adjusted. Our senior
students are running into prerequisite errors because of this. We removed 1011 and added
1132.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised ART course(s) submitted by the
Department of Art. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the revised
ART course(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Cindy Costa.
Revised Course(s):
ARTH 3261: Italian Mannerism
JUSTIFICATION:
Course description better reflects updated content. New course SLOs are more comprehensive
and align better to program goals.
ARTH 3272: Northern Renaissance Art
JUSTIFICATION:
Course description better reflects updated content. New course SLOs are more comprehensive
and align better to program goals.
ARTH 3282: Pre-Columbian Art
JUSTIFICATION:
Course description better reflects updated content. New course SLOs are more comprehensive
and align better to program goals. New course level better reflects content and expectations.
ARTH 3435: African Art
JUSTIFICATION:
Course description better reflects updated content. New course SLOs are more comprehensive
and align better to program goals.
ARTH 3436: African American Art History
JUSTIFICATION:
The course description better reflects updated content. New course outcomes are more
comprehensive and align better to program goals and objectives.
ARTH 3437: American Art
JUSTIFICATION:
Course description better reflects updated content. New course SLOs are more comprehensive
and align better to program goals.
ARTH 3531: Medieval Art & Architecture

JUSTIFICATION:
Course title and description better reflects updated content. New course SLOs are more
comprehensive and align better to program goals.
ARTH 3532: Italian Renaissance Art
JUSTIFICATION:
Course description better reflects updated content. New course SLOs are more comprehensive
and align better to program goals.
ARTH 3533: Baroque Art
JUSTIFICATION:
Course title and description better reflects updated content. New course SLOs are more
comprehensive and align better to program goals.
ARTH 3534: 19th Century Art
JUSTIFICATION:
Course description better reflects updated content. New course SLOs are more comprehensive
and align better to program goals.
ARTH 4251: Modern Art
JUSTIFICATION:
Course description better reflects updated content. New course SLOs are more comprehensive
and align better to program goals. New course level better reflects content and expectations.
ARTH 4435: Art History Travel Study
JUSTIFICATION:
Course title and description better reflects updated content. New course SLOs are more
comprehensive and align better to program goals.
ARTH 4531: Post-Modern Art
JUSTIFICATION:
Course title and description better reflects updated content. New course SLOs are more
comprehensive and align better to program goals. New course level better reflects content
and expectations.
ARTH 4830: Independent Study in Art History
JUSTIFICATION:
Restrictions added as this independent study is best suited to Art/Art History majors and for
the purpose of promoting student success. New course title makes clear that this is an
independent study and distinguishes this course number from Art History Travel Research.
SLOs are more comprehensive and align better to program goals.
ARTH 4831: Art History Capstone
JUSTIFICATION:
Course title and description better reflects updated content. New SLOs are more
comprehensive and align better to program goals.
ARTH 4891: Special Topics in Art History
JUSTIFICATION:
Course description better reflects updated content. New course outcomes are more
comprehensive and align better to program goals. New course level better reflects content
and expectations. Add schedule types for delivery flexibility.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised ARTH course(s) pending updates
submitted by the Department of Art. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised ARTH course(s) was passed.

Presented by Dr. Cindy Costa.
Inactivated Course(s):
ARTH 3251: Dada and Surrealism
JUSTIFICATION:
Course is no longer offered.
ARTH 3530: Art and Architecture of the Ancient World
JUSTIFICATION:
Course is no longer offered. Course is similar to another existing offering.
ARTH 4530: 20th Century Art
JUSTIFICATION:
Course is no longer offered. Course is similar to another existing offering.
ARTH 4630: Senior Seminar
JUSTIFICATION:
Course is no longer offered. Course is similar to another existing offering.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the ARTH course inactivation(s) submitted by the
Department of Art. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the ARTH
course inactivation(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. Cindy Costa.
Inactivated Course(s):
ARTS 2011: Introduction to Painting
JUSTIFICATION:
This is a course that is "leftover" from the old Visual Art BFA and BA. We will be covering this in
other courses currently offered in the curriculum.
ARTS 2040: Intro to Darkroom Photography
JUSTIFICATION:
The rationale is to avoid confusion for students and advisors as to which introductory photo
course is required for the major. Each of the two introductory courses ARTS 2040 and ART
2335 have different requirements and placements in the program depending on the campus –
this confusion will be eliminated by having one single required course across campuses.
ARTS 3020: Intermediate Painting
JUSTIFICATION:
This is a course that is "leftover" from the old Visual Art BFA and BA. We will be covering this in
other courses already existing in current curriculum.
ARTS 3230: Packaging Design
JUSTIFICATION:
This is a course that is "leftover" from the old Visual Art BFA and BA. We will be covering this in
other courses developed within the new curriculum being developed.
ARTS 3340: Advanced Pottery Wheel Techniques
JUSTIFICATION:
This is a course that is "leftover" from the old Visual Art BFA and BA. We will be covering this in
other courses already existing in the current curriculum.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the ARTS course inactivation(s) submitted by the
Department of Art. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the ARTS
course inactivation(s) was passed.

Presented by Mr. S. Norton Pease.
Revised Program(s):
077A: Art History Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
This Art History Minor was intentionally written to be offered on both the Armstrong campus
and Statesboro campus with no travel necessary and will allow a student to take the courses
on one campus only or two if they would like to enrich their education. This program will be
offered on the Statesboro and Armstrong Campus. This program will not be offered on the
Liberty Campus.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Art. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the revised
program(s) was passed.
Presented by Mr. S. Norton Pease.
Revised Program(s):
BA-ART/AH: Art B.A. (Concentration in Art History)
JUSTIFICATION:
Courses have been deactivated and added to current course offering because of retirements
and specializations. Program will be offered on Statesboro and Armstrong.
BA-ART/SA: Art B.A. (Concentration in Studio Art)
JUSTIFICATION:
Removed deleted courses and adding Art History courses that align with current trends and
expertise. Consolidation related changes. Completing the Statesboro and Armstrong
curriculum consolidation. The consolidation of the BFSDoArt program from the Armstrong and
Statesboro Campus is complete in the Art B.A. (Concentration in Studio Art). This program was
intentionally written to be offered both the Armstrong campus and Statesboro campus with
no travel necessary and will allow a student to take the courses on one campus only or two if
they would like to enrich their education. This program will be offered on the Statesboro and
Armstrong Campus. This program will not be offered on the Liberty Campus.
BFA-ART/2D: Art B.F.A. (Concentration in 2D Studio: Drawing, Painting, Print/Paper/Book Arts,
Photography)
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding new courses and removing inactivated courses. Consolidation related changes. The
consolidation of the BFSDoArt program from the Armstrong and Statesboro campus is
complete in the Art B.F.A. (Concentration in 2D Studio: Drawing, Painting, Print/Paper/Book
Arts, Photography). Art B.F.A. (Concentration in 2D Studio: Drawing, Painting,
Print/Paper/Book Arts, Photography) was intentionally written to be offered on both the
Armstrong campus and Statesboro campus with no travel necessary and will allow a student to
take the courses on one campus only or both if they would like to enrich their education. This
program will be offered on the Statesboro and Armstrong Campus. This program will not be
offered on the Liberty Campus.
BFA-ART/3D: Art B.F.A. (Concentration in 3D Studio: Ceramics, Small Metals Design, Sculpture,
Fiber)
JUSTIFICATION:
Adding new courses and removing inactivated courses. Consolidation related changes.
Approved November 16th. The two different BFA's have been fully consolidated on both
campuses. Option 1 is the pre-existing Statesboro BFA 3D and Option 2 allows for 3D focus on

the Armstrong campus with current faculty, resources and facilities. The consolidation of the
BFSDoArt program from the Armstrong and Statesboro Campus is complete in the Art B.F.A.
(Concentration in 3D Studio: Ceramics, Small Metals Design, Sculpture, Fiber). The Art B.F.A.
(Concentration in 3D Studio: Ceramics, Small Metals Design, Sculpture, Fiber) was intentionally
written to be offered on both the Armstrong campus and Statesboro campus with no travel
necessary and will allow a student to take the courses on one campus only or both if they
would like to enrich their education. This program will be offered on the Statesboro and
Armstrong Campus. This program will not be offered on the Liberty Campus.
• Dr. Gatch stated that the mission statement and program learning outcomes must be
unified across the program concentrations because they are at the program level and
not the concentration level.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) pending updates
submitted by the Department of Art. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Communication Arts
Presented by Mr. S. Norton Pease.
Revised Course(s):
PRCA 3334: Social Media and Public Relations
JUSTIFICATION:
1) The catalog description was incorrect; it was the course description of a different
course. The mistake happened during the consolidation process. The correct course
description is being provided.
2) The course is held in a computer lab. So the schedule type was changed from lecture
to lecture/supervised laboratory.
3) The prereqs are being changed to allow for MMFP and MMJ students to also take the
course. The new prereqs represent basic disciplinary writing courses within each of the
majors (PRCA,MMJ, and MMFP) that are necessary for student success in this course.
The minimum grade of the prereq courses was also being specified.
4) Abbreviate Banner title should capitalize PR; it is the abbreviation for Public Relations.
Spelling out the full course title exceeds the character limit for Banner.
5) SLOs were added.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised PRCA course(s) submitted by the
Department of Communication Arts. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised PRCA course(s) was passed.
Presented by Mr. S. Norton Pease.
Revised Course(s):
THEA 1100: Theatre Appreciation
JUSTIFICATION:
The revised catalog description better reflects the course content and the course SLOs. Course
description varies in language from institution-to-institution, although they align in message.
So, the revised description is not a violation of BOR policy 2.4.10.

Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised THEA course(s) submitted by the
Department of Communication Arts. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised THEA course(s) was passed.
Department of History
Presented by Dr. Robert Batchelor.
Revised Program(s):
472B: Digital Humanities Interdisciplinary Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
This adds Digital Humanities Internship (HUMN 3731) as an optional required course for the
program, moving it from the category of electives. The goal is to allow more faculty and
students to complete the minor, and to encourage students to take internships which have
proven successful aspects of the minor as electives. This program will be offered on the
following campus(es): Savannah, Armstrong and as online courses. This program will not be
offered on the following campus(es): Liberty.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of History. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the
revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Interdisciplinary Studies
Presented by Mr. S. Norton Pease.
Course Inactivation(s):
ETHC 2000: Interdiscip Ethics & Values
JUSTIFICATION:
Course no longer offered.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the course inactivation(s) submitted by the
Department of Interdisciplinary Studies. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the course inactivation(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. William Powell.
New Program(s):
Arabic Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, face to face concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates.
This program was recently dropped and is being added back for the BIS Track, based on
request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being
made. Language added to specifically indicate that this NOT a stand alone concentration.
Federal Financial Aid does not allow funding for 'stand alone' concentrations. Concentration
will be offered on the Statesboro Campus only.
Chinese Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, face to face concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates.
This program was recently dropped and is being added back for the BIS Track, based on
request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being

made. Language added to specifically indicate that this NOT a stand alone concentration.
Federal Financial Aid does not allow funding for 'stand alone' concentrations. Concentration
will be offered on the Statesboro Campus only.
Culture and Society Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog page.
Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates. This
program was recently dropped and is being added back for the BIS Track, based on request
from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being made.
Language added to specifically indicate that this NOT a stand alone concentration. Program
will be offered only on the Statesboro and Armstrong campuses F2F.
Education Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog page.
Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates. This
program was recently dropped and is being added back for the BIS Track, based on request
from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being made.
Language added to specifically indicate that this NOT a stand alone concentration. Federal
Financial Aid does not allow funding for 'stand alone' concentrations. The Education
concentration is offered only on the following campuses: Statesboro: Face-to-face. Armstrong:
Face-to-face.
Entrepreneurship Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Editorial change to program name to reflect the current name of the program used in the
Management emphasis on Entrepreneurship and Innovation. Addition of hospitality course
HNRM 3331 to increase access to the minor for hospitality program students. Language added
to specifically indicate that this NOT a stand alone concentration. Federal Financial Aid does
not allow funding for 'stand alone' concentrations. Program is offered only on the Statesboro
Campus F2F.
Irish Studies Concentration
Concentration based on minor has existed for some time, has had students enrolled it it for
many years. This program was recently dropped and is being added back for the BIS Track,
based on request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices have
requested catalog and CIM updates. This concentration was originally stand-alone and can
not remain so as it would not be covered by Financial Aid and would be inaccessible to some
student populations. Language specific to linking concentration to BIS added per request from
Provost and Registrar's offices.
Japanese Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Concentration based on minor has existed for some time, has had students enrolled it for
many years. This program was recently dropped and is being added back for the BIS Online
Track, based on request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices have
requested catalog and CIM updates. Language added to specifically indicate that this NOT a
stand alone concentration. Federal Financial Aid does not allow funding for 'stand alone'
concentrations. This is a revision to an existing program. The concentration had to be updated
to link to a specific major, to meeting stated requirements, and to update SLOs and mission
This is being done to assist students with financially being able to complete this study, since
the original concentration was stand-alone and to meet request by the Provost and Registrar's

offices. The Japanese concentration is offered in the following ways on the following
campuses: Statesboro: Face to face.
Political Science Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, fully online concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed, has had students enrolled it it for many years,
however Provost's office requested catalog updates. This program was recently dropped and is
being added back for the BIS Online Track, based on request from Provost's, Registrar's and
Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being made. Language added to specifically
indicate that this NOT a stand alone concentration. This is a revision to an existing program.
The concentration had to be updated to link to a specific major, to meeting stated
requirements, and to update SLOs and mission This is being done to assist students with
financially being able to complete this study, since the original concentration was stand-alone
and to meet request by the Provost and Registrar's offices.Program, which was dropped, is
being added as an option for IDS for Statesboro F2F and Armstrong F2F.
History Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
New concentration proposal in collaboration with the History Department as a result of the
recent decision to offer upper division history courses online. This provides opportunities for
current students, readmitted students, and transfer student to take advantage of these new
offerings.Language added to specifically indicate that this NOT a stand alone concentration.
Federal Financial Aid does not allow funding for 'stand alone' concentrations. The
concentration had to be updated to link to a specific major, to meeting stated requirements,
and to update SLOs and mission This is being done to assist students with financially being able
to complete this study, since the original concentration was stand-alone and to meet request
by the Provost and Registrar's offices. This program is offered face to face at the Statesboro,
Armstrong, and Liberty campuses.This program is offered fully online.
Individual Emphasis for Interdisciplinary Studies Degree
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, fully online concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates.
This program was recently dropped and is being added back for the Bachelor of
Interdisciplinary Studies or the Online Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies, based on request
from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being made.
Language added to specifically indicate that this NOT a stand alone concentration. This is a
revision to an existing program. The concentration had to be updated to link to a specific
major, to meeting stated requirements, and to update SLOs and mission This is being done to
assist students with financially being able to complete this study, since the original
concentration was stand-alone and to meet request by the Provost and Registrar's offices.
Program is offered for the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies or the Online Bachelor of
Interdisciplinary Studies.
Latin Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, face to face concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates.
This program was recently dropped and is being added back for the BIS Track, based on
request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being
made. This is a revision to an existing program. The concentration had to be updated to link to

a specific major, to meeting stated requirements, and to update SLOs and mission This is being
done to assist students with financially being able to complete this study, since the original
concentration was stand-alone and to meet request by the Provost and Registrar's offices.
Music Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, fully online concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed, has had students enrolled in it for many years,
however Provost's office requested catalog updates. This program was recently dropped and is
being added back for the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies, based on request from
Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an update is being made. Program is
offered for the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies. Language added to specifically indicate
that this NOT a stand alone concentration.
Sustainability Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
This concentration was originally stand-alone and can not remain so as it would not be
covered by Financial Aid and would be inaccessible to some student populations. Language
specific to linking concentration to BIS added per request from Provost and Registrar's offices.
Assessment Methods section updated. Value added section updated Language added to
specifically indicate that this NOT a stand alone concentration. This is a revision to an existing
program. The concentration had to be updated to link to a specific major, to meeting stated
requirements, and to update SLOs and mission This is being done to assist students with
financially being able to complete this study, since the original concentration was stand-alone
and to meet request by the Provost and Registrar's offices. Program, which was dropped, is
being added as an option for IDS for Statesboro F2F and Armstrong F2F.
International Studies Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Explanation for affect on another department - changed based on advice and request from
Provost's office and Institutional Assessment. Explanation for affect on another department changed based on advice and request from Provost's office and Institutional Assessment.
Value added section updated. This concentration was originally stand-alone and can not
remain so as it would not be covered by Financial Aid and would be inaccessible to some
student populations. Language added to specifically indicate that this NOT a stand alone
concentration. This is a revision to an existing program. The concentration had to be updated
to link to a specific major, to meeting stated requirements, and to update SLOs and mission
This is being done to assist students with financially being able to complete this study, since
the original concentration was stand-alone and to meet request by the Provost and Registrar's
offices. Program will be offered F2F, only on the Statesboro Campus.
Religious Studies Concentration
JUSTIFICATION:
Existing, fully online concentration with currently enrolled students needs updated catalog
page. Concentration previously existed however Provost's office requested catalog updates.
Update to program and catalog page based on change of name to some offered courses. This
program was recently dropped and is being added back for the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary
Studies , based on request from Provost's, Registrar's and Institutional Assessment offices, an
update is being made. Program is offered for the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies or the
Online Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies. This program will be offered on the following
campus(es): Armstrong (Savannah),and Statesboro as face to face programs. The
concentration had to be updated to link to a specific major, to meeting stated requirements,

and to update SLOs and mission This is being done to assist students with financially being able
to complete this study, since the original concentration was stand-alone and to meet request
by the Provost and Registrar's offices.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new program(s) submitted by the Department
of Interdisciplinary Studies. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the
new program(s) was passed.
Presented by Dr. William Powell.
Revised Program(s):
BIS-GENST: Interdisciplinary Studies B.I.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
Per Provosts office request verbiage added to catalog page to indicate that concentrations are
NOT stand alone in order to avoid possible accreditation issues. Per Registrar request specific
information added to Area F in order to more efficiently describe possible courses and to more
efficiently scribe Area F in degreeworks. Alteration of verbiage in catalog to be more inclusive.
Alteration of verbiage in catalog to be more accurate. HISTORY added as CONCENTRATION.
BIS-GENST/OL: Interdisciplinary Studies B.I.S. (Online)
JUSTIFICATION:
Per Provosts office request verbiage added to catalog page to indicate that concentrations are
NOT stand alone in order to avoid possible accreditation issues. Per Registrar request specific
information added to Area F in order to more efficiently describe possible courses and to more
efficiently scribe Area F in degreeworks. Alteration of verbiage in catalog to be more inclusive.
Alteration of verbiage in catalog to be more accurate. HISTORY concentration added. WGSS
and LGBTQ+ minor added.
• Dr. Gatch stated that the program learning outcomes submitted on the program form
do not match the ones on file for IAA and there needs to be edits made to align both
forms of documentation.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) pending updates submitted by
the Department of Interdisciplinary Studies. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Literature
Presented by S. Norton Pease.
New Course(s):
ENGL 4610: Honors Research Seminar
JUSTIFICATION:
In the interest of student success (and more specifically, so that financial aid can be used for
the courses), we are reviewing all of the Departmental Honors Courses and how they fit into
each department’s curriculum. If at all possible, it’s preferable for the seminars to count
directly towards either required courses or guided electives. This helps the students avoid
problems with financial aid and/or with adding hours to their degree program. Even in degrees
with a decent number of free electives, we find that honors students have often filled these
hours with AP or Dual Enrollment credits before they arrive on campus. As we looked at the
English major, we realized that the three credits of HONS 4610 count as free electives. Our
request is that your department consider creating an ENGL 4610 or adding HONS 4610 to one
of your lists of guided electives.

Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the Department
of Literature. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the new course(s)
was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BA-ENGL: English B.A.
JUSTIFICATION:
In the interest of student success (and more specifically, so that financial aid can be used for
the courses), we are reviewing all of the Departmental Honors Courses and how they fit into
each department’s curriculum. If at all possible, it’s preferable for the seminars to count
directly towards either required courses or guided electives. This helps the students avoid
problems with financial aid and/or with adding hours to their degree program. Even in degrees
with a decent number of free electives, we find that honors students have often filled these
hours with AP or Dual Enrollment credits before they arrive on campus. As we looked at the
English major, we realized that the three credits of HONS 4610 count as free electives. Our
request is that your department consider adding HONS 4610 or ENGL 4610 to one of your lists
of guided electives. Consolidation related changes; Assessment Committee tweaked Learning
Outcomes to align with course of study. Approved October
31st. Additionally, ENGL 5320 should be an option in Cultural Studies list. History of the English
Language is a standard in English programs across the nation. This is NOT a new program and it
is offered This program will be offered on the following campus(es): Statesboro Campus and
Armstrong Campus. This program will not be offered on the following campus: Liberty
Campus.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Literature. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the
revised program(s) was passed.
Department of World Languages and Cultures
Presented by Dr. Eric Kartchner.
Revised Course(s):
ARAB 2001: Intermediate Arabic I
JUSTIFICATION:
Prerequisite: We are asking for an additional way for students to qualify to enter the course.
Many students have taken two years of the language in high school and feel prepared to
continue their studies in 2001. At the same time, many degree programs require 2001 but do
not require or allow students to take 1001 or 1002. We are prepared to accommodate
students who have successfully completed two or more years of the language in high school
with a minimum grade of "B" to continue directly on to 2001, without requesting an override
from the department. Schedule Type: We are also asking for synchronous delivery to be added
as a schedule type, which will accommodate our efforts to extend to all our campuses.
CHIN 2001: Intermediate Chinese I
JUSTIFICATION:
Prerequisite: We are asking for an additional way for students to qualify to enter the course.
Many students have taken two years of the language in high school and feel prepared to
continue their studies in 2001. At the same time, many degree programs require 2001 but do
not require or allow students to take 1001 or 1002. We are prepared to accommodate
students who have successfully completed two or more years of the language in high school

with a minimum grade of "B" to continue directly on to 2001, without requesting an override
from the department. Schedule Type: We are also asking for synchronous delivery to be added
as a schedule type, which will accommodate our efforts to extend to all our campuses.
FORL 3100: Exploring World Languages and Cultures
JUSTIFICATION:
We are changing the name of our department from Modern Languages to World Languages
and Cultures. At the same time, we are introducing a common course for all our majors and a
new program SLO, which this course will assess. Eventually we would like all FORL prefixes to
be changed to WLC, but we cannot make that request on this form.
FREN 2001: Intermediate French I
JUSTIFICATION:
Prerequisite: We are asking for an additional way for students to qualify to enter the course.
Many students have taken two years of the language in high school and feel prepared to
continue their studies in 2001. At the same time, many degree programs require 2001 but do
not require or allow students to take 1001 or 1002. We are prepared to accommodate
students who have successfully completed two or more years of the language in high school
with a minimum grade of "B" to continue directly on to 2001, without requesting an override
from the department. Schedule Type: We are also asking for synchronous delivery to be added
as a schedule type, which will accommodate our efforts to extend to all our campuses.
GRMN 2001: Intermediate German I
JUSTIFICATION:
Prerequisite: We are asking for an additional way for students to qualify to enter the course.
Many students have taken two years of the language in high school and feel prepared to
continue their studies in 2001. At the same time, many degree programs require 2001 but do
not require or allow students to take 1001 or 1002. We are prepared to accommodate
students who have successfully completed two or more years of the language in high school
with a minimum grade of "B" to continue directly on to 2001, without requesting an override
from the department.
JAPN 2001: Intermediate Japanese I
JUSTIFICATION:
Prerequisite: We are asking for an additional way for students to qualify to enter the course.
Many students have taken two years of the language in high school and feel prepared to
continue their studies in 2001. At the same time, many degree programs require 2001 but do
not require or allow students to take 1001 or 1002. We are prepared to accommodate
students who have successfully completed two or more years of the language in high school
with a minimum grade of "B" to continue directly on to 2001, without requesting an override
from the department.
LATN 2001: Intermediate Latin I
JUSTIFICATION:
Prerequisite: We are asking for an additional way for students to qualify to enter the course.
Many students have taken two years of the language in high school and feel prepared to
continue their studies in 2001. At the same time, many degree programs require 2001 but do
not require or allow students to take 1001 or 1002. We are prepared to accommodate
students who have successfully completed two or more years of the language in high school
with a minimum grade of "B" to continue directly on to 2001, without requesting an override
from the department. Schedule Type: We are also asking for synchronous delivery to be added
as a schedule type, which will accommodate our efforts to extend to all our campuses.
SPAN 2001: Intermediate Spanish I

JUSTIFICATION:
Prerequisite: We are asking for an additional way for students to qualify to enter the course.
Many students have taken two years of the language in high school and feel prepared
to continue their studies in 2001. At the same time, many degree programs require 2001 but
do not require or allow students to take 1001 or 1002. We are prepared to accommodate
students who have successfully completed two or more years of the language in high school
with a minimum grade of "B" to continue directly on to 2001, without requesting an override
from the department. Schedule Type: We are also asking for synchronous delivery to be added
as a schedule type, which will accommodate our efforts to extend to all our campuses.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of World Languages and Cultures. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the
motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
New Program(s):
World Languages & Cultures B.A. (Concentration in Spanish for the Professions)
JUSTIFICATION:
This program differs from the Spanish Studies Concentration, as course material focuses on
cultural content related to the professions rather than on the more traditional cultural content
of history, literature, art, and film. This addition is part of a shift within the department,
described below: 1. The Department has submitted a request to change the name from
“Foreign Languages” to “World Languages and Cultures” (WLC). a. Historical justification: In
the recent past, the term “Foreign” to describe the study of languages and cultures has fallen
out of favor, since, in truth, many languages spoken in the US are no more foreign to the US
than is English. b. Sociopolitical justification: Both the desire to be more inclusive and
respectful of cultural and linguistic diversity in the US and the need to combat political
denigration of things “foreign” has led to a rethinking of labels. 2. Change of the name of the
“BA in Modern Languages” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures.” a. Logistical justification:
All our current language concentrations will fit under this new name, whereas, currently, our
concentration in Latin is a misfit under “Modern Languages.” The name will also accommodate
new concentrations such as “Comparative Literature” and “Latin American Studies,” should
these two areas, which are currently departmental stand-alone minors, be elevated to major
concentrations. b. Degree enhancement justification: “World Languages and Cultures” (WLC)
as a degree title expands the immediate impact of the name of the degree beyond that which
is merely linguistic, highlighting the fact that our students are prepared to navigate the globe
both linguistically and culturally. 3. Change the name of our language concentrations by adding
“Studies” to each language (e.g., from “BA in Modern Languages: Arabic” to “BA in World
Languages and Cultures: Arabic Studies) and by adding a Spanish for the Professions
concentration to address the needs of professionally minded students. a. Pedagogical
justification: We plan not only to change the name of the major but also the requirements. We
plan to replace one of the language-specific courses that is currently taught in the specific
language in each concentration with a global course taught in English for all WLC majors.
Additionally, we will offer other global WLC courses in English and allow WLC Majors in each
specific language to take up to 6 total hours of WLC courses in English as part of their degree
program. Across the nation, when this type of change occurs, programs are typically labeled as
“Studies,” vs. pure language programs, to reflect the fact that some of the content courses are
taught in English. b. Degree viability justification: We believe that by offering some WLC
courses in English, we can increase the enrollment cap for these courses significantly, thus

allowing us to improve our SCH production without diminishing the value of our degree.
Program is offered fully online. Will not be offered F2F on the Statesboro, Armstrong, or
Liberty.
Spanish for the Professions Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
This program differs from the Spanish Minor, as course material focuses on cultural content
related to the professions rather than on the more traditional cultural content of
history/literature/art/film. This addition is part of a shift within the department, described
below: 1. The Department has submitted a request to change the name from “Foreign
Languages” to “World Languages and Cultures” (WLC). a. Historical justification: In the recent
past, the term “Foreign” to describe the study of languages and cultures has fallen out of
favor, since, in truth, many languages spoken in the US are no more foreign to the US than is
English. b. Sociopolitical justification: Both the desire to be more inclusive and respectful of
cultural and linguistic diversity in the US and the need to combat political denigration of things
“foreign” has led to a rethinking of labels. 2. Change of the name of the “BA in Modern
Languages” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures.”a. Logistical justification: All our current
language concentrations will fit under this new name, whereas, currently, our concentration in
Latin is a misfit under “Modern Languages.” The name will also accommodate new
concentrations such as “Comparative Literature” and “Latin American Studies,” should these
two areas, which are currently departmental stand-alone minors, be elevated to major
concentrations. b. Degree enhancement justification: “World Languages and Cultures” (WLC)
as a degree title expands the immediate impact of the name of the degree beyond that which
is merely linguistic, highlighting the fact that our students are prepared to navigate the globe
both linguistically and culturally. 3. Change the name of our language concentrations by adding
“Studies” to each language (e.g., from “BA in Modern Languages: Arabic” to “BA in World
Languages and Cultures: Arabic Studies) and by adding a Spanish for the Professions
concentration to address the needs of professionally minded students. a. Pedagogical
justification: We plan not only to change the name of the major but also the requirements. We
plan to replace one of the language-specific courses that is currently taught in the specific
language in each concentration with a global course taught in English for all WLC majors.
Additionally, we will offer other global WLC courses in English and allow WLC Majors in each
specific language to take up to 6 total hours of WLC courses in English as part of their degree
program. Across the nation, when this type of change occurs, programs are typically labeled as
“Studies,” vs. pure language programs, to reflect the fact that some of the content courses are
taught in English. b. Degree viability justification: We believe that by offering some WLC
courses in English, we can increase the enrollment cap for these courses significantly, thus
allowing us to improve our SCH production without diminishing the value of our degree.
Program is offered fully online. Will not be offered F2F on the Statesboro, Armstrong, or
Liberty.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new program(s) submitted by the Department
of World Languages and Cultures. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve
the new program(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
051A: Japanese Minor
JUSTIFICATION:

We are adding a common course ("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors
and major that will support the university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive
Excellence. One of the principal goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens.
123Z: Arabic Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
We are adding a common course ("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors
and major that will support the university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive
Excellence. One of the principal goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens.
124Z: Chinese Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
We are adding a common course ("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors
and major that will support the university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive
Excellence. One of the principal goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens.
344B: French Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
We are adding a common course ("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors
and major that will support the university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive
Excellence. One of the principal goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens.
392A: German Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
We are adding a common course ("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors
and major that will support the university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive
Excellence. One of the principal goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens.
916A: Spanish Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
We are adding a common course ("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors
and major that will support the university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive
Excellence. One of the principal goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens.
BA-MDLA/ARAB: World Languages & Cultures B.A. (Concentration in Arabic Studies)
JUSTIFICATION:
Primarily, we are changing the program title to reflect the Department's to push in adjusting
the wording to reflect World Languages and Cultures. We are adding a common course
("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors and major that will support the
university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive Excellence. One of the principal
goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens. This adjustment is part of a shift
within the department, described below: 1. The Department has submitted a request to
change the name from “Foreign Languages” to “World Languages and Cultures” (WLC). a.
Historical justification: In the recent past, the term “Foreign” to describe the study of
languages and cultures has fallen out of favor, since, in truth, many languages spoken in the US
are no more foreign to the US than is English. b. Sociopolitical justification: Both the desire to
be more inclusive and respectful of cultural and linguistic diversity in the US and the need to
combat political denigration of things “foreign” has led to a rethinking of labels. 2. Change of
the name of the “BA in Modern Languages” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures.” a.
Logistical justification: All our current language concentrations will fit under this new name,
whereas, currently, our concentration in Latin is a misfit under “Modern Languages.” The
name will also accommodate new concentrations such as “Comparative Literature” and “Latin
American Studies,” should these two areas, which are currently departmental stand-alone
minors, be elevated to major concentrations. b. Degree enhancement justification: “World

Languages and Cultures” (WLC) as a degree title expands the immediate impact of the name of
the degree beyond that which is merely linguistic, highlighting the fact that our students are
prepared to navigate the globe both linguistically and culturally. 3. Change the name of our
language concentrations by adding “Studies” to each language (e.g., from “BA in Modern
Languages: Arabic” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures: Arabic Studies). a. Pedagogical
justification: We plan not only to change the name of the major but also the requirements. We
plan to replace one of the language-specific courses that is currently taught in the specific
language in each concentration with a global course taught in English for all WLC majors.
Additionally, we will offer other global WLC courses in English and allow WLC Majors in each
specific language to take up to 6 total hours of WLC courses in English as part of their degree
program. Across the nation, when this type of change occurs, programs are typically labeled as
“Studies,” vs. pure language programs, to reflect the fact that some of the content courses are
taught in English. b. Degree viability justification: We believe that by offering some WLC
courses in English, we can increase the enrollment cap for these courses significantly, thus
allowing us to improve our SCH production without diminishing the value of our degree.
Program is only offered on the Statesboro campus.
BA-MDLA/CHIN: World Languages & Cultures B.A. (Concentration in Chinese Studies)
JUSTIFICATION:
Primarily, we are changing the program title to reflect the Department's to push in adjusting
the wording to reflect World Languages and Cultures. We are adding a common course
("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors and major that will support the
university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive Excellence. One of the principal
goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens. This adjustment is part of a shift
within the department, described below: 1. The Department has submitted a request to
change the name from “Foreign Languages” to “World Languages and Cultures” (WLC). a.
Historical justification: In the recent past, the term “Foreign” to describe the study of
languages and cultures has fallen out of favor, since, in truth, many languages spoken in the US
are no more foreign to the US than is English. b. Sociopolitical justification: Both the desire to
be more inclusive and respectful of cultural and linguistic diversity in the US and the need to
combat political denigration of things “foreign” has led to a rethinking of labels. 2. Change of
the name of the “BA in Modern Languages” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures.” a.
Logistical justification: All our current language concentrations will fit under this new name,
whereas, currently, our concentration in Latin is a misfit under “Modern Languages.” The
name will also accommodate new concentrations such as “Comparative Literature” and “Latin
American Studies,” should these two areas, which are currently departmental stand-alone
minors, be elevated to major concentrations. b. Degree enhancement justification: “World
Languages and Cultures” (WLC) as a degree title expands the immediate impact of the name of
the degree beyond that which is merely linguistic, highlighting the fact that our students are
prepared to navigate the globe both linguistically and culturally. 3. Change the name of our
language concentrations by adding “Studies” to each language (e.g., from “BA in Modern
Languages: Arabic” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures: Arabic Studies). a. Pedagogical
justification: We plan not only to change the name of the major but also the requirements. We
plan to replace one of the language-specific courses that is currently taught in the specific
language in each concentration with a global course taught in English for all WLC majors.
Additionally, we will offer other global WLC courses in English and allow WLC Majors in each
specific language to take up to 6 total hours of WLC courses in English as part of their degree
program. Across the nation, when this type of change occurs, programs are typically labeled as
“Studies,” vs. pure language programs, to reflect the fact that some of the content courses are

taught in English. b. Degree viability justification: We believe that by offering some WLC
courses in English, we can increase the enrollment cap for these courses significantly, thus
allowing us to improve our SCH production without diminishing the value of our degree.
Program is only offered on the Statesboro campus.
BA-MDLA/FR: World Languages & Cultures B.A. (Concentration in French Studies)
JUSTIFICATION:
Primarily, we are changing the program title to reflect the Department's to push in adjusting
the wording to reflect World Languages and Cultures. We are adding a common course
("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors and major that will support the
university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive Excellence. One of the principal
goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens. This adjustment is part of a shift
within the department, described below: 1. The Department has submitted a request to
change the name from “Foreign Languages” to “World Languages and Cultures” (WLC). a.
Historical justification: In the recent past, the term “Foreign” to describe the study of
languages and cultures has fallen out of favor, since, in truth, many languages spoken in the US
are no more foreign to the US than is English. b. Sociopolitical justification: Both the desire to
be more inclusive and respectful of cultural and linguistic diversity in the US and the need to
combat political denigration of things “foreign” has led to a rethinking of labels. 2. Change of
the name of the “BA in Modern Languages” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures.” a.
Logistical justification: All our current language concentrations will fit under this new name,
whereas, currently, our concentration in Latin is a misfit under “Modern Languages.” The
name will also accommodate new concentrations such as “Comparative Literature” and “Latin
American Studies,” should these two areas, which are currently departmental stand-alone
minors, be elevated to major concentrations. b. Degree enhancement justification: “World
Languages and Cultures” (WLC) as a degree title expands the immediate impact of the name of
the degree beyond that which is merely linguistic, highlighting the fact that our students are
prepared to navigate the globe both linguistically and culturally. 3. Change the name of our
language concentrations by adding “Studies” to each language (e.g., from “BA in Modern
Languages: Arabic” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures: Arabic Studies). a. Pedagogical
justification: We plan not only to change the name of the major but also the requirements. We
plan to replace one of the language-specific courses that is currently taught in the specific
language in each concentration with a global course taught in English for all WLC majors.
Additionally, we will offer other global WLC courses in English and allow WLC Majors in each
specific language to take up to 6 total hours of WLC courses in English as part of their degree
program. Across the nation, when this type of change occurs, programs are typically labeled as
“Studies,” vs. pure language programs, to reflect the fact that some of the content courses are
taught in English. b. Degree viability justification: We believe that by offering some WLC
courses in English, we can increase the enrollment cap for these courses significantly, thus
allowing us to improve our SCH production without diminishing the value of our degree.
Program is only offered on the Statesboro, Armstrong, and Online campuses only.
BA-MDLA/GR: World Languages & Cultures B.A. (Concentration in German Studies)
JUSTIFICATION:
Primarily, we are changing the program title to reflect the Department's to push in adjusting
the wording to reflect World Languages and Cultures. We are adding a common course
("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors and major that will support the
university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive Excellence. One of the principal
goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens. This adjustment is part of a shift
within the department, described below: 1. The Department has submitted a request to

change the name from “Foreign Languages” to “World Languages and Cultures” (WLC). a.
Historical justification: In the recent past, the term “Foreign” to describe the study of
languages and cultures has fallen out of favor, since, in truth, many languages spoken in the US
are no more foreign to the US than is English. b. Sociopolitical justification: Both the desire to
be more inclusive and respectful of cultural and linguistic diversity in the US and the need to
combat political denigration of things “foreign” has led to a rethinking of labels. 2. Change of
the name of the “BA in Modern Languages” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures.” a.
Logistical justification: All our current language concentrations will fit under this new name,
whereas, currently, our concentration in Latin is a misfit under “Modern Languages.” The
name will also accommodate new concentrations such as “Comparative Literature” and “Latin
American Studies,” should these two areas, which are currently departmental stand-alone
minors, be elevated to major concentrations. b. Degree enhancement justification: “World
Languages and Cultures” (WLC) as a degree title expands the immediate impact of the name of
the degree beyond that which is merely linguistic, highlighting the fact that our students are
prepared to navigate the globe both linguistically and culturally. 3. Change the name of our
language concentrations by adding “Studies” to each language (e.g., from “BA in Modern
Languages: Arabic” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures: Arabic Studies). a. Pedagogical
justification: We plan not only to change the name of the major but also the requirements. We
plan to replace one of the language-specific courses that is currently taught in the specific
language in each concentration with a global course taught in English for all WLC majors.
Additionally, we will offer other global WLC courses in English and allow WLC Majors in each
specific language to take up to 6 total hours of WLC courses in English as part of their degree
program. Across the nation, when this type of change occurs, programs are typically labeled as
“Studies,” vs. pure language programs, to reflect the fact that some of the content courses are
taught in English. b. Degree viability justification: We believe that by offering some WLC
courses in English, we can increase the enrollment cap for these courses significantly, thus
allowing us to improve our SCH production without diminishing the value of our degree.
Program is only offered on the Statesboro campus and online.
BA-MDLA/JAPN: World Languages & Cultures B.A. (Concentration in Japanese Studies)
JUSTIFICATION:
Primarily, we are changing the program title to reflect the Department's to push in adjusting
the wording to reflect World Languages and Cultures. We are adding a common course
("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors and major that will support the
university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive Excellence. One of the principal
goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens. This adjustment is part of a shift
within the department, described below: 1. The Department has submitted a request to
change the name from “Foreign Languages” to “World Languages and Cultures” (WLC). a.
Historical justification: In the recent past, the term “Foreign” to describe the study of
languages and cultures has fallen out of favor, since, in truth, many languages spoken in the US
are no more foreign to the US than is English. b. Sociopolitical justification: Both the desire to
be more inclusive and respectful of cultural and linguistic diversity in the US and the need to
combat political denigration of things “foreign” has led to a rethinking of labels. 2. Change of
the name of the “BA in Modern Languages” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures.” a.
Logistical justification: All our current language concentrations will fit under this new name,
whereas, currently, our concentration in Latin is a misfit under “Modern Languages.” The
name will also accommodate new concentrations such as “Comparative Literature” and “Latin
American Studies,” should these two areas, which are currently departmental stand-alone
minors, be elevated to major concentrations. b. Degree enhancement justification: “World

Languages and Cultures” (WLC) as a degree title expands the immediate impact of the name of
the degree beyond that which is merely linguistic, highlighting the fact that our students are
prepared to navigate the globe both linguistically and culturally. 3. Change the name of our
language concentrations by adding “Studies” to each language (e.g., from “BA in Modern
Languages: Arabic” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures: Arabic Studies). a. Pedagogical
justification: We plan not only to change the name of the major but also the requirements. We
plan to replace one of the language-specific courses that is currently taught in the specific
language in each concentration with a global course taught in English for all WLC majors.
Additionally, we will offer other global WLC courses in English and allow WLC Majors in each
specific language to take up to 6 total hours of WLC courses in English as part of their degree
program. Across the nation, when this type of change occurs, programs are typically labeled as
“Studies,” vs. pure language programs, to reflect the fact that some of the content courses are
taught in English. b. Degree viability justification: We believe that by offering some WLC
courses in English, we can increase the enrollment cap for these courses significantly, thus
allowing us to improve our SCH production without diminishing the value of our degree.
Program is only offered on the Statesboro campus.
BA-MDLA/LATN: World Languages & Cultures B.A. (Concentration in Latin Studies)
JUSTIFICATION:
Primarily, we are changing the program title to reflect the Department's to push in adjusting
the wording to reflect World Languages and Cultures. We are adding a common course
("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors and major that will support the
university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive Excellence. One of the principal
goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens. This adjustment is part of a shift
within the department, described below: 1. The Department has submitted a request to
change the name from “Foreign Languages” to “World Languages and Cultures” (WLC). a.
Historical justification: In the recent past, the term “Foreign” to describe the study of
languages and cultures has fallen out of favor, since, in truth, many languages spoken in the US
are no more foreign to the US than is English. b. Sociopolitical justification: Both the desire to
be more inclusive and respectful of cultural and linguistic diversity in the US and the need to
combat political denigration of things “foreign” has led to a rethinking of labels. 2. Change of
the name of the “BA in Modern Languages” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures.” a.
Logistical justification: All our current language concentrations will fit under this new name,
whereas, currently, our concentration in Latin is a misfit under “Modern Languages.” The
name will also accommodate new concentrations such as “Comparative Literature” and “Latin
American Studies,” should these two areas, which are currently departmental stand-alone
minors, be elevated to major concentrations. b. Degree enhancement justification: “World
Languages and Cultures” (WLC) as a degree title expands the immediate impact of the name of
the degree beyond that which is merely linguistic, highlighting the fact that our students are
prepared to navigate the globe both linguistically and culturally. 3. Change the name of our
language concentrations by adding “Studies” to each language (e.g., from “BA in Modern
Languages: Arabic” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures: Arabic Studies). a. Pedagogical
justification: We plan not only to change the name of the major but also the requirements. We
plan to replace one of the language-specific courses that is currently taught in the specific
language in each concentration with a global course taught in English for all WLC majors.
Additionally, we will offer other global WLC courses in English and allow WLC Majors in each
specific language to take up to 6 total hours of WLC courses in English as part of their degree
program. Across the nation, when this type of change occurs, programs are typically labeled as
“Studies,” vs. pure language programs, to reflect the fact that some of the content courses are

taught in English. b. Degree viability justification: We believe that by offering some WLC
courses in English, we can increase the enrollment cap for these courses significantly, thus
allowing us to improve our SCH production without diminishing the value of our degree.
Program is only offered on the Statesboro campus.
BA-MDLA/SP: World Languages & Cultures B.A. (Concentration in Spanish Studies)
JUSTIFICATION:
Primarily, we are changing the program title to reflect the Department's to push in adjusting
the wording to reflect World Languages and Cultures. We are adding a common course
("Exploring World Languages and Cultures") to our minors and major that will support the
university's strategic pillars of Student Success and Inclusive Excellence. One of the principal
goals of the course is to prepare students to be global citizens. This adjustment is part of a shift
within the department, described below: 1. The Department has submitted a request to
change the name from “Foreign Languages” to “World Languages and Cultures” (WLC). a.
Historical justification: In the recent past, the term “Foreign” to describe the study of
languages and cultures has fallen out of favor, since, in truth, many languages spoken in the US
are no more foreign to the US than is English. b. Sociopolitical justification: Both the desire to
be more inclusive and respectful of cultural and linguistic diversity in the US and the need to
combat political denigration of things “foreign” has led to a rethinking of labels. 2. Change of
the name of the “BA in Modern Languages” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures.” a.
Logistical justification: All our current language concentrations will fit under this new name,
whereas, currently, our concentration in Latin is a misfit under “Modern Languages.” The
name will also accommodate new concentrations such as “Comparative Literature” and “Latin
American Studies,” should these two areas, which are currently departmental stand-alone
minors, be elevated to major concentrations. b. Degree enhancement justification: “World
Languages and Cultures” (WLC) as a degree title expands the immediate impact of the name of
the degree beyond that which is merely linguistic, highlighting the fact that our students are
prepared to navigate the globe both linguistically and culturally. 3. Change the name of our
language concentrations by adding “Studies” to each language (e.g., from “BA in Modern
Languages: Arabic” to “BA in World Languages and Cultures: Arabic Studies). a. Pedagogical
justification: We plan not only to change the name of the major but also the requirements. We
plan to replace one of the language-specific courses that is currently taught in the specific
language in each concentration with a global course taught in English for all WLC majors.
Additionally, we will offer other global WLC courses in English and allow WLC Majors in each
specific language to take up to 6 total hours of WLC courses in English as part of their degree
program. Across the nation, when this type of change occurs, programs are typically labeled as
“Studies,” vs. pure language programs, to reflect the fact that some of the content courses are
taught in English. b. Degree viability justification: We believe that by offering some WLC
courses in English, we can increase the enrollment cap for these courses significantly, thus
allowing us to improve our SCH production without diminishing the value of our degree.
Program is only offered on the Statesboro, Armstrong, and Online campuses.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of World Languages and Cultures. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the
motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Department of Writing and Linguistics
Presented by Mr. S. Norton Pease.
New Course(s):

LING 5131: Applied Linguistics
JUSTIFICATION:
This new course will provide TESOL/applied linguistics students a foundational understanding
of applied linguistics. For those who enter the TESOL program without such background
knowledge, this course will offer them the opportunity to get the preparation. For the others
in the TESOL program, this course gives them choice and flexibility in completing the program
on their schedule.
For Writing and Linguistics majors, this course provides them one more choice in the applied
linguistics area and an entry point into a post-graduate career in TESOL. This course also
provides support for the TCLD programs. Since it will be offered mostly as an online course, it
will impact interested students on all campus locations.
This course will be offered to the Statesboro and Armstrong campuses and online.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the Department
of Writing and Linguistics. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the
new course(s) was passed.
Course Inactivation(s):
WRIT 5540: Plain Language in Workplace Writing
JUSTIFICATION:
We are moving this course to a graduate student-only 7000-level course, so we need to retire
the undergraduate version. The topic (plain language writing) is integrated into several courses
at the undergraduate level. The last time we plan to teach an undergraduate section is Fall
2021 since registration has already been set and as we transition into using the WRIT 7250
Plain Language course that is being proposed at this same time.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the course inactivation(s) submitted by the
Department of Writing and Linguistics. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the course inactivation(s) was passed.
New Program(s):
Creative Writing Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
The department has a broad minor in writing that does not require any creative courses. A
creative writing minor will allow students to specialize in these creative courses and see that
specialization on their transcripts. This program will be offered on the Statesboro and
Armstrong campuses.
Teaching Writing Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
This minor adds clear paths to graduation for both W&L majors and minors. The Teaching
Writing minor is an important collaboration between Rhetoric and Composition and Linguistics
in the W&L department, as it also fills an important need for minors outside the department in
College of Education and other colleges.
This program will be offered on the Statesboro and Armstrong campuses.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new program(s) submitted by the Department
of Writing and Linguistics. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the
new program(s) was passed.

Revised Program(s):
114A: Applied Linguistics Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
We are adding a new course LING 5131 Applied Linguistics to the catalog. If approved, it needs
to be added to the minor electives.
This program will be offered on the Statesboro and Armstrong campuses. This program will
not be offered on the Liberty campus.
114A: Linguistics Interdisciplinary Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
We are in the process of adding LING 5131: Applied Linguistics to our courses. If approved, it
needs to be added to this minor program.
This program will be offered on the following campuses: Statesboro, Armstrong. This program
will not be offered at the following campus: Liberty.
BA-WRLG: Writing and Linguistics B.A.
JUSTIFICATION:
This program will be offered on the Statesboro and Armstrong campuses. This program will
not be offered on the Liberty campus. We are in the process of adding LING 5131 Applied
Linguistics to our course catalog. This course needs to be added to the linguistics track, so
students can include it in their degree plans. For Writing and Linguistics majors, this course
provides them one more choice in the applied linguistics area and an entry point into a postgraduate career in TESOL.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) submitted by the
Department of Writing and Linguistics. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised program(s) was passed.
Gretsch School of Music
Presented by Mr. S. Norton Pease.
Revised Course(s):
MUSC 4632: Student Teaching Seminar
JUSTIFICATION:
edTPA is no longer required by the state of GA for teacher certification, so we needed to revise
the course description and content. A "student teaching seminar" is standard in several other
teacher certification programs at GSU and is common in music teacher preparation programs. I
communicated with several other GSU certification programs to examine their course content.
The content proposed here is consistent with similar courses in College of Education.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the Gretsch
School of Music. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the revised
course(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
Music B.A. Concentration in Music Industry
JUSTIFICATION:
Clarifying foreign language information. Currently says "Select 6 credit hours of Foreign
Language," which does not make clear that 2001 and 2002 are required. Program is only
offered on the Armstrong campus.
BA-MUSC: Music B.A.

JUSTIFICATION:
Clarifying foreign language requirement language. It currently says "Select 6 credit hours of
foreign language," which does not make clear that the requirement is for XXXX 2001 and 2002.
Program is only offered on the Statesboro and Armstrong campuses.
• Dr. Gatch noted that the mission statements and learning outcomes of both programs
should be identical since they are both under the Music BA. Learning outcomes are at
the program level and not the concentration level.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) pending updates
submitted by the Gretsch School of Music. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised program(s) was passed.
F.

Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
Presented by Dr. Nandi Marshall.
Department of General Public Health
New Course(s):
PUBH 5521: Women and Minority Health Issues

JUSTIFICATION:
The original course number (GEPH 6133) is being changed. The course will now be offered at
the 5000 level to provide this course for undergraduates and graduates. PUBH 5521G has been
proposed as well.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the Department
of General Public Health. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the new
course(s) was passed.
Revised Course(s):
PUBH 5000: Selected Topics in Public Health
JUSTIFICATION:
Change to repeatable so that students may take different special topics courses using the 5000
prefix for credit.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of General Public Health. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the revised course(s) was passed.
New Program(s):
Public Health B.S.P.H. (Emphasis in Epidemiology)
JUSTIFICATION:
The Epidemiology emphasis in the Bachelors of Science in Public Health degree program offers
a skills-based curriculum to prepare undergraduate students for the data analyses and
interpretation needs of the public health workforce. Epidemiologists are interested
in understanding the distribution and determinants of disease, disability, and other healthrelated events. Epidemiologists may be involved in planning and carrying out investigations or
research studies to understand how a person place the distribution of disease or disability, and
time factors and to identify risk factors that either contribute to or prevent disease or
disability. Epidemiologists spend time preparing and analyzing data to answer questions about

disease distribution and determinants and communicating those results verbally, visually, and
in writing. Students who graduate with a BSPH degree with the Epidemiology emphasis will be
equipped with the ability to work with data to inform a wide variety of public health decisions.
Specifically, students will be able to collect and organize information from a variety of sources,
assist senior staff to examine data and determine how to analyze it, and use statistical analysis
to draw valid conclusions, help decision-makers develop evidence-based solutions to health
problems, and communicate findings and recommendations to team members and lay
audiences.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new program(s) submitted by the Department
of General Public Health. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the new
program(s) was passed.
G.

College of Education
Presented by Dr. Deborah Thomas.
Department of Elementary and Special Education
New Course(s):
BKIN 4796: Internship I
JUSTIFICATION:
This is a new course for the Child and Family Development B.S. Birth-Kindergarten Teacher
Education (Non-Certification Track) specifically designed to differentiate the internship
experiences between the two BKIN tracks. This will help prevent confusion about whether or
not a student is a candidate for certification or not.
BKIN 4797: Internship II
JUSTIFICATION:
This is a new course for the Child and Family Development B.S. Birth-Kindergarten Teacher
Education (Non-Certification Track) specifically designed to differentiate the internship
experiences between the two BKIN tracks. This will help prevent confusion about whether or
not a student is a candidate for certification or not.

Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the new course(s) submitted by the Department
of Elementary and Special Education. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to
approve the new course(s) was passed.
Revised Course(s):
BKIN 3140: International Approaches of Early Care & Learning
JUSTIFICATION:
Course prerequisites revised to remove admission to Teacher Education requirement. Course
description and SLOs updated.
BKIN 3320: Social Studies and Social/Emotional Competence in Early Childhood Programs
JUSTIFICATION:
Course prerequisites revised to remove admission to Teacher Education requirement. Course
description and SLOs updated.
BKIN 3330: Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics in Early Childhood Programs
JUSTIFICATION:
Course prerequisites revised to remove admission to Teacher Education requirement. Course
description and SLOs updated.

BKIN 3340: Art, Music & Motor Development in BK Programs
JUSTIFICATION:
Course prerequisites revised to remove admission to Teacher Education requirement. Course
description and SLOs updated.
BKIN 3710: Guiding Children’s Behavior and Practicum
JUSTIFICATION:
Course prerequisites revised to remove admission to Teacher Education requirement. Course
description and SLOs updated.
BKIN 3720: Infant & Toddler Methods and Practicum
JUSTIFICATION:
Course prerequisites revised to remove admission to Teacher Education requirement. Course
description and SLOs updated.
BKIN 3730: Preschool & Pre-Kindergarten Methods and Practicum
JUSTIFICATION:
Course prerequisites revised to remove admission to Teacher Education requirement. Course
description and SLOs updated.
BKIN 4130: Infants, Toddlers with Disabilities Methods
JUSTIFICATION:
The course prefix and number, course prerequisites, schedule type, repeatable for credit and
credit hours have been changed for consistency within the Child and Family Development B.S.
programs.
BKIN 4131: PreK and Kindergarteners with Disabilities Methods
JUSTIFICATION:
The course prefix and number, course prerequisites, schedule type, repeatable for credit and
credit hours have been changed for consistency within the Child and Family Development B.S.
programs.
BKIN 4160: Organization and Administration of Early Childhood Programs JUSTIFICATION:
Course prerequisites revised to remove admission to Teacher Education requirement. Course
description and SLOs updated.
BKIN 4250: Assessment of Children in Early Childhood Programs
JUSTIFICATION:
Course prerequisites revised to remove admission to Teacher Education requirement. Course
description and SLOs updated.
BKIN 4710: Preplanning
JUSTIFICATION:
Course prerequisites revised to remove admission to Teacher Education requirement. Course
description and SLOs updated. Grade mode corrected to S/U.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Elementary and Special Education. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the
motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
Revised Program(s):
BS-CFD/BKIN: Child and Family Development B.S. Concentration in Birth Through Kindergarten
(Certification Track)
JUSTIFICATION:
Update of program mission statement and program assessment methods. Please note, SPED
5030 and 5031 are being revised in the program of study to BKIN 4030 and BKIN

4031.These changes will be reflected in the program of study when the course revisions have
university level approval.
BS-CFD/BKNNC: Child and Family Development B.S. Concentration in Birth-Kindergarten (NonCertification Track)
JUSTIFICATION:
The current non-certification track fails to capture the future career goals of these students as
they still want to teach in the 0-5 educational setting. Although they can still teach with the
CHFD degree, it is has a broader focus on Human Development as opposed to teacher
education. As we are striving to professionalize the early education field, it is important for
non-certified teachers to be introduced to the same course content and pedagogical practices
as certified teachers. The reality is that children in child development centers are desperately
in need of highly qualified teachers as well. That said, I believe the two tracks should mirror
each other with the only difference being whether or not they take the GACE exam and
whether or not they would be recommended for the teaching license. Two courses (BKIN 4796
and 4797) have been submitted to replace BKIN 4798 and 4799 as an additional measure to
differentiate this track from the certification track. Also SPED 5030 and SPED 5031 will be
revised to BKIN courses for consistency. The new prefix and numbers will be BKIN 4030 and
BKIN 4031.
• Dr. Gatch noted the program learning outcomes are not the same between the
certification track and the non certification track and asked if they should be.
• Dr. Thomas stated that she would confirm that the learning outcomes should be
different between the programs and make any revisions if needed.
Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised program(s) pending updates
submitted by the Department of Elementary and Special Education. A second was made by Dr.
Josh Kies and the motion to approve the revised program(s) was passed.
H.

Parker College of Business
Presented By Dr. Britton McKay.
Department of Economics
Revised Course(s):
ECON 1150: Global Economic Problems
JUSTIFICATION:
Name change to correct the error that occurred at consolidation. Correct the name so that it
shows up in the catalog as Global Economic Problems

Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) submitted by the
Department of Economics. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the
revised course(s) was passed.
Department of Management
Revised Course(s):
HNRM 4334: Food and Beverage Operations
JUSTIFICATION:
20-21 Catalog correction - change in prerequisite (HNRM 3337 no longer a required
prerequisite for this course, given previous changes in content.) SLOs also added per
request.

•
•

Dr. Chopak-Foss asked if the course should also be offered asynchronous instead of
only having online synchronous as an option.
Dr. McKay said she would double-check the schedule types needed for the course and
revise the selection if needed.

Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the revised course(s) pending updates
submitted by the Department of Management. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the
motion to approve the revised course(s) was passed.
I.

Academic Program Review
Waters College of Health Professions
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology
BSK Exercise Science
Self-Study Document
Reconciliation Review
2020-2021 Academic Program Review Peer-Review Summary- Undergraduate Programs
Link to Self-Study Document Link to Reconciliation Review

Waters College of Health Professions
Health Sciences & Kinesiology
BSK Exercise Science

TOTALS

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pe9c0C
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M775888Zm
aptfZ_4KbLcFK6EBE2ok7SHUNI/view
O2rDmDNSGlXifWA485VxHnG/view
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Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the Reconciliation Review of the Bachelor of Science in
Kinesiology (BSK) degree with a major in Exercise Science. A second was made by Dr. Josh Kies and the
motion to approve the Academic Program Review was passed.
IV. OTHER BUSINESS
A. Office of the Registrar
Presented by Mr. Wayne Smith.
• Mr. Smith presented the tentative 2021-2022 Curriculum Meeting calendar and noted
that it is tentative because we are still waiting on the dates for the Faculty Senate
meeting. The priority deadline for Fall 2022 registration and the catalog will still be the
meeting in February.
• Dr. Gatch stated that IAA works closely with the GECC and asked that the approval
process and deadlines for Core Curriculum be shared and included on the calendar so
the items can be submitted in time to make it through all the stages of approval

•

necessary.
Dr. Chopak-Foss stated that the Faculty Senate has now required a meeting in August
to elect the new chair and have a little orientation about the meeting requirements
and obligations.

Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to approve the tentative 2021-2022 calendar. A second was made
by Dr. Josh Kies and the motion to approve the tentative 2021-2022 calendar was passed.

•
•

•
V.

Dr. Chopak-Foss stated that this was her last year on the committee and thanked the committee
for all their hard work this year.
Mr. Smith stated that we will get the approved course information entered into Banner as
quickly as possible. He also stated that the Office of the Registrar has a new employee, Tywanda
Baker, and we are looking forward to working with her. Mr. Smith thanked Doris Mack, Tiffany
Hedrick, and Kathryn Stewart for all their hard work this past year.
Dr. Chopak-Foss also thanked the Registrar office staff, especially Tiffany Hedrick for being her
right hand man during this process after Kathryn Stewart moved into a different area.

ADJOURNMENT
Dr. Chopak-Foss called for a motion to adjourn. Dr. Cheryl Aasheim made a motion to adjourn the
meeting. A second was made by Dr. Beverly Miller and the motion to adjourn the meeting passed
at 5:35 p.m.

USG Academic Affairs Handbook
4.6 Post-Tenure Review
(Last Modified October 13, 2020)

Report a broken link

SOURCES:
BoR POLICY 8.3.5.4, Post-Tenure Review
The primary purpose of the post-tenure review process is to assist faculty members with
identifying opportunities that will enable them to reach their full potential for contribution
to system institutions. Post-tenure review is one of several types of faculty performance
reviews (e.g., annual, promotion, and tenure reviews) and is intended to provide a
longer term perspective than is usually provided by an annual review. The review
should be both retrospective and prospective, encouraging a careful look at possibilities
for different emphases at different points of a faculty member’s career.
With the exception of tenured administrators whose majority of duties are
administrative, all tenured faculty will be reviewed. Each faculty member must be
assessed five years after the most recent promotion or personnel action, and reviews
will continue at five-year intervals unless interrupted by a further review for promotion.
Specific written post-tenure criteria and procedures must be stated in writing and
available in a faculty handbook on an institution’s website.
The review should focus on the faculty member’s accomplishments, research agenda
(where applicable), teaching program, and service contributions, relating these to the
stated expectations for performance developed by the institution. The results of posttenure reviews must be linked to rewards and professional development. Faculty
members who are performing at a high level should receive recognition for their
achievements. Each institution will prescribe how the results of the review will be related
to merit pay increases, and study and research leave opportunities.
When deficiencies are identified, the faculty member’s supervisor(s) and faculty
member will work together to develop a formal plan for faculty development that
includes clearly defined and specific goals or outcomes, an outline of activities to be
undertaken, a timetable, and an agreed-upon monitoring strategy. If, after three years,
the faculty member has not been successful with remedying the identified deficiencies,
he or she may be subject to dismissal for cause (regular, independent dismissal
processes will apply).

BOR POLICY

8.3.5.4 Post-Tenure Review
Each institution shall conduct post-tenure reviews of all tenured faculty members five
years after the most recent promotion or personnel action for the faculty member.
Reviews shall continue at five year intervals unless interrupted by a further review for
promotion or personnel action. An administrator who has tenure will not be subject to
post-tenure review, as long as a majority of the individual’s duties are administrative in
nature. If and when an administrator returns to the faculty full-time, the individual will be
placed into the post-tenure review cycle described above. Institution presidents shall
review and approve their institution’s post-tenure review policies, as well as any
subsequent revisions, both of which must conform to University System of Georgia
procedures for post-tenure review and should address cases in which a tenured faculty
member’s performance is deemed unsatisfactory.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY FACULTY HANDBOOK
312 Policy on Post-Tenure Review
Schedule
Board of Regents policy stipulates that each tenured faculty member is to be reviewed five years
after the most recent promotion or personnel action, as defined below, and at five-year intervals
unless interrupted by a promotion, a written declaration to retire within five years (submitted
through the appropriate dean’s office to the Provost’s Office), or a leave of absence. In the latter
case, the faculty member will be reviewed upon returning to active employment. Tenured faculty
whose primary responsibilities are in administration, including interim appointments, will be
reviewed five years after returning to a full-time faculty position. Faculty members undergoing
post-tenure review will submit their materials for evaluation to the department chair or unit
head by mid-January.
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Senate Executive Committee Request Form
SEC via campus mail: PO Box 8033-1

E-Mail: fsoffice@georgiasouthern.edu
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Close

Motion Request
4/5/2021

SHORT TITLE:
(Please provide a short descriptive title that would be suitable for inclusion in the
Senate Agenda.)
Faculty Search Committee Portal (electronic repository for faculty job searches)

MOTION(s):
(Please write out your motion in the exact form/wording on which you want the
Senate to vote.)
Georgia Southern University will use an electronic repository to manage faculty applications.

RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why the motion should be considered by the Faculty Senate,
remembering that the Senate does not deal with issues limited to individual colleges or
administrative units. Include pertinent data and source references for information
and/or language.)
An electronic repository has been in place for staff hires for more than one year, and this system
will relieve search chairs from a lot of the burden of data management during the hiring
process. As we are forward-thinking and supportive of sustainability, we support moving to a
portal to support faculty search committees in the faculty hiring process.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form.
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

Submitted by:
pholt

Phone:
912-478-1551

E-Mail:
listond@georgiasouthern.edu

Re-Enter Email:
listond@georgiasouthern.edu

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY
This site is for use exclusively by Georgia Southern University faculty, staff, and
administrators. Submissions are reviewed by the SEC for relevance to the mission and
https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+Pre…
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business of the Faculty Senate. This site is a tool not for debate but solely for
information exchange. Redundant and contentious submissions will not be accepted.
Note to faculty users: Double-check your data before submitting, because the data
cannot by edited afterward.
Approval
Response:
Select...

SEC Response:

Senate Response:

Presidents Response:

Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
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Senate Executive Committee Request Form
SEC via campus mail: PO Box 8033-1

E-Mail: fsoffice@georgiasouthern.edu

Standard View

Close

Motion Request
5/3/2021

SHORT TITLE:
(Please provide a short descriptive title that would be suitable for inclusion in the
Senate Agenda.)
Faculty Senate Inclusive Excellence Plan

MOTION(s):
(Please write out your motion in the exact form/wording on which you want the
Senate to vote.)
Approve the attached Faculty Senate Inclusive Excellence Plan.

RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why the motion should be considered by the Faculty Senate,
remembering that the Senate does not deal with issues limited to individual colleges or
administrative units. Include pertinent data and source references for information
and/or language.)
The Faculty Senate is comprised of individuals dedicated to Georgia Southern’s commitment to
equity and inclusion, and taking steps to create a welcoming inclusive environment where
everyone can thrive.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form.
FSIE Plan 5.3.2021.pdf
456.09 KB
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

Submitted by:
pholt

Phone:
9123442684

E-Mail:
PHolt@georgiasouthern.edu

Re-Enter Email:
PHolt@georgiasouthern.edu

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY
This site is for use exclusively by Georgia Southern University faculty, staff, and
administrators. Submissions are reviewed by the SEC for relevance to the mission and
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Draft
Inclusive Excellence Plan
Created by
Faculty Senate
Last updated: May 3, 2021

1

Overriding Action that Affects Others:
Faculty Senate will discuss merits of creating a new SEC Leadership position or committee to coordinate, oversee, document,
and share all Inclusive Excellence policies, revisions, activities, etc., for Faculty Senate and all Faculty Senate committees, as
well as act as liaison between all relevant committees and units.
Until the position/committee is created and operating, the Faculty Senate President and/or SEC will determine responsibility.
Timeline:
Fall 2021 – Discuss merits & vote on Leadership position or committee to consolidate and communicate
IE related issues – Faculty Senate Inclusive Excellence
Committee or Position (FSIE)
Spring 2022 – Determine policies, processes, and major charge
Spring 2022 – Elections
Fall 2022 – Elected person or committee to begin work

2

GOAL 1
College or Central Unit Strategy 1-A – Identify and address historical and current institutional barriers, including potentials for
marginalization.
Strategy

Action

Target
measures of
success

The SEC will review
Bylaws & Faculty
Senate Handbook to
ensure that
Inclusive Excellence
is fully considered
and incorporated as
appropriate.

Appropriate updates
and revisions
monitored and
revised as
necessary.

Lead personnel
and titles

Financial and
other
resources
that will be
deployed for
this task

Timeline

1-A.1
Conduct a comprehensive
institutional policy review
process by which we will
evaluate, revise, and
communicate changes in
policies and protocols to
ensure that Inclusive
Excellence is fully
considered and
incorporated. This process
should commit to:
addressing discriminatory
phobias (i.e. homophobia,
xenophobia, transphobia,
etc); removing systemic
isms (i.e. racism, sexism,
ableism, etc.); improving
clarity; providing enhanced
transparency; promoting

Each Faculty Senate
subcommittee will
review and revise
their policies and
processes to ensure
that Inclusive

The Faculty Senate
President will lead
SEC through this
activity and all
revisions will be
approved by
Appropriate updates Faculty Senate
and revisions
monitored and
revised as
necessary. Reports
will be forwarded to
the SEC
through minutes
and approved by
Faculty Senate
Chair of each
during the April
subcommittee
meeting.
A compilation of
results will be
3

N/A

Spring semester on
an annual basis with
report sent to SEC
in minutes for
review and approval
by the Faculty
Senate during the
April meeting each
spring.

N/A
Spring semester on
an annual basis.

fairness; developing family Excellence is fully
friendly policies; and
considered and
enhancing accountability. incorporated.

provided to Faculty
Senators during the
first meeting each
fall semester.

Senators will
complete a short
Climate Survey
which focuses on
Inclusive Excellence
within the Faculty
Senate.

1-A.2
Chronicle institutional
histories of Inclusive
Excellence on our
Armstrong, Liberty, and
Statesboro campuses.

Faculty Senate and all
subcommittee agendas
and minutes will be
retained electronically
with access available
to all administrators
and faculty

All Faculty Senate and
subcommittee
documents will be
included.

New IE position /
committee

New IE position /
committee

Faculty Senate
president is
responsible for
ensuring all are
uploaded
appropriately.

Nothing new

Beginning Spring
2022, the survey
will be disseminated
during the last
meeting of the
Academic Year,
with reports
provided beginning
Fall 2022 during the
first meeting of the
Academic Year
This is currently
happening and will
continue monthly
during academic year

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time,
reallocating funds, fundraising).
In fall 2021, the SEC will discuss the merits of creating either a new leadership position or committee with the responsibility of monitoring, gathering,
and sharing everything related to this Inclusive Excellence Action Plan. The creation of the new leadership position or committee will take place during
the fall 2021 semester. Charges and policies will be developed in spring 2022, with elections held in spring 2022, and the leadership person or
committee beginning work in fall 2022. For any activities listed within this report that list the new leadership position / committee to be responsible, the
Faculty Senate President and/or SEC will determine the responsible individual/committee until the creation of said position..

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
Faculty Senate Minutes via Digital Commons review by SEC
4

College or Central Unit Strategy 1-B – Create a transparent and sustainable organizational structure that fosters a diverse, equitable, and inclusive
environment for all.

Strategy

Action

Target
measures of
success

1-B.4
Faculty Senate President will Will appear on Faculty
Share our climate survey
Senate Agenda
results in order to promote add to meeting agenda for
discussion
transparency while
identifying areas for growth
and improvement.

1-B.5
Create clear lines for
accountability for
improvements in Inclusive
Excellence practices.
1-B.6
Establish a faculty and staff
ombudsperson, and equip
them with the appropriate
resources and reporting
structure.
1-B.8
Conduct an audit of the
representation of
underrepresented people in
middle and senior level

FSIE will report on all
improvements at Faculty
Senate meetings.

FSIE Minutes will appear
monthly in Faculty
Senate Minutes

Lead personnel
and titles

Faculty Senate
President

FSIE will elicit
reports from all
Faculty Senate
subcommittees

Financial
and other
resources
N/A

FSIE

Timeline

Annually

Spring 2023

FSIE will represent Faculty
Senate ombudsperson.

FSIE will be created

Faculty Senate
President

New IE position Fall 2022
/ subcommittee

FSIE will complete an audit
for the Faculty Senate.

FSIE will be created

FSIE

FSIE

5

Fall 2022

leadership, and benchmark
the findings against peer
and aspirational
peer institutions.

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time,
reallocating funds, fundraising).
A new subcommittee will be created to monitor all Inclusive Excellence activities for the Faculty Senate
Associate Vice President of Inclusion to present at FS meeting and FS will respond as appropriate

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
Faculty Senate minutes

College or Central Unit Strategy 1-F – Incorporate practices to increase equity, inclusion and intercultural understanding for all students.
Strategy

Action

Target
measures
of
success

Lead personnel
and titles

Financial and other
resources that will be
deployed for this task

Timeline

1-F.4
Undergraduate
Becomes item of Chairs of curriculum Committees asked to work with Fall 2022
Work with College and
and Graduate
discussion with committees
colleges to determine
Central Unit Inclusive
Curriculum
course approvals.
strategically embedded IE
Excellence and
Committees will
competencies
Curriculum Committees request & check
to strategically embed IE evidence when
competencies into major reviewing new
courses to ensure that courses and course
Inclusive Excellence is revisions.
layered throughout
students’ curriculum from orientation through
graduation.
6

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time,
reallocating funds, fundraising).
Will be included in duties of curriculum committees

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
Added to checklist when approving new courses

GOAL 2
College or Central Unit Strategy 2-A – Incorporate research informed employment recruitment strategies and processes to eliminate
conscious and implicit bias, and employ other promising practices to recruit diverse staff, faculty, and administrators from historically
underrepresented communities. (Note: If your College or Unit works with multiple populations, please address each separately).
Strategy

2-A.1
Develop and follow a
“Best Practices for
Faculty Searches” and
“Best Practices for Staff
Searches” procedure
document to increase
the pool of applicants
from underrepresented
populations and commit
to further diversifying
our faculy and staff

Action

This is addressed
by the SGA/FS
Joint Resolution
on faculty hires

Target measures of
success

Lead
personnel
and titles

Currently operationalized by SGA/FS
Provost’s Office, HR and
Presidents
Colleges

7

Financial and
other
resources that
will be
deployed for
this task

Timeline

None

Completed

populations.

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating
funds, fundraising).
Completed

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
SGA/FS Joint Resolution

College or Central Unit Strategy 2-D – Use effective strategies and practices to enhance retention, progression, and graduation of
diverse undergraduate and graduate students from underrepresented communities. (Note: If your College or Unit works with multiple
populations, please address each separately).
Strategy

Action

2-D.1
Define “Student Success” Student Success and
Academic Success
and build a shared
committees in
institutional vision
cooperation with
around how it is
PDAC to define and
achieved.
share with entire

Target
measures of
success

Lead personnel
and titles

Approved definition

Financial and
other
resources that
will be
deployed for
this task

Timeline

FS lead will be chair of Student success
Student Success
committee in
committee
cooperation with
PSAC

To be set by PDAC
and approved by FS

Committee chairs and
committees

Fall 2024

community

2-D.6
Enhance First/Second
Year Experience
curriculum and structure
to better support and
provide Inclusive
Excellence education to

Undergraduate
Revised curriculum
committee and GECC
committee to develop
plan of action

8

Committee work

all students.
2-D.7
Ensure students graduate GECC and Academic Revised curriculum
Standards committees
with Inclusive Excellence to develop plan of
knowledge by
action
implementing “Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion
Essential Competency” in
our Core Curriculum as a
required course.
2-D.8
GECC committee to
Revised curriculum
Redesign the core
develop plan of action
curricula to include
Global Competencies
(system level).
2-D.10
Create a comprehensive Graduate Committee to Completed and
work with colleges to operationalized plans
graduate student
create
orientation process
during which students are
trained on the
importance of
Inclusive Excellence.

Committee chair and
committees

Committee work

Fall 2024

Committee chair and
committees

Committee work

Fall 2024

Committee chair and
committee along with
college deans

Committee work

TBA

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time,
reallocating funds, fundraising).
Committees currently in place – some of this work will follow College Timelines

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
Faculty Senate Minutes

GOAL 3
9

College or Central Unit Strategy 3-A – Using mentoring and student success initiative data, identify and mitigate any existing gaps in
achievement between majority and underrepresented students in retention, graduation rates, leadership opportunities, recognition, and
disaggregated student learning outcome assessment data.
Strategy

Action

Target
measures of
success

3-A.1
FSIE, UG, Grad,
Recommendations
Collaborate with
Student
Success,
submitted
to FS in
the Faculty Senate
Faculty
form of a report
to examine and
Development,
Faculty
make
recommendations Welfare, and
regarding classroom Research committees
climate and design will work with
colleges to develop a
improvement
efforts for inclusive plan
pedagogical
practices.
3-A.2
FSIE will meet with Assessment results
Collaborate with
work
collaboratively and data-based
the Faculty Senate
with those mentioned revisions will be
to assess the
implementation and above to create and reported at FS
implement
meetings as needed.
success of the
assessment.
aforementioned
recommendations
for classroom
climate and design
improvement
efforts for inclusive
pedagogical

Lead personnel
and titles

Financial and
other resources
that will be
deployed for this
task

Timeline

Committee chairs and Appropriate
TBA based upon
SEC
committees in column College Timelines
2

Committee chairs and FSIE
SEC

10

TBA based upon
College Timelines

practices.

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time, reallocating
funds, fundraising).
All committee work

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
Faculty Senate Minutes

College or Central Unit Strategy 3-B – Identify and mitigate any existing gaps in achievement and recognition between majority and
underrepresented faculty and staff in retention, tenure and promotion, post-tenure reviews, professional opportunities, leadership
opportunities, and recognition.
Strategy

3-B.4
Review current University
awards/recognition programs
and initiatives for students,
faculty and staff, and ensure
inclusive excellence training
or material for committee
members to ensure unbiased
review.

Action

Target
measures of
success

Faculty Senate
Updated language
Development, Research, &
Service committees will
review current
awards/programs, etc.,
and revise as needed.
All committee members
will complete IE training
All committee members
or material for committee
with complete identified
members to ensure
workshops/training
unbiased review.
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Lead
personnel
and titles

Financial
and other
resources
that will be
deployed
for this
task

Timeline

Committee chairs

Committees

Fall 2022

Committee chairs
with work with IEO
to identify
appropriate
workshop

Committees
and training
modules

Completed & ongoing

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time,
reallocating funds, fundraising).
Committee members and training modules

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
Faculty Senate Minutes

College or Central Unit Strategy 3-D – Address affirming ways to acknowledge cultural and gender taxation in faculty, staff, and student populations.

3-D.2
Incorporate Inclusive Excellence FWC to
consider plan
as a performance dimension
of action
within the annual employee
performance appraisal process
for faculty. Integrate the
Inclusive Excellence
performance goals into tenure
and promotion review.

Integrate the IE
performance goals into
tenure & promotion review

Faculty Welfare
Committee make
recommendation to
FS for revised
performance
appraisal (APR)
language.

Committee
time and effort

Fall 2023

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time,
reallocating funds, fundraising).
Committee Work

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
Faculty Senate Minutes

GOAL 4
College or Central Unit Strategy 4-A – Allocate funding, time, and commitment to implement required annual Inclusive Excellence
12

training for all students, faculty, and staff.

Strategy

Action

Target measures
of success

Lead personnel
and titles

Financial and
other resources
that will be
deployed for
this task

Timeline

4-A.7
Require that each
College and Central
Unit spearhead training
and initiatives geared
toward inclusive
education.

Faculty
Development
Committee to
report on
opportunities

Report via Minutes

Recommendation
from IEO

Collaboration
with IEO &
Possible Funding

Spring 2024

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time,
reallocating funds, fundraising).
Collaboration with IEO and possible funding for training.

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
Faculty Senate Minutes

College or Central Unit Strategy 4-D – Create peer networks and other ongoing mechanisms that allow faculty, staff, and students to
intentionally be in regular dialogue that considers the ways in which diversity, equity, and inclusion influence their daily job tasks (including, but
not limited to, inclusive teaching practices and curricula).

Strategy

Action

Target
measures
of
success
13

Lead personnel
and titles

Financial and
other
resources
that will be

Timelin
e

deployed for
this task
4-D.1
Clarify goals and expectations for
all existing College and Central
Unit Inclusive Excellence
Committees and deploy additional
ones so that every College and
Central Unit has their own
established body to facilitate the
creation of their own practices
under the guidance of the
AVP/CDO.
4-D.2
Require that all Colleges and
Central units develop and
implement a Divisional/College
Inclusive Excellence Plan that is
guided by the best practices.
4-D.3
Colleges and Central Units must
provide quarterly reports on the
progress and implementation of
their Divisional/College Inclusive
Excellence Plan. The Office of
Inclusive Excellence will provide
critical feedback to all College and
Central Unit Inclusive Excellence
committees and assess for
progress and accountability.

Review & update
FS Handbook &
Bylaws

Updated FS
Handbook &
Bylaws

FSIE

FSIE

Spring
2023

Development and
approval of this
plan.

Plan approved &
operationalized

FS Executive Committee

Committee Time

Spring
2021

Monthly reports
through FS
Minutes to IEO

Monthly FS
Minutes

FS President

None

Fall 2021

Describe how the resources you plan to deploy will be identified and/or secured (e.g., reallocating staff time,
reallocating funds, fundraising).
Committee time
14

Describe the evaluation tool that will be utilized to measure progress and ensure accountability.
Faculty Senate Minutes

Due

Strategy

Completed
Completed
Completed
2023 Spring
2022 Fall
2022 Fall
2022 Fall
2022 Fall

1A1
1A2
1B4
1B5
1B6
1B8
1E4
1F4

Review FS Practices / Bylaws
FS Histories
Support
Share Climate Survey
Support
FS Lines for Accountability
FS Ombudsperson
Audit FS Diversity
Embed IE in Training Materials
Embed IE in Courses
Support

Senate Executive Committee
Ongoing
Senate Executive Committee
Ongoing
Senate Executive Committee
Ongoing
FSIE
FSIE
FSIE
Senate Executive Committee
Undergraduate & Graduate Committees

Completed
TBA
2024 Fall
2024 Fall
2024 Fall
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

2A1
2D1
2D6
2D7
2D8
2D9
2D10
2D11
3A1
3A2

SGA/FS Joint Resolution
Support
1st Yr Experience
1st Yr Experience
1st Yr Experience
Enhance Retention
Grad Student Orientation
Incorp Structures of Success
Classroom Climate & Design
Implement Classroom
Recommendations

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Faculty Senate
Student Success Committee
GECC Committee
GECC Committee
GECC Committee
Student Success Committee
Graduate Committee
Student Success Committee
FSIE
FSIE

Fall 2022
Completed
2023 Fall
2024 Fall
2023 Spring
2021 Fall
Completed

3B4

Awards/Recognition

3D2
4A7
4D1
4D2
4D3

Faculty Evaluation
Training & Initatives
Establish body to facilitate IE
Complete IE Plan
Provide Quarterly Reports

Support

FS Development, Research & Service
Committees
Faculty Welfare Committee
FSIE
Senate Executive Committee
Faculty Senate
Senate Executive Committee

Topic

Type of Role

Support

Responsible

15

Status

Completed

Ongoing

Completed
Inprocess
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Motion Request - 2021-04-12T12_02_55

Senate Executive Committee Request Form
SEC via campus mail: PO Box 8033-1

E-Mail: fsoffice@georgiasouthern.edu

Standard View

Close

Motion Request
4/12/2021

SHORT TITLE:
(Please provide a short descriptive title that would be suitable for inclusion in the
Senate Agenda.)
New Faculty Standing standing committee on Inclusive Excellence

MOTION(s):
(Please write out your motion in the exact form/wording on which you want the
Senate to vote.)
The SEC moves to add the Inclusive Excellence (IE) Committee as a new standing committee
within the Faculty Senate. The recommended committee will be added to the Faculty Senate
bylaws. Bylaws sections SECTION 35. The responsibilities of the INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE
COMMITTEE shall be as follows: a. Collaborate with other standing committees to develop,
review and recommend changes to the IE Action Plan, as needed b. seek input and coordinate
the implementation of the IE Action Plan with with other standing committees and IE college
level committees across campus, as needed c. review and recommend policy and procedures
concerning Inclusive Excellence d. address other specific questions in this area that may be
requested by the Senate Executive Committee; and e. report to the librarian, the Senate
Executive Committee, and the Senate as described in Article IV, Section 3. SECTION 36. Voting
membership of the Inclusive Excellence Committee shall be composed of senators or alternates
representing each unit, one per unit, appointed by the Senate Executive Committee and faculty
members elected by and representing each unit, one per unit. Non-voting membership shall be
composed of the Associate Vice President, Inclusive Excellence and Chief Diversity Officer or
their delegate.

RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why the motion should be considered by the Faculty Senate,
remembering that the Senate does not deal with issues limited to individual colleges or
administrative units. Include pertinent data and source references for information
and/or language.)
“Inclusive Excellence is a strategic pillar and a core value at Georgia Southern University. We
recognize that our success as an institution of higher learning depends on our ability to
embrace, value, and appreciate the diversity of students, staff, faculty, administrators, and
alumni across our campuses.” - GS Inclusive Excellence statement. On December 2, 2019, the
Faculty Senate voted (54/3) the motion to adopt a statement of commitment to Inclusive
Excellence: "As we face special challenges at the institution, the Faculty Senate is committed to
working towards the realization of Inclusive Excellence and towards the obtainment of the
institutional value of Openness and Inclusion. Accordingly, we will identify ways in which each
Senate standing committee will develop, enhance, or encourage these values, acting on those
opportunities accordingly, and reporting on them regularly." A standing committee would help
ensure that the Faculty Senate upholds its commitment to Inclusive Excellence and helps to
develop and act on opportunities that enhance these values. A pdf file of the motion is attached.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form.
https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+Pre…
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Title
New Faculty Standing standing committee on Inclusive Excellence

Motion
The SEC moves to add the Inclusive Excellence (IE) Committee as a new standing committee
within the Faculty Senate. The recommended committee will be added to the Faculty Senate
bylaws.

Bylaws sections
SECTION 35. The responsibilities of the INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE COMMITTEE shall be as
follows:
a.
Collaborate with other standing committees to develop, review and recommend changes
to the IE Action Plan, as needed
b.
seek input and coordinate the implementation of the IE Action Plan with with other standing
committees and IE college level committees across campus, as needed
c.

review and recommend policy and procedures concerning Inclusive Excellence

d.
address other specific questions in this area that may be requested by the Senate Executive
Committee; and
e.
report to the librarian, the Senate Executive Committee, and the Senate as described in Article IV,
Section 3.

SECTION 36. Voting membership of the Inclusive Excellence Committee shall be composed of
senators or alternates representing each unit, one per unit, appointed by the Senate Executive
Committee and faculty members elected by and representing each unit, one per unit.
Non-voting membership shall be composed of the Associate Vice President, Inclusive
Excellence and Chief Diversity Officer or their delegate.

Rationale
“Inclusive Excellence is a strategic pillar and a core value at Georgia Southern University. We
recognize that our success as an institution of higher learning depends on our ability to
embrace, value, and appreciate the diversity of students, staff, faculty, administrators, and
alumni across our campuses.” - GS Inclusive Excellence statement.
On December 2, 2019, the Faculty Senate voted (54/3) the motion to adopt a statement of
commitment to Inclusive Excellence: "As we face special challenges at the institution, the

Faculty Senate is committed to working towards the realization of Inclusive Excellence and
towards the obtainment of the institutional value of Openness and Inclusion. Accordingly, we
will identify ways in which each Senate standing committee will develop, enhance, or encourage
these values, acting on those opportunities accordingly, and reporting on them regularly."
A standing committee would help ensure that the Faculty Senate upholds its commitment to
Inclusive Excellence and helps to develop and act on opportunities that enhance these values.
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Motion Request - 2021-04-18T10_11_18

Senate Executive Committee Request Form
SEC via campus mail: PO Box 8033-1

E-Mail: fsoffice@georgiasouthern.edu

Standard View

Close

Motion Request
4/18/2021

SHORT TITLE:
(Please provide a short descriptive title that would be suitable for inclusion in the
Senate Agenda.)
Faculty Senate Bylaws Amendments for Sections I and II

MOTION(s):
(Please write out your motion in the exact form/wording on which you want the
Senate to vote.)
The SEC presents the following amendments to the Facutly Bylaws as presented in the Faculty
Handbook 2020-2021 324 Faculty Senate Bylaws page 78 - 79 pdf version of the 2020-2021
Georgia Southern Faculty Handbook. We so move that the following amendments be approved
by the Faculty Senate to be presented to the President of the University for their approval and
following that be presented to the corps of instruction, as required by the University Statutes,
for their approval. At that time these amendments be published in the faculty Handbook for
2021-2022. 324 Faculty Senate Bylaws The operating rules of the Senate are set forth in the
Bylaws which were approved by the Faculty Senate, January 22, 1996, and last amended (on
date to be determined by date of Corps of Instruction Vote, )to reflect the consolidated Senate
for Georgia Southern University’s Statesboro, Armstrong, and Liberty campuses. These Bylaws
establish the Faculty Senate policies, committee structure and membership. Article I – Purpose
and Policies Section 1. The variety and complexity of the tasks performed by institutions of
higher education produce an inescapable interdependence among governing boards,
administration, faculty, students, and others. The relationship calls for adequate communication
among these components, and full opportunity for appropriate joint planning and effort. (1966
AAUP statement on shared governance). The Faculty Senate at Georgia Southern shall serve as
the representative and legislative agency of the faculty. As such, it shall serve as the official
faculty advisory body to the president in the spirit of shared governance. (Shared Governance
at Georgia Southern is viewed as a structure and process for partnership, equity, accountability,
and ownership). Within the policy framework of the Board of Regents of the University System
of Georgia, and with the approval of the president, the recommendations of the Faculty Senate
shall be the academic policy of the University to be implemented by the administration. Section
2. The academic affairs of the University are the concern of the Faculty Senate who is
responsible for formulating, recommending, and reviewing policies and procedures including
academic activities, general educational policy of the University, the welfare of the faculty, and
other matters which maintain and promote the best interests of the faculty and the University
as specified in the Policy Manual of the Board of Regents. Section 3 The Bylaws allow the Faculty
Senate to accomplish its responsibilities and objectives provided that the Bylaws do not directly
conflict with the Statutes of Georgia Southern University or the written policies of the Board of
Regents. Article II -Membership and Meetings Section 1. Membership criteria are described in
detail in Article V of the Statutes of Georgia Southern University. In particular: a.1. Voting
members: each academic college and the university libraries (hereafter referred to as unit) will
have the total number of its full-time faculty divided by 15; for every 15 faculty members, or
major portion thereof (i.e., 8- 14), that unit will receive a Senate seat to be filled by election
following each unit’s election process. In addition, in compliance with the University Statutes
(Article V. Section 8), one faculty member will be elected by the faculty of the Liberty campus to
the faculty senate, regardless of unit, to represent the Liberty campus. Senators from the
faculty shall be elected for a term of three years. Terms shall be staggered with one-third
https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+Pre…
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elected each year. Terms of office shall begin on the first day of the new academic year.
(University Statutes Article V. Section 10). a.2. Non-voting members. The non-voting members
shall have authority to participate in all deliberations of the Faculty Senate, but shall not vote on
recommendations of the Faculty Senate. These non-voting members include: the president and
provost and vice president for academic affairs. (University Statutes Article V. Section 8.B). b.
no unit shall have fewer than two Senate seats, even if that means apportioning a seat to a unit
that is not strictly called for by the ratio in part (a.) of this section. c. each unit shall attempt fill
at least one Senate seat with a faculty member based on the Armstrong campus and at least
one Senate seat with a faculty member based on the Statesboro campus. In order to maintain
balanced representation between university campuses, each unit shall fill Senate seats
according to guidelines specified by the University Statutes. In the circumstance where a unit is
unable to fill the number of seats allotted to a campus that unit will inform the Senate that
there were not enough available candidates from the respective campus. In the next election
that unit is expected to prioritize representation from the campus that is currently
underrepresented. d. should apportionment calculations direct a reduction in a unit’s number of
Senate seats, no sitting senator will be removed; that seat will be eliminated when the first
senator of that unit to reach their term limit rotates off the Senate. No unit will lose more than
one seat in any given year. e. members of the faculty who are full-time administrators
(distinguished by an administrative contract) are not eligible to serve as senators or on Senate
committees. Should a senator (or committee member) accept a full-time, 12-month,
administrative position, whether permanent or interim, that individual must resign from their
Senate seat and/or all committees on which they are serving. Interim administrative positions
for less than 12-months must resign from Senate seats and committees. Section 2 Policies for
scheduling regular and called meetings and the frequency of meetings are also described in the
Statutes. The Faculty Senate shall meet at least three times during each semester and once in
the summer, and at other times upon call by the president or upon petition signed by ten
percent of the members of the Faculty Senate. (University Statutes, Section 4.) The Faculty
Senate President shall transmit to all members of the faculty a copy of the minutes of each
meeting of the Faculty Senate. (University Statutes, Section 7) Any member of the university
community is welcome to attend Senate meetings as an observer. Section 3 Senators will
receive in writing any item intended for notification, or discussion, or action at least five
workdays in advance of the Senate meeting at which said item will appear on the agenda. If a
request for a motion has been filed that will also be provided at least five workdays prior to the
Senate meeting at which that motion request will be considered and they will receive copies of
any documents related to said agenda item at least two workdays in advance of the Senate
meeting. For purposes of these Bylaws, the work week is defined as 8 a.m. on Monday until 5
p.m. on Friday when classes are in session. The Senate shall have to ability to entertain motions
from the floor without prior notice. It is understood that any senator can move to table a motion
or send it back to committee. Any motion coming from a senate committee is considered
seconded by virtue of the committee submission. Section 4 Faculty Senate meetings shall be
conducted according to Robert’s Rules of Order to the most practical extent possible. and in
accordance with the most recent Senate Protocol. Section 5 By direction of the Board of
Regents, the President of Georgia Southern University shall preside at all meetings of the
Faculty Senate. The president may ask the duly elected Faculty Senate President, chair of the
Senate Executive Committee to serve as Senate moderator. president. Section 6 All senate
meetings should comply with all applicable laws and regulations, including the Georgia Open
Records Act and Georgia Open Meetings Act. If meetings are held in a virtual format access to
the digital format must be made publicly available to all Georgia Southern faculty, staff,
students and community members at least two days prior to the senate meeting.

RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why the motion should be considered by the Faculty Senate,
remembering that the Senate does not deal with issues limited to individual colleges or
administrative units. Include pertinent data and source references for information
and/or language.)
The SEC established a subcommittee to review the current bylaws and make recommendations
for amendments. These recommendations were reviewed by the SEC, the faculty senate and the
University Legal department. r The amendments seek to clarify the language of the bylaws and
https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+Pre…
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clarify the work of the senate. Attached to this motion is a pdf that shows the proposed changes
more clearly than this form allows for.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form.
By Laws Articles I and II Proposed changes.docx.pdf
57.23 KB
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

Submitted by:
pholt

Phone:
80530

E-Mail:
labbott@georgiasouthern.edu

Re-Enter Email:
labbott@georgiasouthern.edu

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY
This site is for use exclusively by Georgia Southern University faculty, staff, and
administrators. Submissions are reviewed by the SEC for relevance to the mission and
business of the Faculty Senate. This site is a tool not for debate but solely for
information exchange. Redundant and contentious submissions will not be accepted.
Note to faculty users: Double-check your data before submitting, because the data
cannot by edited afterward.
Approval
Response:
Select...

SEC Response:

Senate Response:

Presidents Response:

https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+Pre…
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Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+Pre…
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Proposed Amendments to Faculty Senate Bylaws Articles I and II
Once these changes are passed by the faculty senate and approved by the University President
they must be presented to the corps of instruction for final approval as stated in the University
Statutes. It is the recommendation of the SEC that this be done electronically.
Based on the Bylaws as presented in the Georgia Southern Faculty Handbook 2020-2021.
2020-2021 Georgia Southern Faculty Handbook
https://academics.georgiasouthern.edu/faculty-handbooks/

324 Faculty Senate Bylaws page 78 - 79 pdf version of the 2020-2021 Georgia Southern Faculty
Handbook.

*Recommended changes are in red

324 Faculty Senate Bylaws
The operating rules of the Senate are set forth in the Bylaws which were approved by the
Faculty Senate, January 22, 1996, and last amended on date to be determined by date of Corps
of Instruction Vote, to reflect the consolidated Senate for Georgia Southern University’s
Statesboro, Armstrong, and Liberty campuses. These Bylaws establish the operating procedures
Faculty Senate policies and, committee structure and membership.

Article I – Purpose and Policies
Section 1.
The variety and complexity of the tasks performed by institutions of higher education produce
an inescapable interdependence among governing boards, administration, faculty, students, and
others. The relationship calls for adequate communication among these components, and full
opportunity for appropriate joint planning and effort. (1966 AAUP statement on shared
governance). The Faculty Senate at Georgia Southern shall serve as the representative and
legislative agency of the faculty. As such, it shall serve as the official faculty advisory body to the
president in the spirit of shared governance. (Shared Governance at Georgia Southern is viewed
as a structure and process for partnership, equity, accountability, and ownership). Within the
policy framework of the Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia, and with the
approval of the president, the recommendations of the Faculty Senate shall be the academic
policy of the University to be implemented by the administration.
Section 2.
The academic affairs of the University are the concern of the Faculty Senate who is and for
which it shall be responsible for in formulating, recommending, and reviewing policies and
procedures including academic activities, general educational policy of the University, the

1 | Page

welfare of the faculty, and other matters which maintain and promote the best interests of the
faculty and the University as specified in the Policy Manual of the Board of Regents.
Section 3
The These Bylaws shall be interpreted to allow the Faculty Senate to accomplish its
responsibilities and objectives provided that the Bylaws do such interpretation does not directly
conflict with the Statutes of Georgia Southern University or the written policies of the Board of
Regents.

Article II -Membership and Meetings
Section 1.
Membership criteria are described in detail in Article V of the Statutes of Georgia Southern
University. In particular:
a.1. Voting members: each academic college and the university libraries (hereafter referred to as
unit) will have the total number of its full-time faculty divided by 15; for every 15 faculty
members, or major portion thereof (i.e., 8- 14), that unit will receive a Senate seat to be filled
by election following each unit’s election process. In addition, in compliance with the University
Statutes (Article V. Section 8), one faculty member will be elected by the faculty of the Liberty
campus to the faculty senate, regardless of unit, to represent the Liberty campus. Senators from
the faculty shall be elected for a term of three years. Terms shall be staggered with one-third
elected each year. Terms of office shall begin on the first day of the new academic year.
(University Statutes Article V. Section 10).
a.2. Non-voting members. The non-voting members shall have authority to participate in all
deliberations of the Faculty Senate, but shall not vote on recommendations of the Faculty
Senate. These non-voting members include: the president and provost and vice president for
academic affairs. (University Statutes Article V. Section 8.B).
b. no unit shall have fewer than two Senate seats, even if that means apportioning a seat to a
unit that is not strictly called for by the ratio in part (a.) of this section.
c. each unit shall attempt fill at least one Senate seat with a faculty member based on the
Armstrong campus and at least one Senate seat with a faculty member based on the Statesboro
campus. In order to maintain balanced representation between university campuses, each unit
shall fill Senate seats according to guidelines specified by the University Statutes. In the
circumstance where a unit is unable to fill the number of seats allotted to a campus that unit
will inform the Senate that there were not enough available candidates from the respective
campus. In the next election that unit is expected to prioritize representation from the campus
that is currently underrepresented.
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d. should apportionment calculations direct a reduction in a unit’s number of Senate seats, no
sitting senator will be removed; that seat will be eliminated when the first senator of that unit
to reach their term limit rotates off the Senate. No unit will lose more than one seat in any given
year. (delete - the Senate Executive Committee being charged with adjusting the terms of
elected senators so that the staggered term rotation of senators in a unit will not be
jeopardized.)
e. members of the faculty who are full-time administrators (distinguished by an administrative
contract) are not eligible to serve as senators or on Senate committees. Should a senator (or
committee member) accept a full-time, 12-month, administrative position, whether permanent
or interim, that individual must resign from their Senate seat and/or all committees on which
they are serving. Interim administrative positions for less than 12-months must resign from
Senate seats and committees.
Section 2
Policies for scheduling regular and called meetings and the frequency of meetings are also
described in the Statutes. The Faculty Senate shall meet at least three times during each
semester and once in the summer, and at other times upon call by the president or upon
petition signed by ten percent of the members of the Faculty Senate. (University Statutes,
Section 4.) The Faculty Senate President shall transmit to all members of the faculty a copy of
the minutes of each meeting of the Faculty Senate. (University Statutes, Section 7) Any member
of the university community is welcome to attend Senate meetings as an observer.
Section 3
Senators will receive in writing any item intended for notification, or discussion, or action at
least five workdays in advance of the Senate meeting at which said item will appear on the
agenda. If a request for a motion has been filed that will also be provided at least five workdays
prior to the Senate meeting at which that motion request will be considered and they will
receive copies of any documents related to said agenda item at least two workdays in advance
of the Senate meeting. For purposes of these Bylaws, the work week is defined as 8 a.m. on
Monday until 5 p.m. on Friday when classes are in session. The Senate shall have to ability to
entertain motions from the floor without prior notice. It is understood that any senator can
move to table a motion or send it back to committee. Any motion coming from a senate
committee is considered seconded by virtue of the committee submission.

3 | Page

Section 4
Faculty Senate meetings shall be conducted according to Robert’s Rules of Order to the most
practical extent possible. and in accordance with the most recent Senate Protocol.
Section 5
By direction of the Board of Regents, the President of Georgia Southern University shall preside
at all meetings of the Faculty Senate. The president may ask the duly elected Faculty Senate
President, chair of the Senate Executive Committee to serve as Senate moderator. president.
Section 6
All senate meetings should comply with all applicable laws and regulations, including the
Georgia Open Records Act and Georgia Open Meetings Act. If meetings are held in a virtual
format access to the digital format must be made publicly available to all Georgia Southern
faculty, staff, students and community members at least two days prior to the senate meeting.
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To: Patricia Holt
From: Bill Dawers
Date: May 2, 2021
Re: Spring 2021 Report from the Ad Hoc Committee on Armstrong Campus Climate & Morale

Background:
This ad hoc committee was founded in spring 2020. The committee’s fall 2020 report, which
was discussed at the Faculty Senate meeting in October, made recommendations in three
broad areas:
● Communication
● Academic Programs and Structures
● Campus Morale and Engagement
That report seemed to be well received by the Faculty Senate and by upper administration. This
committee notes that the university community seems to have a greater awareness of
Armstrong-specific issues and has taken substantive steps to address some problems, but some
of our previous recommendations remain relevant and are reiterated here.

Committee Membership*
David Bringman - Armstrong Campus, Waters College of Health Professions
Bill Dawers - Chair, Armstrong Campus, College of Arts and Humanities
Priya Goeser - Armstrong Campus, Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and Computing
Michelle Haberland - Statesboro Campus, College of Arts and Humanities
Patricia (Trish) Holt - Armstrong Campus, College of Education
Christopher Hendricks - Armstrong Campus, Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies
Rick McGrath - Armstrong Campus, Parker College of Business
Marcus Mitchell - Liberty Campus, College of Arts and Humanities
Donna Mullenax - Armstrong Campus, College of Science and Mathematics
Dziyana Nazaruk - Armstrong Campus, Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
Ned Rinalducci - Armstrong Campus, College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
* Membership has remained stable

Survey Results
The June 2019 report “3 Campuses One Heartbeat: Toward Inclusive Excellence at Ga Southern
University” by the Center for Strategic Diversity Leadership & Social Innovation found that only
about one-third of faculty, staff, and students on the Armstrong Campus reported a sense of
being valued and belonging. Data from the fall 2020 inclusiveness survey are still being
analyzed, but since the more recent survey used different methodologies than the 2018 survey,
it seems unlikely that we will be able to make apples-to-apples comparisons.

The recent employee engagement survey revealed serious issues across the university, but
campus-specific data are not available. A number of the 4,000 comments from faculty
reference the Armstrong Campus and the consolidation, but those comments have not been
systematically analyzed, which is difficult in their current format.
The high level summary of themes from the engagement survey includes this present tense
statement: “There are mixed perceptions about how well the merger is going. There are units
that refer to good cross collaboration and other areas where there is great concern about
disparities occurring among the campuses, the exhaustion people are feeling from the changes
that have occurred over the past several years, and the negative effects of misaligned
campuses.” The committee concurs with this general assessment.
While recognizing the need to come together as a university, this committee encourages the
administration to gather meaningful campus-specific data in future surveys.

Communication
The summary of communication issues from our fall 2020 report remains relevant:
“Committee members agreed that communication issues during and after consolidation have
contributed to the low levels of feeling valued and belonging on the Armstrong Campus. The
current situation varies among departments and colleges, but communication clearly remains
an obstacle. Committee members reported that faculty on the Armstrong Campus often feel
like they do not have an equal voice in their departments and that some faculty have become
dispirited about the AC’s future. Committee members think that the recommendations for
improved communication will complement the university’s strides toward inclusive excellence.”
The employee engagement survey identified communication as a major issue, so this
committee hopes that steps taken to improve university-wide communication will take into
consideration the specific needs of the three campuses.
We should note, however, some improvements in recent months:
● The use of Zoom has made it easier in some cases to hold meetings where all
participants are on an equal footing, no matter where they are located.
● The passage of time has created more opportunities for collaboration and
dialogue.

● In some quarters, there seems to be a greater awareness of the lingering impacts
of the consolidation, and there are ongoing discussions of practical steps to
make progress.
Recommendations:
1) The Faculty Senate should schedule open forums or other sessions for faculty from the
three campuses to engage in open dialogue about the fallout from the consolidation.
a) All participants need to be aware that Armstrong faculty complaints are
sometimes heard as whining or as blaming Statesboro faculty.
b) While the problems may be more pronounced on the Armstrong Campus, the
consolidation also had some negative impacts on the Statesboro Campus.
Armstrong faculty would benefit from a better understanding of those issues and
perspectives.
2) Departments and colleges should analyze their communication procedures.
a) Each unit should identify the lingering post-consolidation communication
challenges.
b) Each unit should identify ongoing opportunities for faculty across the campuses
to socialize and collaborate.
c) Each unit should create and share plans for inclusive communication.
3) Experiences vary widely across the campuses, but there seem to be particular problems
in departments that have a small number of Armstrong faculty. We encourage
department chairs to look at the ways in which the Parker College of Business has
supported Armstrong faculty, including through clear communication about changes to
teaching, service, and research expectations.

Academic Programs and Structures
This passage from our fall report remains relevant: “This committee recommends detailed
study of the impacts of programmatic changes on the Armstrong Campus. The committee
broadly agreed that some programs and organizational structures that work on the Statesboro
Campus have not translated well to the smaller Armstrong Campus.”
As time has passed, it has become clearer that morale among Armstrong faculty is often tied to
the success of their programs. Some faculty worry that their programs are in decline with no
clear path for improvement, and some teach in programs that cannot be completed on the
Armstrong Campus. This committee applauds the significant steps to create new programs, but
we encourage consideration of new interdisciplinary degrees and other programs that can meet
the particular needs of the Armstrong Campus.

Recommendations:
1. Identify programs that were growing at Armstrong before the consolidation and
ensure that new programs address the demand.
2. Encourage interdisciplinary efforts and the creation of new degree programs as
appropriate.
3. Create more flexibility for scheduling Monday/Wednesday classes.
4. Assess the efficacy of site-synchronous classes and the demands on faculty who
travel among campuses.

Campus Morale and Engagement
If the university returns to near-normal operations in the fall, we have tremendous
opportunities for events and other initiatives that can improve morale and strengthen the
community fabric on all three campuses.
This committee supports efforts like the resumption of The Moveable Feast lecture series,
which CAH Dean John Kraft hopes to extend to Statesboro and Hinesville, and the creation of a
robust club sports program on the Armstrong Campus as outlined at our most recent meeting
by Lisa Sweany, Associate Vice President for Recreation and Sports Programs. Lisa was the AD
at Armstrong when the consolidation was announced and understands the myriad ways in
which the loss of intercollegiate sports impacted the campus. This committee looks forward to
giving feedback on the proposal that Lisa submitted to Shay Little, Vice President for Student
Affairs, and assisting in any way possible with implementation.
Recommendations:
1. Act on this recommendation from the 2019 inclusiveness report: “Have the president,
provost and other senior leaders get back into the Armstrong campus in a natural and
organic way, beating the pavement as if the integration is happening for the very first
time.”
2. Create a stronger sense of place on and around the Armstrong Campus. Look for longterm creative uses of the triangle site; work with Savannah city officials to implement
elements of the Congress For New Urbanism’s Southside Legacy Project published in
2018.
3. Re-engage emeritus faculty and recently retired faculty.
4. Explore ways to strengthen Armstrong institutional memory.
5. Send emails to Armstrong alumni about happenings on the Armstrong Campus.
6. Resume the tradition of notifications of deaths of faculty, staff, and emeritus faculty.
7. Seize opportunities to show pride in the Armstrong name and history. In
communications in the Savannah community, pledge to heal and reinvigorate the

institutional relationship with Armstrong alumni and supporters. And then do those
things.
8. Utilize existing strengths like the arboretum, aquaponics program, walking trails, athletic
facilities, and green space to engage the broader Savannah community.
9. Schedule more events in the Fine Arts Hall (e.g., partner with local music promoters).
10. Recognize milestones more effectively - perhaps via a newsletter at the end of each
semester with deaths, retirements, years of service, etc.
11. Create set times when there are no classes so students can more easily engage with
clubs and activities.
12. Seek opportunities for outreach in the local community and public schools.
Recommendations for specific events on the Armstrong Campus:
1. Celebrate/Armstrong Day
a. Planning will need to consider the general decline in clubs, organizations, and
enrollment on the Armstrong Campus.
b. Kickstarting this tradition could help us to engage with alumni, encourage
student interest in clubs, etc.
2. Treasure Savannah
3. Cultural weeks, fairs, etc.
4. Faculty field trips
5. Ice Cream social
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Proposed Amendments to Faculty Senate Bylaws Articles III
Once these changes are passed by the faculty senate and approved by the University President they must be presented to the corps of instruction
for final approval as stated in the University Statutes. It is the recommendation of the SEC that this be done electronically.
Based on the Bylaws as presented in the Georgia Southern Faculty Handbook 2020-2021.
2020-2021 Georgia Southern Faculty Handbook
https://academics.georgiasouthern.edu/faculty-handbooks/
This Photo by
324 Faculty Senate Bylaws page 79 - 81 pdf version of the 2020-2021 Georgia Southern Faculty Handbook.

Article III – Side by Side Comparison
Original Document
Article III -Officers

Proposed changes

SECTION 1. The officers of the Faculty Senate shall
consist of the Senate president who is the chair of the
Senate Executive Committee, the voting members of the
Senate Executive Committee, the president-elect, the
Senate secretary, and the Senate librarian. All officers
shall be senators.

SECTION 1. The officers of the Faculty Senate shall
consist of the Senate president who is the chair of the
Senate Executive Committee, the 1elected voting
members of the Senate Executive Committee, the
president-elect, the Senate secretary, and the Senate
librarian. 2Only elected senators are eligible to serve as
officers. All officers shall be senators.
SECTION 2 The Senate Executive Committee shall serve
as the chief governing body for all matters before the
Senate 1, including procedure and protocol. It shall be
the purpose of the Senate Executive Committee to
guide the actions of the Senate so as to enhance all
Faculty Senate activities. 2The Senate Executive
Committee shall request representation from the SEC in
meetings with the President, Provost, other
administrators or other committees concerning the
charge of the senate (eg. academic affairs) as needed.
SECTION 3. The Senate Executive Committee shall
consist of:1
A. 2Voting members, one senator from each
college and the libraries, elected by the faculty
in their respective units for two-year staggered
terms,
B. the Senate president who serves as the chair
of the Senate Executive Committee 3who

SECTION 2. The Senate Executive Committee shall serve
as the chief governing body for all matters before the
Senate, including procedure and protocol. It shall be the
purpose of the Senate Executive Committee to guide the
actions of the Senate so as to enhance all Faculty Senate
activities.

SECTION 3. The Senate Executive Committee shall
consist of one senator from each college and the
libraries, elected by the faculty in their respective units
for two-year staggered terms, and the Senate president
who serves as the chair of the Senate Executive
Committee. Additionally, the president-elect, the Senate
librarian and the Senate secretary shall serve in an
advisory role as non-voting members, unless they
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clarification

represent their colleges on the Senate Executive
Committee. In the event all Senate Executive Committee
members have a single ‘home’ campus, the Senate
president, in consultation with appropriate senators,
may appoint an additional non-voting elected senator
from a counterpart campus to address apportionment. A
non-voting staff member designated by the president of
the University shall serve as a liaison with the Senate
Executive Committee. Staff assistance and
administrative support shall be provided through the
Office of the Faculty Senate.

SECTION 4. The Senate president shall preside as
chair at Senate meetings, if so requested by the
president of the University, and facilitate the
operations of the Faculty Senate. The chair shall
vote only in the case of a tie in the Senate
Executive Committee or in the Senate. The Senate
president is expected to maintain regular office
hours on both campuses. The position of Senate
president is recognized with a re-assignment of 6
(of 15) hours per term for duties relating to Senate
activities or representation and is issued a stipend
($3,000) for availability during the noncontract
periods in the summer.

serves as a non-voting member except in case
of a tie.
C. Additionally, the president-elect, the Senate
librarian and the Senate secretary shall serve
in an advisory role as non-voting members,
unless they represent their colleges on the
Senate Executive Committee.
D. In the event all Senate Executive Committee
members have a single ‘home’ campus, the
Senate president, in consultation with
appropriate senators, may appoint an
additional non-voting elected senator from a
counterpart campus to address
apportionment. 3Additional faculty members
may be invited to the SEC to consult on specific
issues.
E. A non-voting staff member designated by the
president of the University shall serve as a
liaison with the Senate Executive Committee.
Staff assistance and administrative support
shall be provided through the Office of the
Faculty Senate.
SECTION 4. 1 The Duties of the Senate President shall be
as follows:
A. 2Shall be the representative of the faculty and
the faculty senate and advocate for faculty
interests
B. 3at the request of the University President the
Senate president shall will preside as
moderator chair at Senate meetings, if so
requested by the president of the University,
and facilitate the operations of the Faculty
Senate.
C. 4Represent the faculty at meetings of the
University President’s Council.
D. 5In case of a tie in the SEC or in the Senate, the
Senate President shall cast the tie-breaking
vote. The chair shall vote only in the case of a
tie in the Senate Executive Committee and or
in the Senate.
E. 6Shall forward the finalized agenda to the
University President within two business days
of the of the Senate Meeting.
F. 7The Senate President is responsible for the

3

This provides opportunities for additional input into
SEC discussions specifically in matters concerning
Inclusive Excellence.

*the duties of the senate president were not spelled
out in the bylaws as they exist with the same detail as
the other officers of the Senate.
1
Consistency with the rest of the document
2
there was nowhere this was specifically stated.
3
clarification
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The Senate president already does this. Place this
here to clarify.
5
Clarification
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clarification.

7 Clarification – this is something they already do,

administrative work of the faculty senate; 1.
Updates to the senate faculty website, 2.
Emails to the corps of instruction on senate
business, 3. Publishing the senate agenda, 4.
Publishing the links to senate meetings.
G. 8 The Senate president is expected to maintain
regular office hours accessible to all faculty, on
both campuses. with physical office hours on
the Statesboro and Armstrong campuses.
H. The position of Senate president is recognized
with a re-assignment of 9the equivalent of one
course release each semester per elected term
for duties relating to Senate activities or
representation and is issued a stipend ($3,000)
for availability during the non-contract periods
in the summer.

SECTION 5. The duties of the Senate Executive
Committee shall be as follows:
a. coordinate an orientation workshop for incoming
senators and alternates prior to the first Faculty
Senate meeting of the academic year on a date
determined by the Senate Executive Committee;
b. review the report of the Senate librarian as a
means of expediting all Senate activities;
c. review all proposed agenda items prior to the
construction of the Senate meeting agenda. The
chair of the Senate Executive Committee shall
advise the president regarding the inclusion of
these items on the agenda;

d. appoint one member of the Senate Executive
Committee to serve as the University System of
Georgia Faculty Council representative for the
University;

SECTION 5. The duties of the Senate Executive
Committee shall be as follows:
A. coordinate an orientation workshop for
incoming senators and alternates 1at least a
week prior to the first Faculty Senate meeting
of the academic year on a date determined by
the Senate Executive Committee;
B. 2review the report of the Senate librarian as a
means of expediting all Senate activities;
C. 3Shall set the Senate agenda and the Senate
President shall forward the finalized agenda to
the University President within two business
days of the Senate meeting; prior to the senate
meeting. review all proposed agenda items
and approve prior to the construction of the
Senate meeting agenda. The chair of the
Senate Executive Committee shall forward to
advise the president regarding the inclusion of
these items on the agenda;
D. 4appoint a representative of the University to
serve on the as one member of the Senate
Executive Committee to serve as the University
System of Georgia Faculty Council. This
individual will serve a two year term on the
USGFC; The representative’s initial
appointment needs to occur while they are a

8

This amendment addresses the need for accessibility
for all three campuses.

9

This option allows for greater negotiation with the
Senate President’s home department in how to best
use the needed time for service.

1

Setting a clear time for an orientation prior to the
first meeting ensures that the orientation happened.
While not included in the bylaws a suggestion that the
senator from each unit be responsible for holding the
orientation session for their unit to make for more
manageable scheduling options.
2
deleted because the report does not come in early
enough for this to happen. The Senate Librarian and
Senate President do review the report as they put it
together prior to the SEC meeting and can bring
specific issues to the attention of the committee.
3
Clarifying the tasks. We may need to add “with
approval and additions from the University
President”

4

By appointing a member for a one year term it
eliminates the possibility for a representative from
Georgia Southern to serve as an officer in this
organization. Changing it to a two year term, and not
requiring that they be an SEC member for both years
allows for greater representation and engagement in
this group. Opening the possibility for improved
communication with the governing board.

e. nominate one faculty member to serve as the
institutional representative to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association. This appointment
must be confirmed by a majority vote of the Faculty
Senate. There shall be a one-year apprenticeship
prior to becoming the institutional representative.
The institutional representative shall serve a sixyear term of office (a total of seven years) and may
succeed himself/herself. In cases where the
institutional representative has been elected to
office in the Sun Belt Conference and the term of
that office exceeds the six-year term, the president
of the University, in consultation with the Senate
Executive Committee, may extend the term of the
institutional representative to coincide with the
term of the elected office in the Sun Belt
Conference. Such an extension shall normally be
limited to no more than two years;
f. nominate one faculty member to serve a oneyear term as Student Government Association
representative. This vote must be confirmed by a
majority vote of the Faculty Senate. This position
will be elected by the Senate in the final meeting of
the academic year;
g. appoint members to both standing committees
and ad hoc committees. In general, members shall
be chosen to ensure representation from across
the university community. The Senate Executive
Committee shall solicit interest for nomination or
appointment to standing and ad hoc committees.
However, in some cases, qualifications for
committee membership shall accrue directly from
the nature of the committee activity and the
interest and talents of certain individuals;
h. appoint and/or nominate, as appropriate, faculty
to other university committees as requested by the

member of the SEC. This individual will report
to the SEC following the USGFC meeting and
then to the Senate. representative for the
University;
E. nominate one faculty member to serve as the
institutional representative to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association. This
appointment must be confirmed by a majority
vote of the Faculty Senate. There shall be a
one-year apprenticeship prior to becoming the
institutional representative. The institutional
representative shall serve a six-year term of
office (a total of seven years) and may succeed
5
themselves himself/herself. In cases where
the institutional representative has been
elected to office in the Sun Belt Conference
and the term of that office exceeds the sixyear term, the president of the University, in
consultation with the Senate Executive
Committee, may extend the term of the
institutional representative to coincide with
the term of the elected office in the Sun Belt
Conference. Such an extension shall normally
be limited to no more than two years;
F. nominate 6at least one faculty member to
serve a one-year term as Student Government
Association representative. This vote must be
confirmed by a majority vote of the Faculty
Senate. This position will be elected by the
Senate in the final meeting of the academic
year;
G. appoint members to both standing
committees and ad hoc committees. In
general, members shall be chosen to ensure
representation from across the university
community. The Senate Executive Committee
shall solicit interest for nomination or
appointment to standing and ad hoc
committees. However, in some cases,
qualifications for committee membership shall
accrue directly from the nature of the
committee activity and the interest and talents
of certain individuals;
H. appoint and/or nominate, as appropriate,

5

6

Use of non-gendered language

Creating the possibility of a shared year of service in
this role.

president;
i. ensure that each ad hoc committee has a specific
charge that outlines measurable objectives and
appropriate time constraints and require that each
ad hoc committee submit to the Senate Executive
Committee a written report summarizing its
activity. The Senate Executive Committee shall
provide reports to the Senate for review and
action, as needed;
j. meet at least once per semester with the chair of
each ad hoc committee and may meet with the
chair of any standing committee at the request of
the Senate president. The purpose of these
meetings is to review the committees’ progress
toward the accomplishment of their objectives and
to provide advice and assistance as appropriate;

k. review all the foundational documents of the
University as they relate to the faculty, including,
but not necessarily limited to, the Statutes, Bylaws,
and various handbooks; examine extant committee
structure of the Senate, including charges and
composition; and recommend to the Senate such
revisions or amendments as appropriate and
necessary;
l. provide agendas of all Senate Executive
Committee meetings;

m. review and revise as appropriate the
apportionment of senators from the colleges and
the libraries according to the Statutes (see Article II,

faculty to other university committees as
requested by the University president;
I. ensure that each ad hoc committee has a
specific charge that outlines measurable
objectives and appropriate time constraints
and require that each ad hoc committee
submit to the Senate Executive Committee a
written report summarizing its activity. The
Senate Executive Committee shall provide
reports to the Senate for review and action, as
needed;
J. 7Review a mandated report from each
standing and ad hoc committee following their
first meeting that clarifies their agenda for the
semester, their charge, and their proposed
goals and actions. Follow up with the ad hoc
and standing committees as needed. meet at
least once per semester with the chair of each
ad hoc committee and may meet with the
chair of any standing committee at the request
of the Senate president. The purpose of these
meetings is to review the committees’
progress toward the accomplishment of their
objectives, clarify their charge for that
academic year, and to provide advice and
assistance as appropriate;
K. review all the foundational documents of the
University as they relate to the faculty,
including, but not necessarily limited to, the
Statutes, Bylaws, and various handbooks;
examine extant committee structure of the
Senate, including charges and composition;
and recommend to the Senate such revisions
or amendments as appropriate and necessary;
L. 8provide agendas and minutes of all Senate
Executive Committee meetings to the
Librarian's Report and a summary report
included in the agenda for the Senate meeting
immediately following the SEC meeting;
(passed by Faculty Senate, fall 2020)
M. review and revise as appropriate the
apportionment of senators from the 9colleges
and the libraries units according to the
Statutes (see Article II, § I, and Article IV, § 17);

7

Part of the thought process here was to formalize the
contact with the standing and ad hoc committees
through a mandated report from their first meeting to
clarify any questions with the charge and their goals
for the year. This allows for greater flexibility in
meeting the specific needs of each committee.
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changed based on a vote taken by the faculty senate
requiring minutes from the SEC meetings.
We were not able to find the specific motion in digital
commons to reflect when this vote was taken.

9

consistency with language as established in Article II

10

redundant

§ I, and Article IV, § 17);
n. adjust term limits of committee members and
senators as necessary to ensure appropriate
continuity and apportionment (see Article II, § I,
and Article IV, § 17); and
o. communicate to the faculty at-large reminders of
Senate Agenda deadlines, Senate meetings,
locations of minutes, and the Librarian’s Report

SECTION 6. The duties of the PRESIDENT-ELECT
shall be as follows: a. assist the president as a
member of the Senate Executive Committee; b.
preside over the Senate in the absence of the
president; c. attend all meetings with the Senate
president; d. attend meetings with the Senate
president as requested.

SECTION 7. The duties of the PAST PRESIDENT shall
be as follows: a. assist the president as an ex-officio
member of the Senate Executive Committee; b. act
as parliamentarian for the Senate; c. attend Staff
Council meetings as the Senate Executive
Committee representative; d. attend meetings with
the Senate president as requested; e. preside over
the Senate in the absence of the president or
president-elect.

N. adjust term limits of committee members
10
and senators as necessary to ensure
appropriate continuity and apportionment
(see Article II, § I, and Article IV, § 17); and
O. communicate to the faculty at-large reminders
of Senate Agenda deadlines, Senate meetings,
locations of minutes, and the Librarian’s
Report;
P. 11 send regular updates on SEC meetings and
Senate meetings to their academic units;
Q. 12 appoint a senate parliamentarian.

SECTION 6. The duties of the PRESIDENT-ELECT shall be
as follows:
a. 1Serve on assist the president as a member of the
Senate Executive Committee as an ex-officio officer,
unless elected to represent their college; 2They can also
serve as the representative to their college if elected by
their college.
b. preside over the Senate and the SEC in the absence
of the president;
c. 3Attend meetings with the Senate President starting
spring semester to learn the duties and responsibilities
of the office. attend all meetings with the Senate
president;
4
d. attend meetings with the Senate president as
requested.
Recommendation – delete this position on the SEC

11

Added for clarification of expectation of
communication to allow for greater transparency.
12
Later in the document we are recommending the
addition of a Senate Parliamentarian.

1

clarity

2

clarity

3

clarity

4

unnecessary

Discussion points
Pro Keeping the Past President role
1. mentor for President
Pro Eliminating the Past President role
1. nothing prevents this person from mentoring
the new Senate President
2. will this impact faculty willingness to take on
the role when it makes a commitment that
starts with a minimum of 1 year on the
faculty senate, 1 year as president elect, 1
year as president, and 1 year as past
president, so 4 years. If the faculty serves 2

years on the senate before being elected
president this leads to a 5 year commitment.
3. There is carryover in the SEC as the terms are
staggered so there is built in history
4. Eliminating this position increases the role
members of the SEC need to play, thereby
creating more equitable representation
5. The president elect serves a year training
In terms of the duties as outlined in the current
bylaws:
B. reintroduce the parliamentarian position – a non
senator can serve as parliamentarian.
C. The Senate President is already on the staff council
and if need be a member of the SEC can be appointed
as the SEC rep for the staff council.
D. the President elect, or any other member of the SEC
can attend meetings with the Senate President as
requested.
E. the President elect, Secretary, or Librarian are
officers of the senate and can fill this role.

SECTION 8. The duties of the SENATE SECRETARY
shall be as follows: a. collect, write, and distribute
minutes of the proceedings of Senate meetings to
the faculty (as defined in the Statutes of Georgia
Southern University) with staff assistance from the
Office of the Faculty Senate. The minutes shall be
distributed at least 10 working days prior to the
next scheduled Senate meeting

SECTION 9. The duties of the SENATE LIBRARIAN
shall be as follows: a. provide to the members of
the Faculty Senate an informative summary report
of all minutes provided to the librarian by the
chairs of the standing committees and ad hoc
committees of the Faculty Senate. The librarian
shall prepare the “Librarian’s Report” with staff

1

SECTION 87. The duties of the SENATE SECRETARY shall
be as follows:
a. collect, write, 2review with the senate president, and
distribute minutes of the proceedings of Senate and
SEC meetings to the faculty (as defined in the Statutes
of Georgia Southern University) with staff assistance
from the Office of the Faculty Senate. The Senate
minutes shall be distributed 3at least within 10 working
days after the Senate meeting; prior to the next
scheduled Senate meeting.
4
B. write and submit the SEC summary report for the
next Senate meeting;
C. write and submit the SEC minutes to the Librarian for
the Librarian's report.

1

SECTION 189. The duties of the SENATE LIBRARIAN shall
be as follows:
a. provide to the members of the Faculty Senate an
informative summary report of all minutes provided to
the librarian by the chairs of the standing committees
and ad hoc committees of the Faculty Senate. The
librarian shall prepare the “Librarian’s Report” with

1

2

3

correct if Section 7 is deleted
clarification

specific time frame

4

add to correct based on the motion that requires
this.

correct if needed

assistance from the Office of the Faculty Senate
and shall distribute the report to the Senate at least
five working days prior to the next scheduled
Senate meeting. Committees presenting reports as
separate agenda items should post minutes on the
Senate’s website at least five working days prior to
the Senate meeting for consideration by the
Senate; b. serve as a faculty representative on the
advisory council to the provost and vice president
for academic affairs and shall prepare and
distribute to the Senate a summary of the issues
addressed at those meetings; and c. serve as chair
of the Senate Elections Committee.

SECTION 10. The Senate secretary and the Senate
librarian shall be sitting senators or senators-elect
elected by the Senate at its final meeting of the
spring semester. The Senate president and
president-elect shall be sitting senators and the
president-elect shall be elected by the Senate at
the final meeting of the spring semester preceding
the beginning of his or her term. The president-

staff assistance from the Office of the Faculty Senate
and shall distribute the report to the 2SEC Senate at
least five working days prior to the next scheduled
Senate SEC meeting. 3The Librarian’s report shall be
included in the Senate Agenda. Committees presenting
reports as separate agenda items should post minutes
on the Senate’s website at least five working days prior
to the Senate meeting for consideration by the Senate;

2

so the SEC can review

3

clarification

b. 4serve as a faculty representative on the advisory
council to the provost and vice president for academic
affairs and shall prepare and distribute to the SEC and
Senate a summary of the issues addressed at those
meetings; and
c. serve as chair of the Senate Elections Committee. 5 As
chair, the Senate Librarian calculates the number of
senators representing each unit based on the criteria
stated in the University Statutes, works with the
election committee to verify eligibility of candidates
prior to elections, works with the election committee to
conduct elections at the unit level, and certifies the
election of Senate officers,
1
SECTION 9 Senate Parliamentarian
The Senate Parliamentarian shall be appointed by the
SEC, This individual does not need to be an elected
senator. Their duties are:
A. Attend all senate meetings
B. Resolve questions regarding Robert’s Rules of
Order
C. This individual is not required to be a senator
or a member of the faculty.
D. Parliamentarians do not have a voice or vote
unless they are a senator. It is encouraged that
they have previous senate experience.

4

SECTION 2. The Senate secretary,2 and the Senate
librarian, and the president-elect shall be sitting
senators or senators-elect elected by the Senate at its
final meeting of the spring semester. 3The Senate
president and president-elect shall be sitting senators
and the president-elect shall be elected by the Senate
at the final meeting of the spring semester preceding
the beginning of their his or her term. The presidentelect shall serve the first year as president-elect and the

1

the advisory council is no longer happening – is this
something that will be restarted?

5

this serves to clarify the responsibilities as chair of
the election committee and addresses the numbers
set by the statutes.

1

added to meet need for parliamentarian.

Traditionally the parliamentarian serves as a neutral
observer and only answers questions regarding
parliamentary procedure or senate policy.
It has been a challenge to find someone to fill this role,
which was the rational behind assigning to the
Immediate past chair. However, by eliminating the
need for the person to be a senator or even faculty, it
may be easier to fill the role. The other option is to
have the president elect serve as parliamentarian.
all three are elected at the final meeting, cleaning up
the language.
3
removing the requirement that the senate President
be a senator the year they are President to allow for
senators in their 2nd year of their term to run.
Otherwise, only first year senators can run for the
office of President as they have to serve one year as
President Elect.

elect shall serve the first year as president-elect
and the second year as Senate president; therefore
the president-elect must have two remaining years
in his or her term. These four Senate officers shall
serve one-year terms beginning with the first day of
the following academic year. The Senate secretary
and Senate librarian may succeed themselves for
no more than one additional term (a total of two
consecutive years). Persons elected to these
positions must have had at least one prior year of
service on the Faculty Senate prior to the start of
the term to which they have been elected.
SECTION 11. Any action taken by the Senate
Executive Committee may be overturned by a twothirds vote of the Faculty Senate.
SECTION 12. Should any of the Senate officers
other than the Senate president resign during their
terms, an election to fill the remainder of the term
shall take place at the next regular Senate meeting.
If the Senate president resigns, the president-elect
shall fill the remainder of the term, and an election
to fill the remainder of the president-elect’s term
shall take place at the next regular Senate meeting.
Should the librarian or secretary resign, the
president elect shall fill that position until the
election can be held.

second year as Senate president; therefore the
president-elect must have one two remaining year in
their his or her term. These three four Senate officers,
in addition to the rising president, shall serve one-year
terms beginning with the first day of the following
academic year. The Senate secretary and Senate
librarian may succeed themselves for no more than one
additional term (a total of two consecutive years).
Persons elected to these positions must have had at
least one prior year of service on the Faculty Senate
prior to the start of the term to which they have been
elected.

As it currently reads, only a first year senator may run
for President Elect/Senate President. By eliminating
the requirement that the Senate President be a sitting
senator, we allow for faculty to have more time to
learn the operations of the senate before deciding to
run. As the Senate President serves as the moderator
of the Faculty Senate and only votes to break a tie,
their status as a sitting senator during their year as
Senate President is unnecessary.

`

No changes

SECTION 12. 1Replacing a vacancy in the SEC.

1

Should any of the Senate officers other than the
Senate president resign during their terms, an
election to fill the remainder of the term shall take
place at the next regular Senate meeting. If the
Senate president resigns, the president-elect shall
fill the remainder of the term, and an election to
fill the remainder of the president-elect’s term
shall take place at the next regular Senate
meeting. Should the librarian or secretary resign,
the president elect shall fill that position until the
election can be held.
A. If the Senate president resigns, the presidentelect shall fill the remainder of thate term, and
continue as senate president for their elected
term. an election to fill the remainder of the
president-elect’s term shall take place at the
next regular Senate meeting. If the Senate
President resigns, the president-elect shall fill
the remainder of the term, and an election to
fill the remainder of the president-elect’s term
shall take place at the next regular Senate
meeting.
B. Should the Senate Librarian, Secretary and
President-Elect resign during their terms, an
election to fill the remainder of the term shall

Reworked to clarify between Librarian, Secretary,
President Elect, and President and the Elected
members of the SEC.

C.

take place during the next regular Senate
meeting. The president-elect shall fill the
librarian or secretary position until the election
can be held.
Should any of the SEC members resign, the SEC
shall require the individual unit they represent
to fill the open seat according to their
individual unit policy.

